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This thesis discusses optoelectronic devices at mm-wave frequencies, focusing
on optoelectronic beamforming and non-mechanical beam steering based on
an optically excited Fresnel zone plate plasma. The optically controlled zone
plate, termed the photo-injected Fresnel zone plate antenna (piFZPA) within
this work, is introduced and a comprehensive theoretical framework developed.
The design and optimisation of Fresnel zone plates are detailed, which
determine the inherent performance of the piFZPA. A range of zone plates
were designed, fabricated, and characterised at 94 GHz with up to 46 dBi
gain, -26 dB sidelobe levels, and 67% aperture efficiency being measured for
a quarter-wave design.
The control of (sub) mm-wave beams by optical modulation of the com-
plex permittivity of a semiconductor substrate is discussed. The significance
of the free-carrier plasma dynamics, the effective lifetime, surface recom-
bination, and the limits of the substrate which are imposed by the spatial
resolution of the free-carrier plasma are highlighted, with the optimisation of
these parameters discussed.
The passivation quality of high-resistivity silicon wafers were characterised
using a mm-wave photoconductance decay method, which yielded lifetime
improvements from τeff = 60µs up to τeff ≈ 4, 000 µs, resulting in lowered
recombination velocities (S = 15 cm/s). W-band characterisations of the
passivated wafers illustrate the significance of surface recombination, with
measured attenuations of up to 24 dB.
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Abstract
Novel theoretical models are developed throughout this thesis, which yield
insight into the requirements of optoelectronic devices, and are shown to
agree well with measured data.
The theoretical framework developed details the requirements, limitations,
suitability, and design of piFZPAs at any frequency. A range of transmission-
type piFZPAs are demonstrated and characterised at 94 GHz, both on-axis
and off-axis, based on a novel architecture, with up to 8% aperture efficiency.
Finally, the hybridisation of the piFZPA technique and well established
visible display technologies, which has been developed throughout this the-
sis, enable low-cost, simple, and highly flexible optoelectronic devices, high-
lighting this method as an attractive solution to adaptive beamforming and
non-mechanical steering at mm-wave and submm-wave frequencies.
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Glossary of terms
The following notation is upheld throughout this thesis: boldfaced hats (aˆ)
denote a unit vector; tilde (a˜) denote a complex quantity; while bold font
and/or a overhead arrow (a, ~a) denote a vector quantity.
This thesis will also adopt the ‘engineering’ convention for representing
complex quantities as this aligns with relevant texts; thus, the negative sign





n, N zone number, total number of zones
rn radii of the nth zone (m)
d1, d2 input and output focal lengths of a zone plate lens (m)
F focal length (m)
λ free-space wavelength (m)
P phase-correction constant (P = 2, 4, 6, . . .)
D zone plate aperture size (m),
or semiconductor diffusion coefficient (cm2/s)
F/D F-number of a zone plate design
ω0 centre design (angular) frequency of a zone plate (rad/s),
or the beam waist of a Gaussian beam (m)
w groove depth of a grooved Wood zone plate (m)
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Glossary of terms
tL total thickness of a grooved Wood zone plate: tL = tbase + w
(m)
tbase base thickness of the grooved Wood zone plate (m)
ρ, ψ, ξ spherical coordinates of the feed frame of reference
r, θ, ϕ spherical coordinates of the observation point
Gf (ψ,m) feed function
Cf (r) amplitude constant
L(ψ) amplitude divergence factor
~Pd(ψ, ξ) feed polarisation vector
k wavenumber (cm−1)
E,M electric and magnetic fields
tE,M amplitude Fresnel transmission coefficient (oblique incidence)
for electric and magnetic polarisations
rE,M amplitude Fresnel reflection coefficient (oblique incidence) for
electric and magnetic polarisations
t, r amplitude Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients
(normal incidence),
or amplitude transmission (S21) and reflectivity (S11) through
a transmission line
r0, φref zone plate reference radius (m), and reference phase (deg)
η, ηi, ηs, ηp aperture efficiency, illumination efficiency, spillover efficiency,
and phase efficiency of a zone plate
Eg semiconductor bandgap energy (eV)
S, S0, Sd surface recombination velocity, front (S0), back (Sd) (cm/s)
d substrate thickness (m)
αm mth root of the continuity transcendental equation
τeff effective lifetime (s)
τb bulk lifetime (s)
τSRH, τAuger, τrad characteristic recombination lifetimes: surface defects, Auger,
and radiative (s)
Ur, Ug free-carrier recombination rate, and generation rate (s
−1)
∆n,∆p excess free-carrier density of electron and holes (cm−3)
n0, p0 thermal equilibrium free-carrier density of electrons and holes
(cm−3)
ni intrinsic free-carrier density (cm
−3)
n, p free-carrier density for electron and holes (cm−3)
Iopt optical irradiance (mW/cm
2)
αλ optical absorption coefficient (cm
−1)
h, c Planck’s constant (Js), and the speed of light in vacuum (m/s)
R optical reflection coefficient (power)
x
Glossary of terms
Da, τa, la ambipolar diffusion coefficient (cm
2/s), effective lifetime (s),
and diffusion length (cm)
h¯(ρ, ξ), h(ρ, ξ) Hankel transform and inverse Hanke transform functions
Jn(x) nth order Bessel functions of the first kind of argument x
ρ, ξ, η, ε, ν 3D continuity equation dimensionless quantities
A1, A2, Ap homogeneous and particular coefficients of the 3D continuity
equation
Nt surface defect-state density (cm
−3)
σ conductivity (fcm−1)
ω angular frequency (rad/s)
µn, µp electron, and hole, mobility (cm
2/V · s)
ρ resistivity (Ωcm)
˜r complex relative permittivity (F/m)
′r, ′′r real, and imaginary, parts of the complex permittivity





r real, and imaginary, parts of the complex permeability
tan δε, tan δµ permittivity and permeability loss tangents
ωp plasma frequency (rad/s)
′∞ high frequency (ωp < ω < hω) relative permittivity
τn, τp Drude free-carrier scattering time for electrons and holes (s)
n˜ complex refractive index
η, κ refractive index, and extinction coefficient
Γ free-carrier damping frequency (s−1)
Z˜L complex wave impedance (Ω)
γ˜ complex propagation constant
β, α phase coefficient (rad/m), and (amplitude) attenuation coef-
ficient (Np/m)
S21, S11 transmission, and reflection, S-parameter (dB)
tg VNA time-gate specification (s)
R2 goodness of fit
θ0, ϕ0 scan angle in azimuth and elevation (degs)
ρn radial parameter defining the location on the zone plate aper-
ture (image-space)
φ polar angle defining the angular location on the zone plate
aperture (image-space)
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Millimetre and submillimetre wave applications have continued to grow over
the last few decades. In addition to applications such as short-range high
data rate communication networks [1], the large bandwidths and compact
systems which are achieved at mm-wave and submm-wave frequencies permit
high performance, high resolution imagery with good obscurant penetration
compared to lower microwave technologies. Due to the current high costs
and difficulty of focal plane arrays at these frequencies, applications involving
either passive or active imaging all require a steerable or reconfigurable an-
tenna. In addition, the general requirement for rapid beam steering in order
to generate real-time imagery, or multi-beam functionality, render mechanical
steering mechanisms inadequate and electronic methods are required.
High frame rates, and reconfigurability, span many applications including
remote sensing [2,3], automated landing guidance [4–6], brownout mitigation
and helicopter collision avoidance [7–12].
Furthermore, recent rises in the threat of terrorism have driven the re-
quirement for high frame-rate imagers, enhancing standard security mea-
sures, such as pat-downs or metal detectors, for the use in airports or public
places [13–17]. These devices are then aimed at high volume, high through-
1
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put passenger traffic, and must be low-cost, compact, and feature video-rate
imagery, whilst also being able to detect concealed threats at reasonable dis-
tances.
Example systems include the Agilent technologies 24 GHz reflectarray re-
altime electronically controlled imager [18], and Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory (PNNL) low frequency (< 20 GHz) scanner [19] which combines
a switched linear array of transceivers, mechanical scanning in one axis, and
digital beamforming for producing high frame rate, diffraction limited images.
The portal personnel screener produced by Agilent technologies is an ex-
emplary low frequency system for concealed threat detection, featuring a low
profile, light antenna system based on a reconfigurable reflectarray at 24 GHz.
The antenna comprises 15,000 electronically controlled patch antennas in a
1 m x 1 m aperture and enables high frame-rates of up to 80 frames per sec-
ond depending on the resolution and field-of-view, scanning at up to 10 million
points per second; high resolution (0.5 cm) imaging of concealed threats can
be achieved at 15 frames per second with this device.
Example imagery is shown in Figure 1.1, which demonstrates a personnel
wearing an explosive vest (left), and a metallic concealed object located at
the centre of the imaged torso (right).
Figure 1.1: Example imagery produced by the Agilent 24 GHz personnel screener.
(Reproduced from [18])
2
Chapter 1.1: Competing technologies
However, current antenna technologies at (sub) mm-wave frequencies are
restricted by either cost, complexity, reconfigurability, loss, and/or refresh
rates, limiting the potential of these applications. Thus alternative techniques
and methodologies are required.
1.1 Competing technologies
A large effort has been devoted to finding suitable scanning technologies at
(sub) mm-wave frequencies, which has resulted in a vast range of techniques
and exotic technologies [8, 20–28]. The following discussion highlights se-
lected methods which have received continued interest over the years, and
that have demonstrated promising results.
1. Phased arrays
Phased array antennas have become synonymous with electronic beam
steering at microwave frequencies, which feature diverse beam forming capa-
bilities and reduced form factors. However, the requirement for vast numbers
of individual components with controllable phase leads to extremely high com-
ponent numbers, costs and complexity [29–31]. While passive architectures
offer reduced costs and complexity, active designs are required in order to
achieve high sensitivity and flexibility. Nonetheless, active designs require in-
dividual transmit/receive modules each comprising individual transmitter, low
noise and high power amplifiers, circulators and appropriate phase shifters for
each radiating antenna element, thus significantly increasing the system cost
and complexity.
While monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC) have enabled com-
pact modules for realisation of phased arrays at lower microwave frequencies,
current technology at (sub) mm-wave frequencies are prohibitively expensive,
lossy, and in the early research stages of development [31]. Furthermore, con-
ventional analogue and digital phase shifters are inherently narrow-band, and
thus large arrays or arrays requiring a large instantaneous bandwidth require
true time delay (TTD) phase shifters in order to avoid beam degradation and
squint [29]. Beam steering then requires control of the length of the TTD
3
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2: Example reconfigurable antennas: (a) the Dane phased array antenna
[35], (b) the Canadian research centre reflectarray antenna [36], and (c) the Army
research laboratory Rotman lens [37].
(ideally continuously) such that arbitrary beam scanning can be realised. How-
ever, efficient TTD lines are currently immature [32], and thus digitised phase
shifters are commonly implemented, which results in degraded performance.
The combined high losses and excessive costs of phased arrays has restricted
their application to lower microwave frequency applications, commonly im-
plemented at X-band, although integrated device technology (such as CMOS
or MMIC) has continued to push phased array architectures into higher mm-
wave frequencies [33, 34]. An example phased array antenna operating at
1.5 GHz is shown in Figure 1.2(a).
2. Reflectarrays
Reflectarray antennas represent a hybrid between array antennas and an-
tennas based on geometrical optics, eliminating the need for a complex feed
network (c.f. phased arrays), reducing the cost and complexity [38]. The
antenna aperture consists of individual passive elements, with controllable
phase delay, which re-radiate the incident field from the feed. The control-
lable phase delay, as above, commonly include PIN or varactor diodes, FET or
MEMs switches, liquid crystals, or ferrites [31, 39, 40]. The phase controllers
must feature low insertion loss, wide continuous phase control (0◦ → 360◦),
low power consumption, high linearity, and ideally low complexity, with MEMs
based switches showing the most promise at mm-wave and submmw-wave
frequencies, with limited device lifetimes [31], depending on the fabrication
process. Examples of this technology are currently being pursued up to fre-
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quencies as high as 650 GHz [41].
While reflectarray technology proves promising for realising rapid beam-
steering and adaptive beamforming, vast component numbers (millions of an-
tenna elements and switches) lead to high complexity and costs, thus poten-
tially limiting their suitability for some applications. An example reflectarray
antenna operating at 20 GHz and 30 GHz is shown in Figure 1.2(b).
3. Rotman lenses
Electronic scanning antennas based on beamforming networks such as the
Rotman lens [42] have shown significant promise at mm-wave and submm-
wave frequencies. The required phase shifts across the output aperture are
realised by TTD transmission lines and thus Rotman lenses have the potential
for larger operational bandwidths than considered in the phased array antenna.
In addition, low insertion loss (< 2 dB), and moderate scan loss (∼ 4 dB at
30◦) have been demonstrated at mm-wave frequencies. Furthermore, Rot-
man lens antennas have been demonstrated to yield high sidelobe suppression
(< −30 dB) and high gain/directive beams, which can be scanned over an
extremely wide field-of-view (±60◦) [37, 43–45]. Rotman lenses have been
demonstrated using microstrip technology at low microwave frequencies up
to 40 GHz [46, 47], and are also commonly developed at 77 GHz for use in
automotive adaptive and intelligent cruise control applications [45, 48, 49].
Current Rotman lens demonstrations have yet to be commonly demonstrated
above 100 GHz.
However, Rotman lenses suffer from possible beam squint, bulky/heavy
assemblies, restricted scan angles, and limited scanning to one-dimension,
with high numbers of switches being required. As a result, Rotman lenses
may thus only be suitable for a limited range of applications. Half of an
example Rotman lens operating at 38 GHz is shown in Figure 1.2(c).
1.2 Optoelectronic devices
Significant work has been focused on alternative mm-wave optoelectronic
modulators using semiconductor substrates; such interest has included opti-
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cally controlled phase shifters, switches, and a range sub-systems focused at
optical beamforming and non-mechanical steering, although interest appears
to have subsided since the late 90’s.
Early work on optoelectronic microwave switches was extensively reported
and theorised in the late 1970’s by W. Platte [50–54], where microstrp
switches have been shown to provide fast switching times at these lower
frequencies. However equivalent optically controlled conductance of a semi-
conductor based switch becomes difficult at higher (sub) mm-wave frequen-
cies due to the increased losses in microstip transmission lines. The use of
standard waveguides at these higher frequencies then requires optical modu-
lation of the semiconductor complex permittivity, yielding controlled attenu-
ation through the transmission line [55, 56].
Devices based at higher mm-wave frequencies were extensively studied
and demonstrated by Lee et. al, with a range of standard waveguide designs
featuring an optically excited semiconductor walled section demonstrating
high phase shifts (> 360◦/cm), whilst also maintaining low insertion loss
(< 1 dB/cm) [55, 57–61].
Various optoelectronic modulators have been reported which demonstrate
gating of mm-waves on nanosecond timescales [58,62]; microwave frequency
filters [63–65], and 1D beam steering [66–70] using optically excited gratings;
and optically controlled reflectarrays [71, 72] or phased arrays [61, 73]. How-
ever, wide adoption of these devices has been impeded by the high irradiance
requirements which often limit these devices to non-practical laser devices.
1.3 Prior-art
The work reported within this thesis has been motivated by the optoelectronic
approach as first reported by Webb et. al. [74–77], which involved an optically
controlled Fresnel zone plate. This particular approach to non-mechanical
beam steering has the advantage of being flexible, potentially less complex
than RF array based devices, and lower cost.
The initial demonstrations of Webb were reported in the mid to late
6
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1990’s, and included system demonstrations at 20 GHz [77], 35 GHz [75],
and 94 GHz [75, 76].
The architecture used by Webb for each demonstration comprised a be-
spoke spatial light modulator consisting of an array of near infrared (NIR)
LEDs which were driven by a custom controlled optical fibre network. Fig-
ure 1.3(a) displays a photograph of the NIR spatial light modulator setup used
for the 20 GHz demonstrations; the LED array comprised 3,046 NIR LEDs
covering a 350 mm effective aperture.
The demonstrations were the first reports of their kind and successfully
illustrated the promising features of this technique, including moderate scan
rates (∼ 1, 000 beams/sec), high precision beam control (∆θ = 0.005◦), and
wide angle (±30◦) beam scanning over a 2D area. In particular, this technique
may be extended in both aperture size (directivity) and in frequency, although
no prior theoretical or experimental work have been presented. Figure 1.3(b)
displays the measured off-axis performance up to 30◦ from boresight of the
94 GHz optically controlled Fresnel zone plate measured by Webb et. al. The
system featured a 146 mm effective diameter and utilised 2,335 NIR LEDs.
Figure 1.3(c) displays the measured 2D pattern using the same setup, taken
at 1,000 beams per second with the transmitter located on-axis.
While the performance of zone plates are known to be robust against
discretisation, or anomalies, in the zone plate structure [78], the limited pixel
density of this architecture limits the frequency scalability, inducing off-axis
grating lobes, whilst also potentially limiting the pointing resolution of the
antenna. In addition, this particular method suffers from high complexity and
cost while also being large and bulky, with limited flexibility.
The work presented in this thesis aims to address these limitations by
considering the optically excited semiconductor substrate. Control of the
free-carrier effective lifetime and the surface recombination velocity can yield
improved devices which can then be adapted to suit the requirements of a
range of applications, such as high frame rates or lowered irradiance. Fur-
thermore, reduction of the surface recombination velocity permits optical ex-
citation at short visible wavelengths thus enabling the use of convenient, well





Figure 1.3: (a) 3,046 NIR LED array spatial light modulator used for 20 GHz
demonstrations (reproduced from [77]); (b) measured 94 GHz off-axis performance
performed by Webb et. al. (reproduced from [75]); and (c) measured 2D 94 GHz
antenna pattern using a 2,335 NIR LEDs (reproduced from [75]).
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creasing the flexibility and suitability of this technique to higher mm-wave
and submm-wave frequencies. For example, Figure 1.4 displays a measured
2D antenna pattern (discussed in Chapter 6) of a F/1.2, 100 mm diameter
optically controlled Fresnel zone plate antenna which utilised a standard vis-
ible data projector as the optical spatial light modulator and source, where
the beam was hopped at 1◦ increments over a ±30◦ field-of-view in both
azimuth and elevation. The extremely high pixel density (>786,000) of the
projector, inherent in display technologies, ensures no grating lobes even at
high submm-wave frequencies, in addition to offering high resolution masks
for precise beam control. This should be compared with the measurements
of Webb, i.e. Figure 1.3(c).
Figure 1.4: Measured 2D antenna pattern for a 94 GHz, 100 mm diameter optically
controlled Fresnel zone plate using a data projector as the spatial light modulator
and optical source.
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Finally, although the work presented by Webb sparked interest in this
technique, very little theoretical work has been presented detailing the re-
quirements, limitations, and suitability of this technique to mm-wave and
submm-wave frequencies, with little experimental work having been published
also. The work presented in this thesis attempts to provide a comprehensive
theoretical framework for the optically controlled Fresnel zone plate tech-
nique, giving answers to the fundamental questions which have yet to be
defined.
1.4 Thesis overview
Different aspects of the optimisation and understanding of optically controlled
Fresnel zone plates, or the photo-injected Fresnel zone plate antenna (pi-
FZPA), are discussed within each chapter of this thesis. The thesis has the
following structure:
Chapter 2 introduces and reviews Fresnel zone plates at mm-wave fre-
quencies. In particular, standard zone plate designs are introduced which are
broadly categorised as either Soret (blocking) or Wood (phase correcting)
zone plates, each with their own benefits in terms of performance, efficiency,
and relative complexity. Optimisation of both zone plate groups are discussed,
and a range of zone plates are designed, fabricated, and tested at 94 GHz.
Furthermore, an analytical model is developed, which is used to accurately
model the overall performance of the grooved zone plate antenna, and is
shown to agree well with measured data.
Chapter 3 summarises the general free-carrier dynamics of an opto-excited
free-carrier plasma, illustrating the relevant features, and trade-offs, which de-
termine the effective modulation of propagating (sub) mm-wave beams for
both pulsed and (quasi-) CW illumination. In addition, the effective free-
carrier lifetime and the surface recombination velocity are introduced, repre-
senting the most dominant features of the substrate which may be optimised
to suit each particular application. Furthermore, the wavelength dependence
of the free-carrier plasma is discussed and the optimal choice indicated. A
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simple formalism is developed that is used to estimate the effective plasma
density within the substrate, which is invaluable for designing optoelectronic
modulating devices.
A range of passivation schemes are summarised, which are shown to enable
shorter wavelength excitation, resulting in increased system flexibility, and
lowered costs. The lifetime stability of two passivation schemes are analysed
using a high frequency mm-wave photoconductance decay method (PCD),
which has been based on the standard microwave PCD technique. Details of
this implementation, and interpretation of the measurements is presented.
Chapter 4 presents the experimental characterisation of a range of sili-
con substrates at W-band frequencies. The experimental results, which were
performed on both un-passivated and passivated wafers, display the marked
improvements in controllable attenuation resulting from increased effective
plasma densities, arising from the passivation process. The transmission and
reflection properties are compared for NIR and visible excitation; the results
of these investigations emphasise (and validate) the theoretical understanding
of the carrier kinetic processes discussed in Chapter 3.
A fully general analytical model is developed which details the change in
transmission line properties of a semiconductor substrate, subject to optical
excitation at a range of wavelengths, densities, and effective lifetimes.
Chapter 5 introduces the concept of the photo-injected Fresnel zone plate
antenna. A full account of the piFZPA is given, where the two main categories
are introduced: transmission- or reflection-type. Both categories represent
two distinct approaches to realising piFZPAs, where the transmission-type
benefits from simplicity, but at the cost of an increased effective plasma den-
sity requirement. The reflection-type offers a reduced plasma density require-
ment compared to an equivalent transmission-type piFZPA, and also enables
higher efficiencies to be achieved, albeit at higher plasma densities; both de-
sign requirements and optimisations are discussed. The development of a full
composite model, derived from Chapters 2–4, is used as a means of providing
answers to the fundamental questions of requirements, performance trade-
offs, and limitations for transmission-type piFZPAs, and for the reflection-type
piFZPA in conjunction with an ABCD model developed in Chapter 4.
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The details of a modified algorithm which enables simple generation of
zone plate masks for beam steering is discussed.
Chapter 6 & 7 present the experimental results on a range of piFZPA
designs; the results represent the culmination of all prior chapters. The ex-
perimental results employ a range of optically controlled semiconductor sub-
strates which demonstrate adaptive beamforming and non-mechanical steer-
ing, based on the piFZPA technique. Using a standard visible data projector
as a broadband light source and spatial light modulator, the characterisation
of several transmission-type piFZPA designs are presented. These realisations
demonstrate high fidelity beam control, 2D steering of a mm-wave beam, and
active imaging using a 94 GHz FMCW close-range imaging radar. The reali-
sations based on this architecture are believed to be the first demonstrations
of their kind, highlighting the potential of realising optoelectronic modulation
of (sub) mm-wave beams using low cost, flexible, and well established visible
display technologies.
Chapter 8 summarises the key outcomes of the work presented within this
thesis. Concluding remarks are made regarding the key optimisation require-
ments of the piFZPA technique, which are applicable, in general, to methods
which involve an optically excited semiconductor substrate. The scalability of
this technique both in aperture size and frequency are discussed, highlighting
the attractiveness of this technique for a range of applications within the mm-
wave and submm-wave frequency bands. Further work is identified, such as
experimental measurements which validate some of the numerical results pre-
sented; and other technologies which have the potential of yielding dynamic
(sub) mm-wave modulation with higher efficiencies than that currently possi-
ble with a photoconductive substrate. In particular, key modern technologies
are identified which have the possibility of creating low cost reconfigurable
antennas with greater than 40% efficiency.
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Fresnel zone plates at mm-wave frequencies
This chapter introduces and reviews the concept of Fresnel zone plates. Ap-
plication of Fresnel zone plates at mm-wave frequencies is summarised and
their design and optimisation discussed; errors found within the literature are
also highlighted.
The design and characterisation of a range of conventional Fresnel zone
plates is presented at 94 GHz.
This chapter forms the foundation required for optimised photo-injected
Fresnel zone plates, discussed later in Chapter 5.
2.1 Introduction
Originating from the elementary theory of optics and the propagation of light,
theorised by C. Huygens (1690) and A-J. Fresnel (1818), the concept of
Fresnel zone plates (FZPs) has been well known and utilised for some time
[79].
Construction of FZPs follows from the concept of half-wave boundaries,
which designate annuli of a given radius such that the phase of an incident
wavefront changes across the boundary by up to pi radians [79]. FZPs are
13
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commonly grouped into two main categories: blocking, and phase correcting
zone plates, which were originally suggested by Lord Rayleigh (1871).
The blocking category are often referred to as the Soret zone plate type,
after J-L. Soret (1875), while the phase-correcting type are commonly re-
ferred to as Wood zone plates, after R. W. Wood (1898).
The application of FZPs, predominantly exploited at optical wavelengths,
was extended into the microwave region in the 1930s, although work was
limited to a few published patents [80]. The use of FZPs at higher mm-wave
frequencies began in 1960 [81] and was driven by low manufacturing costs,
simple fabrication, and their inherent diffraction limited resolution. Further-
more, reduced lens thicknesses, which arise from zoning, also drove devel-
opment at higher frequencies due to lower absorption loss within the lens
material [82].
Understanding of Fresnel zone plate antennas (FZPAs) grew dramatically
throughout the 1990s, which was motivated by their application as a low cost
solution for DBS (direct broadcast satellite) reception [83].
Resulting from the last four decades, Fresnel zone plates and their ap-
plication to microwave (and higher frequency) applications has produced a
wealth of knowledge within this field, detailed in over one hundred published
papers, several patents [84–87], and a collection of books [78, 88–90]. The
following discussion details the design and optimisation of both Fresnel zone
plate configurations, where particular demonstrations have been highlighted
as appropriate. A review of the field of zone plates and their application
at microwave and mm-wave frequencies have been detailed over ten years
ago [80, 83, 91], and more recently in [78], albeit focused on Fresnel arrays.
The design and optimisation of Fresnel zone plates are critical for optimised
design of piFZPAs, which are discussed in Chapter 5.
2.2 Blocking (Soret) zone plates
Soret zone plates (SZPs) are the simplest, and the least efficient, of the
Fresnel zone plate family, consisting of an aperture containing alternating
14
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transparent and opaque annuli coinciding with the Fresnel half-wave bound-
aries. SZPs are commonly further sub-divided into either positive or negative
types, given by the construction of an aperture whose phase contribution is




























Figure 2.1: Cross-sectional view of SZPs illustrating (a) positive, and (b) negative
zone plate types. Black indicates opaque regions, and white transparent. (Repro-
duced from [88])
The basic SZP offers the lowest focusing gain (1/pi2 times that of a
traditional lens) due to large aperture phase errors of up to pi radians, and
the disposal of nearly half the available energy from the source. While the
efficiency has been shown to dramatically improve for alternate stepped and
folded SZP designs [84,89,93–98], the simplicity, low cost, and high resolution
of the SZP family makes them suitable for a wide range of applications, such
as DBS.
2.2.1 Zone plate design
The equation for calculating zone radii is derived from Fresnel’s theory of
half-wave boundaries, which requires that the path length change between












n − (d1 + d2). (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Geometry for the construction of the SZP, indicating zone radii, rn,
which is determined by the relative locations of input focal length, d1, and output
focal length d2.












d1 + d2 + nλ/2
)2
− 2(d21 − d22)
]1/2
, (2.2)
giving the zone radii, rn, for a SZP which transforms an input spherical phase-
front, diverging from distance d1, to a converging output spherical phasefront
focused at a distance d2. For plane wave illumination: d1 →∞, and d2 = F ,









where F defines the zone plate focal length, λ the design free-space wave-
length, and n the zone number.
At optical wavelengths the common situation arises where F  nλ/4,
and thus optical zone plates are typically designed with the latter term of
(2.3) omitted (r ∝ √n). Such approximations gives rise to the geometric
and the interferometric zone plate designs, with the former referring to the
optical design approximation, and the later to zone plates designed using the
full form of (2.3) [100].
At mm-wave frequencies, the design of SZPs should be based on the
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interferometric approach, (2.3), otherwise degradations such as multiple focii
and spherical aberration ensue [88, 100–104].
2.2.2 Performance and optimisation
The overall performance and optimisation of SZPs are known to differ de-
pending on whether the zone plate is part of the positive or negative sub-
group [92, 97, 105, 106]. For example, positive SZPs produce increased gain
and sidelobe suppression with lower angular resolution, compared to the neg-
ative SZP sub-category [92, 105].
In addition, the F-number (F/D) of the SZP design, or the total number
of zones N , can have a significant effect on the overall antenna performance.
It well known that smaller F/D ratios (larger N) yield increased gain and
sidelobe suppression [105].
Figure 2.3(a) displays the results of numerical simulations, which were
performed using the vectorial form of the Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction integral1
[88, 107, 108], for both positive and negative SZPs, as a function of F/D.
The simulations were performed for a fixed aperture size of 100 mm, with a
-11 dB edge taper at 94 GHz. As mentioned above, the gain and sidelobe
suppression are shown to increase (globally) as F/D → 0 for the negative
SZP, while only the sidelobe suppression is shown to increase for the positive
SZP. A smaller size of the central zone as F/D is reduced gives rise to the
lowered focusing gain for the positive SZP [79], while the smaller central zone
reduces the apodization of the negative SZP, thus increasing the gain. The
negative SZP is also shown to feature improved angular resolution over the
positive SZP, inline with [92].
Local discontinuity, and gain reductions, arise from the change of the
outermost zone from transparent to opaque, where maximum gain occurs for
a fully transparent zone [109].
Figure 2.3(b) displays example far-field patterns calculated using the vec-
torial Fresnel-Kirchoff diffraction integral for SZPs with a 200 mm aperture,
with either a 200 mm (F/D = 1) or 400 mm (F/D = 2) focal length. The dis-
1Note in Ref. [88], eq. (5.18) displays an error: The cosϕ term should read sinϕ.
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F/D = 1 (+ve)
F/D = 2 (+ve)
F/D = 2 (-ve)
F/D = 1 (-ve)
(b)
Figure 2.3: SZP simulated performance variation: (a) displays the gain, sidelobe
level, and beamwidth for a range of F/D designs, comparing both positive and nega-
tive zone plate configurations (fixed D = 100 mm); (b) normalised far-field patterns
for F/D = 1, 2 for both zone plate types.
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tinction between both SZP sub-categories, and the relative number of zones,
as discussed, are evident from the simulated far-field patterns2.
Finally, the zoning of zone plates are known to reduce their bandwidth
[110], giving rise to a frequency dependent focal length (c.f. (2.3)). This
can be advantageous for quasi-optical techniques involving focal isolation or
frequency and spatial filtering [110–112]. However for most applications,
reduced bandwidths (compared with traditional lenses) are un-favourable.





arising from a λ/4 tolerance in the pathlength change due to chromatic aber-
ration [100]. Here, ∆ω = |ω − ω0|, with angular centre frequency ω0, and
the total number of zones N . As an example, a 150 mm aperture, F/1 SZP
with a design frequency of 94 GHz which produces N = 11.10 zones, yields
an 8.5 GHz bandwidth, or 9%, much less than an ordinary lens (> 40%).
2.3 Phase correcting (Wood) zone plates
In comparison to SZPs, Wood zone plates (WZPs) yield increased efficiency
arising from the introduction of an additional phase retardation of up to pi
radians in place of alternating blocking zones. At mm-wave frequencies, the
phase-correction mechanism is commonly introduced by a grooved dielectric
plate [88], or a planar structure of alternating permittivities [113]; the latter
being known as the Wood-Wiltse zone plate.
In addition, increased stepping of the grooved dielectric, or an increased
number of alternating permittivities, is known to further enhance the over-
all focusing efficiency due to reduced phase error across the aperture. The
reduction of the phase error is commonly denoted by a phase-correcting con-
stant P , where λ/P denotes the wave correction scheme used. For example,
the simplest half-wave design results for P = 2; quarter-wave correction for
P = 4; and eighth-wave correction for P = 8. This results in an increase in
2patterns have been normalised
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phase efficiency from 40.5% (P = 2) up to 95% (P = 8), with a 100% phase
efficiency being obtained from a traditional lens [95, 114].
The design of WZPs follows similarly that of SZPs with the addition of the
phase-correcting constant, P , groove depth, w, and lens thickness tL. WZPs
similarly divide into positive and negative sub-groups, as shown in Figure 2.4.
The distinction in performance between both types varies less significantly
than for the SZPs [115], and thus WZPs typically adopt a single sub-group.








Figure 2.4: Cross-sectional view of Wood zone plate antennas indicating (a) negative
P = 2 zone plate, (b) positive P = 2 zone plate, and (c) positive P = 4 zone
plate designs. Additionally, Wood-Wiltse zone plates are shown for (d) alternating
dielectric/air, and (e) alternating dielectric (both are P = 2 designs).
The Wood-Wiltse zone plate type was initially introduced to circumvent
problems commonly encountered for WZP designs, such as shadowing ef-
fects and the accumulation of lossy materials within the grooves. However,
shadowing degradations have since been shown to be only significant for fast
(F/D < 0.5) grooved WZP designs [113,116], with the accumulation of lossy
material only posing a significant risk in certain circumstances.
2.3.1 Zone plate design
The calculation of zone radii of WZPs closely follows the discussion detailed
in Section 2.2.1. The generalised design equation for the P th correction
scheme is given by [117],
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for the plane-wave illumination case3 [118], where (2.2) and (2.3) detail the
zone dimensioning for the half-wave correction (P = 2) case.

















which specifies the width of the Wood-Wiltse lens. For the case of a grooved
dielectric, 
′






′r − 1) . (2.8)
While there exists no closed form solution for optimising the grooved
WZP [120], for the Wood-Wiltse zone plate, it has been shown that for the













The right hand side of (2.9) originates from the matched dielectric thick-
ness which yields the maximum transmission, due to an integer number of
standing waves, k (see Chapter 4). For higher order correction schemes
(P > 2), the optimised design requires a full rigorous approach where the
required phase change produced by propagation through a dielectric of per-
mittivity 
′
rn (n = 1, 2, . . . P) is performed such that the phase change matches
3with typographical errors in [88, 113]
4with typographical errors in [88]
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the phase-correction scheme [119, 121, 122].
2.3.2 Modified Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral
Using the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral, the far-field patterns of a
WZP antenna can be numerically simulated. Current methods outlined in the
literature appear to concentrate on the Wood-Wiltse design5 [88, 119, 121,
123,124], with the simplest method applying a phase correcting factor, ej2pi/P ,
to the SZP Fresnel-Kirchhoff formalism [99, 125]. However, this method
is only sufficient for designs satisfying (2.9), which may not always be the
case. In addition, using the above methods which account for the phase shift
produced by the dielectric medium (nicely outlined in [108]) are still insufficient
for a grooved WZP, as they unanimously neglect the effects of a supporting
base. These methods describe insufficiently the optimum dielectric substrate
thickness of the full lens.
The following summarises a numerical model devised to fully simulate
the far-field antenna patterns of a grooved dielectric WZP. Details of the
derivation have been left for discussion in Appendix A. The limitations of this
physical optics (PO) approach are to relatively slow F/D designs (F/D > 0.5)
and reasonable off-axis angles (< 30◦). The limitations arise from the PO field
equivalence principle, and the approximation of a local plane wave which is
used when deriving the Fresnel reflection coefficients of the dielectric medium.
Larger deviations, and smaller F/D ratios, can be simulated using techniques
such as UTD (geometrical optics), which were first derived by Baggen for
the SZP [109], and van Houten for the dielectric Wood-Wiltse zone plate
[108,124]. Validation of the accuracy of UTD at large offset angles has been
theoretically studied [126], and experimentally demonstrated [127].
The antenna geometry of the grooved dielectric WZP antenna is depicted
in Figure 2.5. For simplicity, the input field from the feed, Gf (ψ,m), is
modelled as an idealised feed, represented by a raised cosine function [128]
5all with various typographical errors.
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Figure 2.5: Geometry of a transmission-type grooved dielectric WZP illuminated by
an axially symmetric, idealised, feed.
Gf (ψ,m) =
{
2(m+ 1) cosm(ψ) if 0 ≤ ψ ≤ pi/2
0 if ψ ≥ pi/2 , (2.10)
where m defines the field taper, and ψ the angle of the aperture. ρ, ψ, ξ
denote the coordinates of the frame containing the feed and antenna, whilst
r, θ, ϕ denote the coordinates of the far-field observation point, P.
Summarising Appendix A, the electric-field vector at the output aperture









cosψ · ~Pd(ψ, ξ), (2.11)
where Pt is the power transmitted by the antenna, and η0 is the intrinsic
impedance of free-space (120pi Ω). The amplitude divergence factor, L(ψ),
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tL = tbase + w, (2.13)
where ˜r, F , tbase, and w define the (complex) permittivity, focal length, lens
base thickness, and groove depth (2.8), respectively.
The feed polarisation, ~Pd(ψ, ξ), is chosen as the so-called Huygens source
[109], which is written as [121]
~Pd(ψ, ξ) = −tM cos ξ · eˆψ + tE sin ξ · eˆξ, (2.14)
where tE, tM are the polarisation-dependent Fresnel transmission coefficients,
for electric and magnetic polarisations, respectively, and ξ is the polar angle of
the feed/zone plate aperture. Expressions for tE, tM are given in Appendix A.
Applying the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral to (2.11) yields the gen-
eral expression for the far-field pattern,













where eˆr, nˆ, rˆ
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with distance to the far-field observation point given by r. Solving the ξ
integral analytically, and collecting terms, the components of the electric-
field (θ, ϕ), given by
E(r,m) = Eθ(r,m) · eˆθ + Eϕ(r,m) · eˆϕ, (2.17)
can be shown (outlined in Appendix A) to yield
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Md(ψ) = −jkL(ψ) (2.20)













˜r − sin2 ψ
)
(2.22)
where Cf (r) is defined by (2.16), and k is the wavenumber. The components
Iθ(θ, ψ), Iϕ(θ, ψ) are defined as
Iθ(θ, ψ) = −(tM cosψ + tE)J0[Nd(θ, ψ)] . . .
+(tM cosψ − tE)J2[Nd(θ, ψ)] (2.23)
Iϕ(θ, ψ) = (tM cosψ + tE)J0[Nd(θ, ψ)] . . .
+(tM cosψ − tE)J2[Nd(θ, ψ)], (2.24)
where J0[x], J2[x] are the zeroth and second order Bessel functions of the first
kind, of argument x, respectively.
The gain, co- and cross- polar, patterns are then given by standard ex-
pressions found in the literature [88, 108, 119, 121].
Figure 2.6 displays a comparison of the far-field antenna pattern for an
88 mm diameter, F/1.2, positive WZP computed by two methods. The com-
parison is shown for both the vectorial Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral
outlined above, implemented in Matlab, and the Finite Integration Technique
incorporated into the CST transient solver [129]. The comparison shows
excellent agreement in the mainlobe, with similar levels for the sidelobe enve-
lope. Differences between both methods can be attributed to the difference in
feeds, and the approximations used in the derivation of the Fresnel-Kirchhoff
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Finite Integration Technique (CST) Kirchoff diffraction integral (Matlab)
Figure 2.6: Simulated (and normalised) far-field H-plane patterns for a grooved di-
electric WZP, comparing the vectorial Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral method
and the general Finite Integration Technique (FIT) available within the CST EM sim-
ulation environment. The comparison shows good agreement between both methods.
model. In addition, slight errors are expected to have been introduced within
the CST simulations as a result of the coarse mesh, which was used in order
to reduce the simulation time (∼8 hrs).
2.3.3 Performance and Optimisation
The optimisation of WZPs is similarly dependent on the F/D ratio, whilst
additionally including the lens permittivity(ies) and base thickness. The choice
of lens thickness, for the case of the Wood-Wiltse zone plate, has been briefly
discussed above; and the relative change in sidelobe/gain performance follows
Section 2.2.2. The significance of an appropriate lens material, and its effect
on the overall gain and efficiency, can be investigated for a grooved WZP
using the modified Fresnel-Kirchhoff model. The phase, illumination, and
aperture efficiency are defined in Appendix B, which have been derived for
the grooved dielectric WZP case.
Figure 2.7 displays the phase, illumination, and aperture efficiency for a
100 mm aperture, F/D = 2, P = 2, 5 mm thick grooved WZP antenna as
a function of lens permittivity for 2 ≥ ′r ≥ 5. Keeping all other parameters
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Figure 2.7: Simulated zone plate efficiency for a 100 mm aperture, F/D = 2, 5 mm
thick WZP as a function of lens permittivity r. Efficiencies include: phase efficiency,
ηp; illumination efficiency, ηi; and overall antenna efficiency, ηap.
constant6, the efficiencies are shown to vary considerably7 as the permittivity
of the lens is changed. In addition, the phase efficiency of the zone plate is
shown to only achieve the theoretical maximum (∼ 40%) for lens permittivities
′r = 2, and 2.5 ≥ ′r ≥ 3.0 – for this particular design. Furthermore, the overall
aperture efficiency shows a strong correlation to the phase efficiency, as clearly
indicated with a lens permittivity of ′r = 3.98, where the illumination efficiency
of ηi = 0.99 and phase efficiency ηp = 0.06 yield an aperture efficiency of
ηap = 0.05. Due to this correlation, the phase efficiency is often used to
indicate the performance of WZPs.
The corresponding change in antenna gain (dBi), based on the simulations
of Figure 2.7, is shown in Figure 2.8(a). The change in gain follows a similar
trend, and changes over a 20 dBi range within the range of permittivities
simulated. The maximum gain is found for lens permittivities ′r = 2.0 and
in the range 2.5 ≥ ′r ≥ 3.0, corresponding to the peak in phase efficiency.
Various common materials have been identified on the figure, which include8:
6adjusting the groove depth, w, with each change in permittivity
7certain selections of ′r for this zone plate thickness result in a poor interference condition,
which results in a drop in gain.
8complex components ignored. However, the model works equally well in all situations
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PTFE εr = 2.07
PMMA εr = 2.63
Best εr = 2.81
(b)
Figure 2.8: (a) Simulated gain as a function of lens permittivity, r, for a 100 mm
diameter, F/2, grooved dielectric WZP. (b) Corresponding H-plane far-field patterns
at select lens permittivities.
PTFE (′r = 2.07), HDPE (′r = 2.29), Rexolite (′r = 2.56), PMMA (′r =
2.63), PEEK (′r = 3.07), fused Quartz (′r = 3.51), and pyrex (′r = 4.33).
The W-band measured permittivities of HDPE, PMMA and PEEK were taken
from [130]; and the permittivities of PTFE, Rexolite, Quartz and pyrex from
[131]. The corresponding far-field patterns for the best case (′r = 2.81 with
this design), PTFE, and PMMA are shown in Figure 2.8(b).
These simulations indicate the significance of the choice of lens permittiv-
ity and the effect on overall gain for a grooved WZP. Furthermore, no closed
form solution exists for optimisation of the lens thickness (and permittivity),
and thus optimisation must be accomplished iteratively [120, 132].
Finally, WZPs also benefit from increased bandwidths due to the increased





where P,N retain their usual meaning. The WZP then yields approximately
double the bandwidth of a SZP, for any choice of phase correction scheme,
P . Using the same example as before, a 150 mm aperture, F/1, 94 GHz
WZP yields an approximate 17.0 GHz bandwidth, or 18% (P ≥ 2).
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2.4 Large aperture Wood zone plate antennas
The following section details the design, fabrication and characterisation of
two phase-correcting zone plates at 94 GHz.
2.4.1 Design
The designs comprised two Wood zone plate antennas (WZPAs): a half-
wave correction (P = 2) and quarter-wave correction (P = 4) scheme. The
effective aperture sizes were chosen to match a 300 mm diameter Cassegrain
antenna which was tested during the establishment of the mm-wave far-field
antenna test range. Available WR10 feeds resulted in a input focal length of
approximately 490 mm (F/1.63), corresponding to a -13 dB edge taper.
The lens material was selected using the Kirchoff diffraction formulation
outlined in Section 2.3.2, where the antenna performance was simulated for
a range of materials. The initial materials considered included Rexolite 1422,
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), and high density polyethylene (HDPE). Al-
though simulations suggested the lowest performance, HDPE was chosen due
to its immediate availability, and its extremely low cost.
Characterisations of the HDPE (′r = 2.29 at 94 GHz) lenses yielded
reasonable performance with an average peak sidelobe level of −17.4±0.6 dB
with 38.0±0.1 dBi gain, for the P = 2 design, and −21.5±0.2 dB peak sidelobe
(a) (b)
Figure 2.9: Photograph of both WZPA designs, half-wave (P = 2) and quarter-
wave (P = 4) correction. The image shows both designs for both material types, (a)
HDPE and (b) PMMA.
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level with 40.2± 0.1 dB gain, for the P = 4 design. However, poor precision
achieved during fabrication of the HDPE grooves, and the large (16 - 19 mm)
lens thickness, which ensured structural rigidity, resulted in a broadening of the
mainlobe at the -10 dB level in both designs. For these reasons, the design was
repeated with a different lens material. Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), or
acrylic/perspex R© (′r = 2.63 at 94 GHz), was chosen given its extremely low
cost, and good mechanical properties. Additionally, Figure 2.8(a) suggests
potentially good performance for a lens of this permittivity. The performance
as a function of lens thickness was modelled using the numerical method of
Section 2.3.2. These simulations showed small changes of less than 5 dBi
in gain, and 2 dB in sidelobe levels, for a change in PMMA thickness, tL,
from 4 mm to 12 mm. The new zone plate design was then chosen near
the centre of the simulated thickness range, representing a compromise in
sidelobe performance and gain whilst minimising the cost of the material,
tL = 6 mm.
Both WZPAs as constructed from both materials are shown in Figure 2.9,
and comprise a 350 mm effective aperture. The excess outer ring was used
for mounting to a support frame for testing.
The zone radii were calculated using (2.6), and the groove depth using
(2.8), for both the P = 2 and P = 4 design, with F = 490 mm, λ = 3.19 mm,
and ′r = 2.63. This resulted in 14.07 zones for the half-wave correction de-
sign, and 28.13 zones for the quarter-wave correction design. The calculated
zone radii are given9 in Table 2.1. The groove depths were calculated as
w = 2.57 mm for the P = 2 case, and w = 0, 1.28, 2.56, 3.84 mm for the P
= 4 case.
2.4.2 Far-field antenna patterns
A conventional far-field antenna test range was established in order to measure
the performance of a range of antennas. The range could support antennas
with dimensions of up to 0.5 m, measured at 94 GHz. Separation between
transmitter and the antenna-under-test (AUT) was greater than the standard
9partial zones have been rounded up to the next integer.
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Table 2.1: WZPA zone radii with F = 490 mm, D = 300 mm, λ = 3.19 mm design
for both P = 2, 4.
Zone number rn (P = 2) rn (P = 4)
n = 1 39.58 27.97
n = 2 56.02 39.58
n = 3 68.66 48.49
n = 4 79.35 56.02
n = 5 88.79 62.65
n = 6 97.34 68.66
n = 7 105.22 74.19
n = 8 112.58 79.35
n = 9 119.5 84.20
n = 10 126.07 88.79
n = 11 132.33 93.16
n = 12 138.22 97.34
n = 13 144.08 101.35
n = 14 149.64 105.22
n = 15 150.00 108.96
n = 16 - 112.58
n = 17 - 116.09
n = 18 - 119.5
n = 19 - 122.83
n = 20 - 126.07
n = 21 - 129.23
n = 22 - 132.33
n = 23 - 135.35
n = 24 - 138.32
n = 25 - 141.23
n = 26 - 144.08
n = 27 - 146.89
n = 28 - 149.64
n = 29 - 150.00
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Rayleigh range (2D2/λ) [133], which yields less than 5% measurement error
of the true antenna response [134].
Antenna measurements were performed with the AUT operating in receive
mode. The test range comprised a small fixed transmitter, and a heterodyne
receiver attached to the AUT. The transmitter consisted of a 94 GHz Gunn
oscillator (Farran Technologies GN-10), isolator, and a WR10 20 dBi corru-
gated feed horn. The small transmitter was placed atop a tall tripod support,
located at a distance greater than the Rayleigh range, for the given AUT.
The transmitter was powered from a small 18 V rechargeable battery pack,
where power to the Gunn oscillator was regulated using a standard voltage
regulator circuit. The heterodyne receiver consisted of a similar 94 GHz
Gunn local oscillator (LO), a W-band balanced mixer (Farran Technologies
BMC-10), DC-block, two (optional) low-noise amplifiers (Mini-circuits ZFL-
500LN), with 14 dB gain at the chosen IF (≈ 400 MHz), and a spectrum
analyser (HP8591E). The LO Gunn oscillator voltage was similarly regulated,
and which was used to control the IF frequency using variable resistors incor-
porated into the regulator design. The IF spectrum obtained on the spectrum
analyser was then recorded via a host computer using a GPIB interface. The
test range yielded approximately 60 dB dynamic range.
The angular response of the AUT was then measured by characterising
the received power as a function of rotation angle of the antenna around its
vertical axis using a single axis turntable10 (Parker Automation 21204RTMP).
The turntable and measurements were automated via software control, which
was developed using the ANSI C programming language.
A customised lens holder, and feed bracket were designed and fabricated,
which offered accurate alignment of the lens and WR10 corrugated feedhorn.
The antenna was placed at a height of 1.7 m (> 4D) above the ground, with
the transmitter located approximately 60 m from the zone plates (far-field
∼ 56 m). Figure 2.10 displays a photograph of the P = 4 WZPA located in
the test range.
Figure 2.11 displays the measured far-field patterns for both the E- and
H- planes for the P = 2, PMMA WZPA. Measurements were performed with
10accompanied by a STT57 stepper motor, and PDX15 controller.
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Figure 2.10: Photograph of the far-field test range used to measure the antenna
performance of the WZPAs; the antenna-under-test (AUT) was the PMMA, P = 4,
WZPA. The WZPA was orientated with the grooves facing the receiver, although
measurements on both orientations showed negligible variations in the measured
pattern for this design. The transmitter, indicated in the figure, was located approx-
imately 60 m from the AUT.
a 40◦ field-of-view at 0.25◦ angular increments shown in Figure 2.11(a), and
a 10◦ field-of-view at 0.10◦ angular increments shown in Figure 2.11(b).
The measured data indicates a highly symmetrical mainlobe, with excel-
lent agreement between both planes. The average peak sidelobe level was
measured as −22.3 ± 0.2 dB. The half power beam width, in both planes,
was calculated using a least means square (LMS) algorithm and a funda-
mental Gaussian mode fitted to the top 4 dB of the mainlobe, which yielded
θhpbw = 0.79
◦ (R2 = 1.00, or goodness of fit) for both the E- and H-planes.
This gives [133] a directivity of D = 47.6 dBi. The gain of the antenna
was measured using the gain transfer method [135], and was found to be
42.4 ± 0.1 dBi, averaged between both planes. This gives an aperture effi-
ciency of ηap = 30%, where numerical simulations suggest (Appendix B) an
overall aperture efficiency of 27%.
Figure 2.11(c) shows a comparison between the measured H-plane data
and numerical simulations performed using the Kirchoff diffraction integral
method. The simulations were performed with: F = 490 mm, D = 300 mm,
edge taper = -13 dB, tL = 5.9 mm, and ˜r = 2.630 − 0.029j. The compar-
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Figure 2.11: (a) Measured principle plane patterns for the P = 2, 300 mm, PMMA
WZPA over ± 20◦ field-of-view, and (b) ± 10◦ field-of-view. (c) comparison between
measured, and simulated, H-plane pattern using the Fresnel-Kirchoff model described
earlier. 34
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ison demonstrates excellent agreement around the mainlobe and the general
sidelobe level, with similar patterns observed in both sidelobe envelopes. The
sidelobe structure is shown to be less accurate close to the mainlobe, but still
presents good agreement with the general trend and levels. Numerical sim-
ulations suggested a gain of 41.8 dBi, agreeing very well with the measured
gain.
Figure 2.12 displays the principle plane patterns for the quarter-wave (P
= 4) WZPA, measured as above. Similarly, Figure 2.12(a) displays the E-
and H- plane patterns over a 40◦ field-of-view at 0.25◦ angular increments,
with a 10◦ field-of-view at 0.10◦ angular increments shown in Figure 2.12(b).
The measured principle plane patterns, again, demonstrate excellent sym-
metry between both planes, with a well formed mainlobe; the marginal asym-
metry in the low-level close-in sidelobes is a result of nearby foliage on a single
direction of the test-range. The average peak sidelobe level is measured as
−26.0± 1.5 dB, with a half-power beamwidth of θhpbw = 0.79◦ (R2 = 0.99),
and θhpbw = 0.81
◦ (R2 = 1.00) for the E- and H- plane, respectively. This gives
a directivity of D = 47.5 dB. The gain was measured to be 45.8 ± 0.1 dBi,
using the gain transfer method as before, which yields an aperture efficiency
of ηap = 67%. This, again, agrees well with numerical simulations which
suggest an aperture efficiency of 68%.
Figure 2.12(c) displays the comparison between the measured H-plane
pattern and numerical simulations using the Kirchoff method, as before, all
parameters remaining the same with P updated from 2 to 4. Numerical
simulations suggest a gain of 47.5 dBi, which agrees well with the measured
gain.
The slight asymmetry of the mainlobe for the P = 4 WZPA is believed to
result from manufacturing tolerances, where the reduced groove widths, and
depths, increased the difficulty in maintaining high accuracy whilst machining
a plastic sheet. These problems are indicative of the restrictions imposed on
realising greater than P = 8 designs, where increased manufacturing problems
are significant in comparison to the improvements of the antenna gain ob-
tained. The measurements discussed in Figure 2.12 suggest that even P = 4
designs present potential manufacturing difficulties, and thus the choice of
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Figure 2.12: (a) Measured principle plane patterns for the P = 4, 300 mm, PMMA
WZPA over ± 20◦ field-of-view, and (b) ± 10◦ field-of-view. (c) comparison between
measured, and simulated, H-plane pattern using the Fresnel-Kirchoff model described
earlier. 36
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suitable dielectrics with good mechanical properties can be critical to the
improvements offered by such designs.
2.5 Summary
An outline of the design of both blocking and phase-correcting Fresnel zone
plates has been presented. Details of the optimisation and the limitations of
each Fresnel zone plate type have been outlined, where the phase-correcting
zone plates are shown to offer improved efficiency, bandwidth, and increased
performance.
A new numerical model has been developed, which may be used to simulate
the far-field performance of a grooved dielectric phase-correcting zone plate
antenna, with arbitrary dielectric thickness, and permittivity. Using this model,
and the optimisation required for the appropriate lens material, a range of
phase-correcting zone plates were designed, fabricated, and characterised at
94 GHz. Details of the characterisation of each zone plate lens have been
given, and are shown to agree well with the new numerical model.
Finally, the design and optimisation of zone plates, which has been out-
lined in this chapter, are critical for realising an optimised piFZPA. Further,
the numerical Fresnel-Kirchoff model which has been introduced provides an
important component to a model which is used to analyse the requirements of
the piFZPA. The details of the piFZPA requirements, design and optimisation
are discussed in Chapter 5, with the experimental characterisation of several




effective lifetime and carrier kinetics
Semiconductor substrate integral parameters such as the free-carrier lifetime,
surface recombination rate, and defect-state density play a pivotal role in
the modulation of (sub) mm-wave beams propagating through the substrate.
The opto-excited properties of the substrate involve a complex spatial and
temporal dependence that are dominated by surface recombination and dif-
fusion effects, which result in lowered effective free-carrier plasma densities,
and thus modular control of propagating (sub) mm-wave beams.
The following chapter presents an overview of the complex opto-excited
free-carrier system, which yields insight into the limitations of optoelectronic
modulation of propagating (mm-wave) beams. The discussion will focus on
the effective lifetime parameter, τeff , arguably the most important control
parameter; surface recombination effects, which lead to reduced effective
lifetimes, and which in turn leads to increased optical irradiance requirements;
and finally, free-carrier diffusion effects, which lead to increased effective free-




Illumination of a semiconductor substrate with photons whose energy ex-
ceeds the semiconductor bandgap (E > Eg), depicted in Figure 3.1, results
in the generation of a free-carrier electron-hole plasma, the density of which
is linearly dependent on the minority-carrier lifetime. The free-carrier life-
time parameter is well regarded as the most important substrate parameter
in most applications due to its influence on several substrate characteristics.
In particular, for optoelectronic mm-wave devices the free-carrier lifetime dic-
tates the free-carrier plasma density, free-carrier diffusion and thus spatial
resolution, and free-carrier kinetics. The free-carrier lifetime is also taken as
an indicator to the overall quality of the semiconductor substrate, with its
relative magnitude being determined by both the density of defect-states in
the bulk and at the surface of the substrate, and to a lesser extent the band
structure of the semiconductor. The density of surface defect-states is known
to dominate the relative effective lifetime of a given substrate. The following








Figure 3.1: Energy band diagram highlighting important features of the semiconduc-
tor substrate, including the recombination and generation processes.
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tronic device, where increased modulation of propagating mm-wave beams,
by excitation at shorter-wavelengths, can be realised with reduced surface
defect-state densities, thus increasing the attractiveness of such devices at
(sub) mm-wave frequencies.
Excitation of a free-carrier plasma which results from an increased gen-
eration rate above thermal equilibrium, Ug, correspondingly results in an in-
creased recombination rate (above thermal equilibrium), Ur, until a new equi-
librium is attained. The rate of recombination, Ur, is a function of the free-
carrier plasma density, and includes several recombination mechanisms that
reduce the opto-excited plasma density; these include radiative, defect-state,
or Auger recombination [136] (see Figure 3.1). In general, each loss mecha-
nism features a unique characteristic injection-level dependent lifetime. As a
result, the free-carrier lifetime is commonly referred to the effective lifetime,
which is the cumulative sum of each individual characteristic lifetime, subject
to the substrate properties. In addition, each recombination mechanism can
be separated into both volume (bulk) or surface effects [137, 138].
Bulk recombination can be suitably controlled by proper high quality growth
methods, such as the float-zone technique, which lowers the impurity con-
centration and bulk defect levels, thus increasing the defect-state lifetime.
In comparison, Auger recombination is characteristically a high-injection pro-
cess, which dominates for free-carrier plasma densities exceeding ≈ 1017 cm−3
[136]. Comparatively, radiative recombination (fluorescence) can be neglected
for indirect bandgap semiconductors (such as silicon), where the require-
ment for additional phonon excitations in order to conserve momentum re-
duce the probability of recombination [139]. Loss mechanisms which are
then attributed to defect-level recombination at, or near, the substrate sur-
face dominate the effective lifetime. Surface defect-level recombination, or
Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination [140, 141], is a significant source
of lowered lifetimes in all wafers, and results from surface impurities, lattice
defects, or non-saturated (dangling) bonds.
The relative lifetime of the surface recombination mechanism is typically
denoted by the surface recombination velocity (SRV), S (cm/s), the effects














with substrate thickness, d, carrier diffusion coefficient, D, SRV, S, and the
mth root, αm, indicating the mth surface decay mode [138,142]. The lifetime
of each mth characteristic decay mode, which are both injection-level and
temporally dependent, are such that τ1 > τ2 > . . . τm. Thus, under (quasi-)
CW irradiation, the surface component of the effective lifetime is given by






































Thus, it is clear from (3.1) and (3.5) that the effective lifetime of a given
substrate will be dependent on both the SRV and the substrate thickness, d.
The severity of this dependency can be found by analysing (3.1) for different
values of S, and d. Figure 3.2 displays the corresponding changes to the
effective lifetime as a function of both parameters.
Figure 3.2(a) displays the normalised (relative to the bulk lifetime) ef-
fective lifetime as a function of the substrate thickness, d, highlighting the
significance of the SRV as d is reduced. It is observed that for a given SRV,
the effect of surface recombination becomes less significant as the substrate
thickness increases, which is attributed to the diffusion limited response of
the excited free-carrier plasma. In addition, the overall reduction in τeff is
shown to reduce as the SRV is decreased.
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Figure 3.2: Simulated effective lifetime, τeff , as a function of (b) SRV, S (cm/s),
and (a) wafer thickenss, d. Both figures have been normalised to the substrate bulk
lifetime, τb.
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Figure 3.2(b) displays the normalised effective lifetime for a high resistivity
substrate as a function of SRV. It is shown that an increase in the SRV
results in large reductions of the effective lifetime; the saturation level again
indicating the diffusion limited case. It is also observed that the diffusion
limited saturation point occurs for lower values of S, as the substrate thickness
is increased.
Saturation of the recombination rate by either an infinitely large SRV or
substrate thickness results in two asymptotic solutions to (3.1). The com-
bination of both solutions has been shown to give a simplified form for the


















which indicates the non-diffusion and diffusion limited recombination cases.
From Figure 3.2, surface recombination is shown to significantly influ-
ence the overall magnitude of the effective lifetime parameter. The relative
change, or degradation, of the effective lifetime parameter is equivalent to
a change in the effective plasma density, thus suppressing the modulation of
mm-wave propagation constants for a given illumination level. Optimising
the influence of surface recombination, with either increased substrate thick-
nesses or lowered SRVs, is critical for increasing the impact of optoelectronic
modulation of the complex permittivity at a given optical irradiance. In most
circumstances, lowered SRVs are to be preferred for several reasons which
will be discussed.
3.2 Effective free-carrier plasma density
Optoelectronic modulation of the transmission properties of an opto-excited
semiconductor substrate is determined by the complex permittivity of the
substrate. Thus, the modulation is determined by the effective free-carrier
plasma density throughout the substrate, knowledge of which is required for
the design and analysis of reconfigurable devices. However, calculation of this
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parameter proves to be complex due to the range of carrier dynamic processes
which take place under optical excitation. No closed form solution exists as
a result, and thus only an approximation to the photo-injected density is
possible.
The following method of estimating the effective optically excited free-
carrier plasma density has been derived for (quasi-) CW irradiation, i.e. a
stationary state. Assuming charge neutrality, with no surface recombination,
and excitation by a delta function, the free-carrier plasma density is given by
the common expression, under equilibrium,











and where Iopt defines the incident optical excitation density (mW/cm
2) at
wavelength λ; αλ defines the wavelength dependent absorption coefficient
within the semiconductor; h, c define Planck’s constant, and the speed of
light in a vacuum; τeff defines the effective lifetime; (1−R) defines the optical
power transmission across the air/semiconductor interface, where R denotes
the (power) reflection coefficient, given later by (4.11); and ∆n denotes the
free-carrier plasma density1 (electrons, ∆n, and holes, ∆p).




assuming perfect quantum efficiency; the subscript 0 has been added to rep-
resent the initial peak free-carrier density.
However, (3.10) generally overestimates the effective free-carrier plasma
density, which is reduced due to surface recombination and diffusion effects.
1∆n is chosen as representing the excess carrier density, since ∆n = ∆p
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Neglecting lateral diffusion, i.e. orthogonal to the optical excitation direction,
the spatial distribution can be approximated using a 1D analysis.
Integration of the free-carrier plasma distribution, generated by an optical
excitation source of a given wavelength (assuming CW conditions), through-
out the substrate thickness gives the effective plasma density optically excited
within the substrate. The spatial distribution, or profile, of a free-carrier
plasma generated by optical excitation of a semiconductor substrate is gov-



















0 ≤ z ≤ ∞ (3.12)
where under low-injection, the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, Da, and life-
time parameter, τa, attain their minority carrier values [145]. The free-carrier
generation rate, G, is given by ∆n0/τeff , with ∆n0 being defined by (3.10).
The parameters La, S define the ambipolar diffusion length and SRV respec-
tively. These are typically La = 170 µm (τ ≈ 10 µs) and S > 106 cm/s for
low quality silicon. The effective plasma density, ∆neff , follows the summation





















1− e−d/La) ]. (3.14)
where the initial plasma density, ∆n0, is given by (3.10).
Using the measured optical wavelength-dependent absorption coefficient,
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λ = 500 nm
λ = 700 nm
λ = 900 nm
λ = 1000 nm
(b)
Figure 3.3: (a) Simulated normalised excess carrier density as a function of excitation
wavelength, λ. (b) normalised excess carrier density as a function of SRV, for a range
of wavelengths, λ; substrate thickness, d = 500 µm
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αλ, from Green and Keevers [146] the effective plasma density as a function of
wavelength can be calculated. This yields the spectral response of the silicon
substrate, with the peak being determined by the values of αλ. For the data
of Green and Keevers, the peak response of silicon, shown in Figure 3.3(a),
corresponds to ≈ 1 µm, or near the silicon bandgap.
Equation (3.14) can also be used to indicate the wavelength dependence
of the effective plasma density as a function of the SRV; this is shown in
Figure 3.3(b). It is observed that in all cases, the effective plasma density is
reduced as the SRV increases until a saturation level is reached, correspond-
ing to the diffusion limited case, as observed in Figure 3.2(b). Furthermore,
the point of saturation is shown to vary as a function of excitation wave-
length, which results from the change in absorption coefficient, i.e. shorter
wavelengths yield increased carrier concentrations nearer the surface.
However, and most importantly, the relative change in the effective plasma
density is shown to be independent of the excitation wavelength for S <
500 cm/s, where Figure 3.3(b) represents one particular substrate thick-
ness. Hence, for reasonable surface qualities, the effective plasma density
can be equally generated by shorter-wavelength excitation as conventional
near-bandgap wavelengths, albeit requiring a modest increase in the irradia-
tion level due to the reduced responsivity of the substrate. This subtlety is an
important result as shorter (visible) wavelength excitation extends optoelec-
tronic modulation of the substrate to more conventional technologies, thus
reducing the complexity, cost, and increasing flexibility.
3.3 Free-carrier plasma dynamics
The effective plasma density dependent complex permittivity of an opto-
excited substrate is a function of both time and space, owing to the dynamic
change in carrier recombination and diffusion processes. Thus, the modula-
tion of mm-wave propagation within an opto-excited substrate at mm-wave
frequencies changes as a function of time, and spatial distribution of the op-
tically excited plasma. The following sections describe the temporal variation
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of the plasma distribution as a result of pulsed excitation, followed by a dis-
cussion on the spatial distribution of the plasma in the (quasi-) CW state.
Each discussion indicates the dependence on both surface recombination and
diffusion effects.
3.3.1 Transient response
Although this thesis will be particularly focused on the (quasi-) CW opera-
tion, it will be pertinent to discuss the transient case. In addition to helping
understand the interpretation of the lifetime measurements discussed in Sec-
tion 3.5, consideration of the transient case will also help identify some key
features of the effective lifetime.
The transient response (tpulse  τeff) of a free-carrier plasma was first
described mathematically by McKelvey [142] and further developed by Luke
and Cheng [143]. Although the analysis was performed for low-level injection,
the results of the analysis are still useful for current discussions.
The transient response of the effective plasma density is obtained, as




∆n(x, t) dx, which has been shown to yield the following solution for
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where the full spatial and temporal plasma distribution is denoted by ∆n(x, t)
[142, 143, 147], and where 2σ defines the pulse width, t0 the peak point (in
time) of the pulse, τm the lifetime of the mth decay mode (see (3.4)), and








Figure 3.4(a) displays the simulated decay transient of an opto-excited
substrate using (3.15) with: 2σ = 0.3 µs, t0 = 0.6 µs, τb = 1, 000 µs,
S = 103, 106 cm/s, d = 600 µm, and for λ = 500, 700, 900, 1000 nm, which
highlights several features of the free-carrier plasma.
Firstly, the transient decay is shown to be initially non-linear, which results
from the higher order surface decay modes. Such surface effects are shown to
be pronounced for shorter wavelengths and higher SRVs, due to the increased
concentration of excess carriers generated near the surface. The wavelength
dependent non-linear decay can be utilised for separating the measured bulk
and surface lifetimes of a given sample, either by a multi-wavelength pump-
probe method [148–150], or the multi-slope technique [143, 151, 152].
Secondly, the effective lifetime, indicated by the decay asymptote, is shown
to be independent of wavelength, corresponding to the fundamental surface
decay mode; the decay asymptote is shown in Figure 3.4(b), which displays
the normalised instantaneous lifetime, τ0/τb, for each excitation wavelength.
The wavelength invariance may not be initially intuitive given the varying
significance of S with excitation wavelength, but is equally an important result,
with several practical advantages.
Finally, the time for decay to below a predefined threshold is shown to
change depending on excitation wavelength and SRV. Modulating the sub-
strate at the maximum refresh rate of the opto-excited plasma, commonly
accepted as 1/τeff , can thus lead to a reduced dynamic range in the optically
modulated beam. For example, using (3.6) with d = 600 µm, S = 106 cm/s,
giving an effective lifetime of τeff = 12 µs, corresponds to a decay of be-
tween 60% and 80% of the initial plasma density, depending on the excitation
wavelength. In effect, the general refresh rate of the plasma instead becomes
≈ 1/2τeff in order to ensure sufficient decay; increased refresh rates may be
achieved by implementing shorter excitation wavelengths, albeit slightly de-
pending on the substrate SRV.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Simulated decay transient for an optically excited plasma with ex-
citation wavelengths λ = 500, 700, 900, 1000 nm. The transients are shown for
S = 103 (- -), and 106 cm/s (–). (b) Simulated instantaneous lifetime, τ0 for (a)
with S = 106 cm/s. (1/τ0 = − ddt ln[∆n(t)]; see [143], eq. (11), (12a-b).)
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3.3.2 Steady-state response
Having discussed the temporal properties of the free-carrier plasma under
pulsed excitation, it is now relevant to discuss the spatial distribution and
the corresponding effects on the effective plasma density under (quasi-) CW
illumination.
The 3D spatial distribution of an opto-excited plasma is described by the
time-independent ambipolar continuity equation. Using a zero-field, quasi-
neutral approximation this can be written as [145, 153]
Da∇2∆n(r, z)− ∆n(r, z)
τa
= −G(r, z), (3.16)
where G(r, z) defines the generating function, Da the ambipolar diffusion co-
efficient, τa the ambipolar effective lifetime, and ∆n(r, z) the excess electron-
hole plasma density. The ambipolar parameters are a function of excess carrier







p0 + n0 + ∆n
τeff , (3.18)
where n0, p0 define the thermal equilibrium electron and hole concentrations,
n, p the total excess carrier concentrations of electrons and holes, and ni
defines the intrinsic carrier concentration as given by the law of mass ac-
tion [139, 145]. Under low-injection, the ambipolar parameters reduce to
their minority counter parts, and are independent of ∆n. While the solu-
tion of (3.16) is commonly treated in a 1D approximation [52, 53, 65], it
will be pertinent for later discussions to include radial diffusion effects when
understanding the limitations of an optically encoded mask, such as a Fres-
nel zone plate. The particular method used for solving (3.16) follows from
the method reported by Gary et al. [153]. In this method the complexity
is reduced by appealing to the rotational symmetry of the problem. Using
cylindrical geometry, the solution to (3.16) can be found by utilising the Han-
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kel transform [154], where transformation to Hankel space yields a simplified
analysis [153, 155, 156].
Within the scope of this thesis the most appropriate generation function,
G(r, z), would be that which represents uniform illumination, i.e. a top-hat
function (G(r) = Θ(r), 0 ≤ r ≤ a). However, fast Fourier transformations
of the top-hat function result in long computation times and problems with
Gibbs phenomena due to discontinuities in the illuminating function. While
the computation time could be reduced by implementing particular fast Han-
kel transform algorithms [157–160], Gibbs phenomena often lead to difficult
interpretation of diffusion effects, which are of interest due to being an in-
dicator of spatial limitations of the optically excited plasma. To ameliorate
these problems, a continuous generation function was adopted, chosen to be
a Gaussian profile, as originally discussed by Gary et. al.. The 3D generation
function, G(r, z), is then given by the product of a radial Gaussian beam and
Beer’s law [161], and thus (3.16) can be re-written as








where ω0 defines the Gaussian beam waist, and g defines the initial generation
rate, i.e. ∆n0/τeff with ∆n0 being defined by (3.10).
Inserting the cylindrical from of the Laplacian, normalising all distances
by the ambipolar diffusion length La = (Daτa)
1/2, and with: ρ = r/La, ξ =
z/La, η =
√
2La/ω0, ε = αλLa, δn = gτa, and using h(ρ, ξ) = ∆n(r, z)/δn
as representing the plasma distribution in Hankel space, (3.19) then gives













h(ρ, ξ)− h(ρ, ξ) = − exp (η2ρ2 − εξ). (3.20)
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dρ = −ν2h¯(ν, ξ) (3.22)∫ ∞
0
ρJ0(νρ)
[− exp (−η2ρ2 − εξ)] dρ = −exp (−ν2/4η2 − εξ)
2η2
, (3.23)
(3.20) reduces to a 2nd order ordinary differential equation
d2
dξ2




This standard form has the general solution











obtained from the sum of the homogenous and particular solutions. The




2η2(ν2 + 1− ε2)]−1 . (3.26)
The coefficients A1, A2 are found from the surface recombination bound-
ary conditions; in Hankel space, these can be written as [153]
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where S0, Sd define the SRV at the front and back surfaces, and b = d/La,
χ = La/τa. Using (3.27) and substituting the expression for h¯(ν, ξ) gives
two simultaneous equations which can be solved to give expressions for the
coefficients A1, A2, which are dependent on the surface recombinations at the
front and back surfaces. This can be shown to give
A2 = γ
(S0 + χε)(Sb − χ$)e−b$ + (χε− Sb)(S0 + χ$)e−εb
(Sb + χ$)(S0 + χ$)eb$ − (S0 − χ$)(Sb − χ$)e−b$ (3.28)
A1 = −A2(S0 − χ$) + γ(S0 + χε)
S0 + χ$
, (3.29)
where the following parameters have been introduced for simplification:










ν2 + 1. (3.31)
The spatial distribution of the free-carrier plasma, ∆n(r, z), is then ob-
tained by performing the inverse Hankel transform, (3.21), which was per-
formed using the quadl function in Matlab.
For completeness, the solutions to the above transforms for a top-hat
illumination function are given in Appendix C.
The Hankel transform method then serves as an invaluable tool for inves-
tigating the spatial limitations imposed by the semiconductor substrate.
3.3.2.1 Longitudinal profile dependence
The first profile dependence to be discussed will be that of the longitudinal
component, or the excess carrier concentration throughout the wafer. For
all simulations discussed, a high-resistivity silicon substrate is assumed. This
method, however, is equally applicable to any other semiconductor.
The penetration depth of the excess carrier profile is typically expressed via
the absorption coefficient, i.e. 1/αλ, which is valid only in situations where
diffusion effects are negligible (e.g. transient response). For situations in
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which diffusion is non-negligible, the plasma penetration depth through the
substrate increases, as shown in Figure 3.5. The simulations were performed
with λ = 1000 nm and d = 500 µm, using the lifetime parameters outlined in
Table 3.1. The diffusion, and its significance, is dependent on the (effective)
ambipolar lifetime, given by La = (Daτa)
1/2.




































Figure 3.5: Simulated longitudinal (r = 0) excess carrier profile as a function of
the ambipolar effective lifetime (or La), indicating the non-negligible diffusion as
αλLa ≥ 1. Solid line represents the ideal 1/αλ decay, defined by Beer’s law.
The plasma penetration depth is determined either by the ambipolar diffu-
sion length or the absorption depth, given by Beer’s law, depending on which
is larger, the former being true when αλLa > 1, shown in Figure 3.5; diffusion
then becomes significant in substrates of large effective lifetimes.
Figure 3.6 displays the three-dimensional plasma profile within a silicon
substrate with an effective lifetime of τeff = 10, 100, and 1000 µs, with an
optical excitation wavelength of λ = 800 nm. The silicon wafer was of 5 cm
diameter, and was excited by an optical Gaussian beam, with a ω0 = 1 cm
beam waist. The increase in effective lifetime, and thus diffusion length,
Table 3.1: Simulated effective lifetimes.
τeff 100 µs 10 µs 1 µs 0.1 µs 0.01 µs
αλLa 3.81 1.17 0.31 0.08 0.03
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(a) τeff = 10 µs
(b) τeff = 100 µs
(c) τeff = 1000 µs
Figure 3.6: Simulated 3D excess carrier profile throughout a high-resistivity silicon
wafer with Dia = 5 cm, d = 500 µm, and λ = 800 nm, ω0 = 1 cm. Increased carrier
penetration is observed for higher lifetime substrates.
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Figure 3.7: Simulated radial component of the excess carrier density generated by
a Gaussian beam, ω0.
increases both the maximum excess carrier density (∆n(r, z) = ∆n(0, 0)), and
the penetration depth within the wafer. The diffusion length2 La becomes
comparable to the wafer thickness at τeff = 100 µs (La ≥ 597 µm), and
greatly exceeds the wafer thickness for τeff = 1000 µs (La ≥ 1891 µm).
An increase in carrier penetration thus results in an increased effective
plasma density, yielding an overall increased change in the substrate complex
permittivity.
3.3.2.2 Lateral profile dependence
While larger plasma penetration depths yield an increased effective plasma
density, increased diffusion can limit its spatial resolution. This then poses
potential limits to the optical encoding efficiency of the projected mask. The
lateral diffusion limits are illustrated using the above 3D Hankel formulation.
Figure 3.7 displays the normalised excess plasma density3 as a function
of radial coordinates, where the spatial feature of interest is denoted by the
Gaussian beam waist, ω0. It is shown that the spatial resolution of the ‘pro-
jected mask’ is limited by the ambipolar diffusion length, La, as above. In
2dependent on the injected plasma density, and thus irradiance
3ignoring plasma density reductions due to increased diffusion
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particular, diffusion effects are shown to be negligible when the spatial fea-
tures are much greater than the diffusion length of the substrate (ω0  La).
In contrast, masks which feature spatial components that are smaller than
the diffusion length (ω0  La), result in non-negligible diffusion effects; the
opto-excited plasma density then follows the optical mask limited to a spatial
resolution La, with a corresponding drop in the effective plasma density.
Figure 3.8 displays the 3D plasma density for both ω0 >> La – Fig-
ure 3.8(a) – and ω0 << La – Figure 3.8(b). Ignoring the relative increase
in penetration depth, the plasma profile is shown to diffuse out to an outer
bound which is defined by the diffusion length; this is shown by the light blue
segment in the figure which approximately denotes the beam waist (i.e. 1/e
point). In addition, the increased diffusion in the latter case also leads to a
lowered effective plasma density, which ultimately results in a reduced change
in the complex permittivity of the substrate.
Hence, while an increase in the effective lifetime yields increased effective
plasma densities, through increased plasma penetration and the direct de-
pendence of (3.10), larger effective lifetimes can lead to limited plasma spa-
tial resolution, thus restricting transfer of a given mask to the opto-excited
plasma. Limited plasma transfer, or pattern wash-out, can lead to reduced
performance from the opto-excited device, which is discussed further in Chap-
ter 5 for the piFZPA.
Thus, it is clear that there exists a trade-off between the maximal modula-
tion of the complex permittivity at a given level of irradiance, and the spatial
resolution of the plasma. The optimisation of the substrate is then deter-
mined by the intended application, whereby the penetration depth, and thus
effective plasma density, are reduced in order to maintain spatial resolution,
at the expense of an increased irradiance.
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(a) ω0  La
(b) ω0  La
Figure 3.8: Simulated 3D excess carrier profile throughout a 5 mm diameter, 50 µm
silicon wafer at various effective lifetimes. The excitation wavelength was 800 nm,
with a beam waist of 1 mm, in both cases; zero SRV has also been assumed (S =
0 cm/s).
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3.3.2.3 Non-zero surface recombination
Previous discussions have assumed a perfect surface, i.e. S = 0 cm/s. The
following section highlights the changes to the spatial distribution of the free-
carrier plasma, and the corresponding change in the effective plasma density
as a result of non-zero surface recombination velocities; the following plasma
distributions have been obtained using the above Hankel method with S 6=
0 cm/s.
Figure 3.9 displays the 3D plasma density for a high-resistivity, 5 cm diam-
eter wafer, with d = 500 µm, ω0 = 2 cm, λ = 800 nm, Iopt = 100 mW/cm
2,
at a range of front and rear SRVs, S0, Sd. It is shown for an increased front
SRV, from 0 cm/s to 106 cm/s (with Sd = 0 cm/s), the density of the plasma
at the front surface decreases, yielding a peak plasma density at d > 0. The
peak plasma density is also shown to drop by up to two orders of magnitude
as a result of the increased SRV. Comparatively, an increased rear SRV (with
S0 = 0 cm/s) is shown to reduce the plasma density at the rear significantly
for increased values of S, where the overall peak plasma density is shown to
be reduced by a factor of ∼ 3, much lower than was observed for increased
values of S0. In addition, the rear surface density is shown to approach zero,
for increased values of Sd (10
6 cm/s), which results from the diffusion limited
carrier transport to the rear surface. Thus, it can be expected that higher
rear SRVs in thin substrates (d  La) would suffer increased carrier losses,
due to non-diffusion limited recombination. This is commonly found in solar
cells, which require increased passivation quality of the rear surface.
The change in the free-carrier plasma distribution and density for increased
SRVs highlights the requirement for minimised SRVs in order to achieve effec-
tive modulation of propagating (sub) mm-wave beams, at a given irradiance.
3.4 Lifetime control: wafer passivation
Free-carrier recombination which is dominated by SRH defects, described
previously, has been shown to be dependent on both the opto-excited plasma
density, ∆n, and the defect-state density, Nt, i.e. S = S(∆n,Nt), which yields
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(a) S0 = 0 cm/s, Sd = 0 cm/s (d) S0 = 0 cm/s, Sd = 103 cm/s
(b) S0 = 103 cm/s, Sd = 0 cm/s (e) S0 = 0 cm/s, Sd = 106 cm/s
(c) S0 = 106 cm/s, Sd = 0 cm/s (f) S0 = 106 cm/s, Sd = 106 cm/s
Figure 3.9: Simulated 3D plasma density as a function of front and back SRV,
S0, Sd respectively. Substrate was a 5 cm diameter, 500 µm thick wafer illuminated
by a wavelength of λ = 800 nm, with Iopt = 100 mW/cm2, and with a beam
waist, ω0 = 2 cm. (a)–(c) S0 = 0 → 106 cm/s with Sd = 0 cm/s, (a),(d)–(e)
Sd = 0→ 106 cm/s with S0 = 0 cm/s, and (f) S0 = Sd = 106 cm/s.
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two main passivation mechanisms for reducing the SRV [140, 141, 162, 163].
The following summary presents a brief discussion of various passiva-
tion techniques including the growth, or deposition, of a thin film onto the
wafer surface, which reduces the defect state density, and the creation of an
internal-electric field, reducing the excess carrier density near the surface(s).
Whilst a range of excellent passivation qualities have been reported, based on
the immersion of the substrate sample within a range of solvents [164, 165],
these particular methods suffer from rapid degradation of the surface quality
and are thus only suitable for process characterisation.
3.4.1 Reduction of the surface defect-state density
The reduction in SRVs by a thermally grown, or chemically deposited, film
onto the wafer surface yields improved effective lifetimes by reducing the
surface defect density, Nt. Many potential passivation films have been in-
vestigated within the photovoltaic community, with current industry stan-
dards involving either the deposition of amorphous silicon (a-Si), silicon nitride
(SiNx), or a thermally grown oxide layer (SiO2). While alternative films involv-
ing amorphous silicon carbide [166,167], and various organic layers [168–171]
have shown great potential with continued interest over the years, this partic-
ular discussion will briefly outline the three industry standards, as presenting
the most relevance to this work.
Thermally grown oxide layers (Si − SiO2) have long been the industry
standard due to their high passivation qualities (low SRV) and long term
stability [162,172–174]. Further, enhanced passivation quality on both n-type
and p-type substrates has been demonstrated by a post high temperature
aluminium anneal (alneal), due to the space-charge region created which
induces an internal surface-state field (see Section 3.4.2), in addition to a
lowered Si − SiO2 interface defect density [162, 175]. Both methods have
shown to commonly yield reduced SRVs of 10 < S(cm/s) < 500, depending
on wafer type [162].
However, the thermal oxide process, in addition to requiring highly clean
environment (low cleamroom class), is inherently a high temperature tech-
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nique (≥ 1, 000 ◦C), requiring processing times of several hours. Such con-
ditions pose problems for lower quality substrates such as Cz-Si, p-Si, and
ribbon-Si, where high temperatures can lead to increased lattice defects
and/or impurities [162,163,172]. While good passivation results (S ≈ 50 cm/s)
have been shown for a lower-temperature (900 ◦C) oxide layer grown in a nitric
acid environment [176], oxide layer passivation has yet to be demonstrated
at low temperatures and short processing times. Thus, oxide passivation re-
mains a typically expensive passivation technique with less suitability to lower
resistivity wafers.
Alternative low temperature (< 500 ◦C) methods include the passivation
of silicon nitride (SiNx) or amorphous silicon (a-Si) films.
Passivation by thin-layer deposition of SiNx films has recently been adopted
as an industry standard due to its low temperature and extremely short pro-
cessing times (few mins per surface). In addition, several studies have shown
nitride passivation to be comparable to oxide methods [162, 172, 177–181],
with SRVs of S < 100 cm/s being typical. Furthermore, the positive space-
charge region present in nitride films is known to enhance the passivation
quality of n-type substrates due to the internal field-effect [163, 182–184],
where improvements over a wide-range of substrate specifications have been
shown to be maintained by the passivation of nitride stacks [185–187].
Nitride passivation methods are subject to optimisation of temperature
and of the process gas mixture (ammonia, silane, and/or nitrogen) [178,188],
where variations in the deposition process have shown varying improvements,
with high frequency (13.56 MHz) plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposi-
tion (PECVD) yielding improved passivation and stability over lower frequency
(100 − 500 kHz) PECVD techniques, due to reduced surface defects intro-
duced by plasma interactions [177,179]. Recent advances in indirect- PECVD
passivation techniques have also shown continued improvements in the nitride
passivation quality [172, 178, 188].
Most significantly, nitride passivation layers have shown prolonged stability
against UV irradiation (< 400 nm), thus driving their adoption for outdoor
solar cells; this is also of interest for the scope of this work, where lower
maintenance passivation methods are obviously beneficial.
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Nitride passivation layers are also known to yield reasonable thermal stabil-
ity against further high temperature processing steps (such as metallisation),
which can be increased by suitable thermal stacks [187]; and are known to
produce enhanced passivation quality with low temperature anneals due to
increased diffusion of hydrogen [162, 181, 188, 189].
Thin film deposition of amorphous silicon (a-Si) has recently emerged as
a potential passivation method, attractive because of its lowered processing
temperatures (200 ◦C), short processing times (minutes), and the excellent
passivation qualities (S ∼ 10 cm/s) observed for both p- and n-type sub-
strates [190–192]. Similarly, a-Si passivation followed by a short low tem-
perature anneal is also known to yield enhanced passivation qualities due to
a likewise diffusion of hydrogen [192–194]. a-Si deposition similarly requires
optimisation of the temperature and process gases (silane, ammonia, and/or
hydrogen) for each substrate.
In contrast to nitride passivation, a-Si layers yield increased UV sensitiv-
ity, thus reducing their long term stability, whilst also suffering from reduced
thermal stability, limiting post-passivation processing steps such as metallisa-
tion [195].
Finally, thin film passivation is increasingly being combined into varying
stack structures which combine the benefits of each individual layer, thus
yielding improved thermal stability, passivation quality, substrate suitability
(n- and p-type), and UV resistance [186, 187, 196].
3.4.2 Reduction of the surface excess carrier density
Internal surface-field passivation, which lowers the minority carrier density
near the surface, is commonly achieved by creating surface junctions, or by
implementing a doping profile below the substrate surface [162,197,198]. In-
ternal field passivation methods have a continued interest, particularly in the
photovoltaic community, due to their high passivation quality and applicabil-
ity to a wide range of substrate types. Standard high-low junctions (p+ p or
n+ n) created by boron, phosphorous, or aluminium alloy diffused along the
substrate surface yield reasonable SRVs with 200 < S < 2, 000 cm/s [162],
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which can be improved (S ≤ 50 cm/s) by combined stack passivation. How-
ever, in general, surface-field passivations require a further high temperature
anneal for increased passivation qualities [195, 199] and thus suffer from the
aforementioned problems.
Field-effect passivations, which involve a reduction of one charge carrier
type by means on an internal electric field, are most commonly achieved by
passivation of charged films [200]. A wide range of charged films thus yield
the flexibility to passivate a variety of n- and p-type materials.
One prominent low temperature (≈ 200− 300 ◦C) field-effect passivation
technique appears to be that of atomic-layer-deposited (ALD) aluminium ox-
ide (Al2O3), which requires the deposition of ultra-thin (< 100 nm) films
created by chemical reactions between trimethyl-aluminium [Al(CH3)3], wa-
ter, ozone, and/or oxygen in repeated cycles. This gives films of high unifor-
mity, the thickness of which is highly controllable, which are also highly stable
against UV irradiation, and also featuring good surface passivation qualities
with S ≤ 200 cm/s [201–204]. Processing times for ALD of Al2O3 are also
moderate in comparison to nitride and oxide deposition times, of order a few
tens of minutes depending on the number of processing cycles and/or film
thickness.
However, ALD Al2O3 suffers from reduced thermal resistance against fur-
ther high temperature processing steps, similar to a-Si films, and thus fur-
ther high temperature processing, such as metallisation, will be comparatively
limited. As before, combination of suitable nitride stacks have shown in-
creased thermal stability, whilst maintaining low SRVs [203,205]. While ALD
aluminium oxide has shown to yield low SRVs, high reflectivity at optical
wavelengths render such passivations potentially unsuitable for reconfigurable
mm-wave devices, which would require simultaneous illumination from a single
surface for both optical and mm-wave beams. This has limited applicability
for a range of optoelectronic applications, such as the photo-injected Fresnel
zone plate.
Thus, low temperature thin film deposition techniques seem most ap-
propriate as passivation solutions for reconfigurable mm-wave applications,
pertaining – at least – to the scope of this thesis.
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3.5 Lifetime stability characterisation
The following section details the experimental investigation of the long-term
lifetime stability of a range of high-resistivity wafers, passivated by either
thin-film hydrogenated a-Si or hydrogenated SiNx. These methods were
chosen as presenting to be the most promising, whilst also being industry
standards4. The lifetime characterisation was performed by successive life-
time measurements on each sample using a modified experimental arrange-
ment based on the non-contact microwave photoconductance method (µ-
PCD) [138, 206–209].
The modified experimental configuration is introduced, and the experi-
mental results of the long-term stability of each passivated wafer obtained
over a 12 month period discussed.
3.5.1 Experimental configuration
The experimental modification to the standard µ−PCD method involved re-
placing the standard reflectivity of microwaves (commonly 2 - 30 GHz) by
a high frequency mm-wave source, operating at 94 GHz. The mm-wave
source and receiver hardware consisted of a 94 GHz Gunn oscillator (Farran
Technology, GN-10), an isolator (Elva-1 IS-10/94), standard 3-port circu-
lator, 94 GHz detector diode (Farran Technology WDP-10), and a pulsed
Neodymium-doped Yttrium Orthovanadate (Nd : YVO4) diode-pumped solid-
state laser (DPSSL) as the illuminating source (λ = 1064 nm). The modified
configuration is hereinafter referred to as the mm-PCD method.
The output of the DPSSL was free-space coupled into the end of a 300 µm
optical fibre using a combination of optical lenses, which produced a large out-
put focal length; the output optics included additional controllable mirrors,
used to tune the free-space coupling into the open-ended fibre. The output
coupling was adjusted to ensure constant average power for each measure-
ment. The plastic cladding of the opposite end of the fibre was removed,
and the fibre core placed through a small opening drilled into the side of
4The primary focus of this thesis was not to investigate novel passivation methods.
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a standard H-plane WR10 90◦ bend. This allowed for simultaneous illumi-
nation of the wafer by both the optical illumination (1064 nm), and the














Figure 3.10: Diagram indicating the experimental configuration of the mm-PCD
technique utilised for characterising the lifetimes of tested wafers. The change in
conductivity is provided by short laser pulses from a Neodymium Vanadate DPSS
laser. The change in mm-wave reflectivity is then observed on a digital storage
oscilloscope, using a diode detector. The sensitivity is increased by optimising the
matching condition of the etalon, controlled by the separation of the wafer and
open-ended waveguide (OEWG), ∆h.
Testing each wafer individually, the wafer-under-test was placed atop a
laboratory-jack (not shown in figure) separated by cleanroom wipes, used to
protect the wafer surfaces. The lab-jack was then used to tune the separation
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(∆h) of the wafer below the open-ended waveguide (OEWG) for maximum
sensitivity; the separation of the wafer and reflector (lab-jack) was assumed
as 0 mm. Separation of both wafer and reflector are known to be crucial for
optimised µ−PCD sensitivity, and linearity [207]; however in this particular
implementation, wafer thicknesses were such (3λ/4) that the mm-wave re-
flectivity of the etalon produced by the dielectric silicon wafer and reflector
were matched for maximum reflection at 94 GHz (see Chapter 4). Thus,
there was no additional requirement of optimisation of the etalon by varying
the reflector separation.
While the standard µ−PCD method is known to be an inherent small-
signal technique, requiring low-injection to satisfy the linear dependence of
the reflected microwave power [136, 207], the higher mm-wave frequency
requires higher excitation densities in order to satisfy the corresponding linear
reflectivity region (Chapter 4). The high-resistivity of the measured samples
then required high-injection in order to satisfy the mm-wave linear reflectivity
region, and thus possible errors may have been introduced due to non-invariant
carrier mobilities [138]; however, such errors were found to be small in most
cases.
The DPSSL produced short pulse widths of approximately 7 ns, with a
70 Hz repetition rate, and a 1064 nm peak wavelength, producing approx-
imately 220 µW average power. The repetition rate was set by the upper
bound of the lifetimes to be measured, which was estimated as 4 - 5 ms.
Furthermore, pulse rates less than 1/τeff are required in order to circumvent
potential errors introduced by non-full decay transients [206].
The mm-wave recovery response was captured using a digital storage os-
cilloscope (GW Instek GDS-2204 DSO, 200 MHz bandwidth), which offered
quick acquisition and the ability to perform several averages of each trace.
The DSO was triggered from the pulse driver of the DPSSL. Each wafer
was measured at 10 different locations across the wafer in order to (par-
tially) account for the spatial lifetime inhomogeneity across the wafer. This
was important for the stability measurements, as the inhomogeneity could
falsely infer degradation between consecutive measurements. While the small
illumination area of the µ−PCD method permits full wafer mapping of the
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carrier lifetime (c.f. QSSPC), attempts using an in-house 2-axis controller
used for other characterisations proved unsuccessful due to hardware, time,
and fluctuating sensitivity limitations. Thus, the ten measurements per wafer
represented a compromise between correcting for the lifetime inhomogeneity,
and the time taken to perform each characterisation (10 mins per wafer); each
location was selected randomly by moving the lab-jack and wafer assembly
under the OEWG.
Each measured response of the mm-wave reflectivity voltage was saved
to disk, and processed at a later stage in Matlab.
3.5.2 Extracting the effective free-carrier lifetime, τeff
The complex dependency of the decay transients on several sample parameters
can lead to inaccurate and difficult interpretation of the measured lifetimes
using the µ−PCD/mm-PCD method [210–214]. In addition, the measured





where measured lifetimes can either under or over estimate the actual lifetime
of the sample, which, in general, changes as a function of injection level
[138]. Thus alternative methods must be adopted, such as the quasi-steady
state photoconductance (QSSPC) method [138, 215] or a small signal light
biased transient measurement [138, 212, 213], where the injection level can
be determined. Owing to a compromise between the effects of free-carrier
trapping and Auger recombination, effective lifetimes are given at an injection
level of 1015 cm−3 as standard.
For measured samples used within the scope of this work, the measured
injection level dependence of the effective lifetime indicated an almost invari-
ant effective lifetime at injection levels corresponding to the linear mm-wave
reflectivity region (≈ 1014 − 1016 cm−3), shown in Figure 3.11. Thus, mea-
sured differential lifetimes can be assumed to approximate that of the actual
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Figure 3.11: Example measured injection level dependence of the actual free-carrier
lifetime using the QSSPC method (courtesy of IFE, Norway).
free-carrier effective lifetime [216].
Using Matlab, the recovery traces for each measurement and each wafer
were processed using a bespoke algorithm. The algorithm featured several
components which were primarily tasked to isolating a single transient, and
formatting the data as it was recorded from the digital oscilloscope. Single de-
cay transients were isolated using numerical differentiation which was used to
locate large discontinuities arising from sudden changes in the excess plasma
density of the substrate. Finally, a series of pre-defined threshold limits were
used in conjunction with numerical derivates that analysed the rate of change
of gradients within the transient. Large changes in the transient gradient, lo-
cated at the beginning and end portions of the measured response, indicating
multiple-time constant exponential decay and were thus truncated with the
remaining central section used for determination of the effective lifetime. In
essence, approximately 35% of the initial decay was ignored, with the portion
of the latter region changing depending on the non-linearity of the decay.
The measurements were consistently performed with a negative decay
transient, which was set by altering the displacement height ∆h, thus chang-
ing the conductivity relative to the background of the etalon [207].
The ideal exponential decay transient can then be modelled by the follow-
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ing exponential
∆R = ∆R0 [1− exp (−t/τeff)] , (3.33)
where ∆R0 represents an arbitrary amplitude constant and τeff defines the
effective free-carrier lifetime of a finite region on the wafer, limited by the
spot size of the illuminating laser. The mm-PCD transient was then linearised




= Bx + C, (3.34)
which gives the effective free-carrier lifetime τeff from a linear fit, τeff = −1/B.
The linear fit was accomplished via a LMS to a first-order polynomial using
the Matlab function polyfit.
Figure 3.12 displays the decay transients for two wafers: (a) a relatively
low quality passivated wafer with an effective lifetime of τeff = 99 µs, and (b) a
high quality passivated wafer with an effective lifetime of τeff = 1450 µs. Both
examples demonstrate regions of non-linear decay, where initial non-linearities
are expected to have arisen from free-carrier scattering (Auger) and non-
linear reflectivity effects, whereas non-linear transients observed at the end
of the measured traces resulted from free-carrier trapping (bulk SRH), and
potentially non-linear reflectivity effects, depending on the relative magnitude
of τeff . In both cases, the analytical model of Luke and Cheng (Section 3.3.1)
has been included, which shows excellent agreement near the linear region.
The simulations assumed: d = 600 µm, τb = 5500µs, D = 30 cm
2/s, λ =
1064 nm and tp = 7 ns. These simulations were found to yield S = 80 cm/s
for the lower quality wafer (τeff = 99 µs), and S = 0.1 cm/s for the high
quality wafer (τeff = 1450 µs). However, these give different values than
those suggested by (3.6), which yields S = 298 cm/s, and S = 15 cm/s
respectively; the disagreement of the transient analysis model is expected to
arise from the low-injection assumption made during formulation of the model,
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Figure 3.12: Measured and fitted (dashed line) decay transients for passivated wafers
with (a) a τeff = 99 µs (w4), and (b) a τeff = 1450 µs (w1), effective lifetimes. Red
line indicates the fit produced by the bespoke algorithm for each data set.
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which may not fully apply in this case due to the extremely high resistivity of
the wafers (ND ≈ 1011 cm−3). Equation (3.6) is thus taken as the guide for
the following measurements. Figure 3.12 also displays the linear fit produced
by the algorithm discussed above, and shows excellent location and fitting to
the linear region of the transient.
Figure 3.13 displays the measured and fitted transients from measure-
ments performed on wafer w3 during the study, where the spatial inhomo-
geneity resulted in a statistical spread in the measured effective lifetimes,
illustrated by the variation in the fitted gradients.
It should be noted that while the injection level variance of the carrier
mobilities has been found to be negligible in most cases, it has been observed
that such effects can be significant for exceptionally high carrier lifetimes,
and thus a small portion of the data set has such errors included in the
analysis. Such data is expected to imply longer lifetime due to the ‘concave’
decay transients obtained. Exclusion of such data was impractical due to
the number of transients taken; however, continued improvements of the
experimental setup – lowered irradiation levels – have minimised such errors
in the following analysis.
















Figure 3.13: Measured decay transients for several locations on a single wafer (w3),
indicating the statistical variation in τeff as a result of defect inhomogeneity. Fitted
lifetimes are shown as solid lines.
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3.5.3 Lifetime stability characterisation of a-Si:H
and SiNx:H passivated silicon wafers
Lifetime degradation characterisations were performed on a batch of six
single-side polished silicon wafers of 675 µm thickness, and ρ > 10, 000 Ωcm
resistivity, which were supplied by TOPSiL Semiconductors AG [217]. The
bulk lifetime of the wafer batch, as measured by TOPSiL, was stated to be
τb = 5500 µs.
Lifetime stability investigations of the passivation treatments were lim-
ited to two particular methods: hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and
hydrogenated silicon nitride (SiNx:H). Both passivations were performed dur-
ing a visit to the solar cell research labs, Institute for Energy Technology, in
Norway. The passivations were both applied by high frequency (13.56 MHz)
direct-PECVD. The wafers were subject to a pre-plasma clean and etching
process used to ensure pure silicon surfaces, pre-deposition. Long etching
times were additionally used to remove an unknown surface finish from one
side of each wafer. The pre-processing steps were performed as follows.
The rough single-sided surface finish was removed by 6 x 2 minute etch-
ings in a CP5 chemical polish (HNO3 : CH3COOH : HF), 10:5:2 ratio, each
followed by a cleanse in a deionized water (DI) bath. This thinned the wafers
by up to5 100 µm. Oxide layers were removed by a 2 minute bath in Hy-
drofluoric acid (HF), 5% concentration, followed by a cleanse in a DI water
bath. Organic layers were then removed by a chemical etch in Piranha solu-
tion (H2SO4 : H2O2), 4:1 ratio, for 8 minutes; followed by a DI water cleanse.
The initial pre-clean was then completed by a final HF bath for 2 minutes in
5% concentration followed by a DI water cleanse.
The wafers were then transferred into a higher quality cleanroom facility
where the PECVD instrument (Oxford instruments SEMLAB133) was lo-
cated. Before passivation in the PECVD unit, the wafers were cleaned in a
further 5% HF bath for 2 minutes, and cleansed in a DI water bath.
Five out of the six wafers received passivation by a-Si:H films. The de-
5This represents a theoretical maximum and a general rule of thumb, and varies depending
on the crystal orientation of the wafer.
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position was performed at 230 ◦C for 10 minutes per side, per wafer; this
resulted in approximately 80 nm of passivation film on each side. Between
each surface passivation, the wafers were subject to a further cleanse in a
HF/DI bath, as above.
The final wafer was passivated by thin-film deposition of SiNx:H, deposited
at 400 ◦C for 5 minutes per surface, per wafer; no HF/DI cleanse was per-
formed between each surface passivation. Again, this resulted in approxi-
mately 80 nm of thin film being deposited on each wafer surface.
As a result of chamber contamination, some wafers featured small dust
speckles; while this would have reduced the lifetime at each site, the range of
cover on each contaminated wafer was small, and thus did not significantly
degrade the overall performance of the wafers.
The wafers were then annealed in a hot furnace at 450 ◦C for approxi-
mately 1 minute, under an inert atmosphere of predominantly Nitrogen and
Hydrogen. This allowed for hydrogenation of the wafers, further increasing
the effective lifetime.
The wafers were then labeled w0 → w6, where w1 → w5 referred to
wafers treated by the a-Si:H method, and w6 to the single wafer passivated
by the SiNx:H method. Wafer w0 referred to one wafer, un-passivated, which
was then used for reference.
Figure 3.14 displays the lifetime map measured at IFE for wafer w0, illus-
trating the lifetime inhomogeneity across the wafer. The lifetime map was
obtained using a commercial µ−PCD mapping instrument (SemiLab WT-
2000), performed using a grid spacing of 2 mm, with an excitation wave-
length of λ = 904 nm. The mean lifetime across the wafer was measured as
τeff = 36.4± 14.9 µs (w0).
Similarly, Figure 3.15 displays the lifetime maps for (a) a-Si:H (w1) pas-
sivation, and (b) SiNx:H (w6) passivation. Both show large increases in
the effective carrier lifetime, with similar spatial inhomogeneity. The amor-
phous silicon passivation – Figure 3.15(a) – yielded an effective lifetime of
τeff = 1825.4 ± 881.0 µs (w1), as measured by SemiLab WT-2000, where
the map was taken in 1 mm lateral steps. The silicon nitride passivation –
Figure 3.15(b) – yielded an effective lifetime of τeff = 3418.2 ± 1005.2 µs
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Figure 3.14: Measured lifetime map of wafer w0, taken at IFE Norway. The mean
effective lifetime was measured as 36.4 µs.
(w6), with 2 mm lateral steps. It is important to note the improved lifetime
homogeneity of w6 as evident in Figure 3.15, which is likely to be more of a
function of prior handling of this particular wafer in respect to other wafers,
than a correlation to improved passivation homogeneity over the a-Si method.
The three circular ‘defects’ observed in Figure 3.14, Figure 3.15(b), and
partially evident in Figure 3.15(a), are interference with support rods located
as part of the vacuum table; these are observed due to the high resistivity of
the wafers, and are not normally visible for solar grade wafers.
The lifetime stability of the passivated wafers was then investigated over a
49 week period using the experimental configuration outlined in Section 3.5.1,
and the processing algorithm of Section 3.5.2. Ten measurements per wafer
were taken as a means to reduce the masking of degradation by the spatial
inhomogeneity, as evident in Figure 3.15. Due to the time taken to establish
the measuring facility and processing software, the characterisations began
10 weeks after passivation and ran through until week 49.
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(a) w1: α− Si : H passivation
(b) w6: SiNx : H passivation
Figure 3.15: Measured lifetime maps for (a) α − Si : H passivation (w1), and (b)
SiNx : H passivation (w6). The measured average effective lifetime across each
wafer was measured as 1825 µs for w1, and 3418 µs for w6.
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Figure 3.16 indicates the results of the lifetime stability study, representing
over 3,000 measured decay transients spanning a 40 week period. Each data
point represents the statistical average of the 10 measurements taken, where
error bars, obtained from the statistical spread across the 10 measurements,
highlight the spatial lifetime inhomogeneity.
The results of the passivation shows the wafer batch to split into two cat-
egories: a high quality group, with τeff > 1 ms; and a low quality group, with
τeff < 1 ms. The separation of the passivated wafers is likely to result from
inherent defects of the silicon crystal, and surface defects (e.g. scratches),
which were identified by photo-luminescence measurements6. Large improve-
6data not available, measurements performed at IFE Norway





















wafer w1 wafer w3 wafer w6
wafer w2 wafer w4 wafer w5
Figure 3.16: Measured lifetime stability for a range of 6 wafers passivated by either
amorphous silicon, or silicon nitride films. Each data point represents a 10-point
spatial average across each wafer. Both groups of passivation quality are shown to
decay over comparable timeframes, approaching an equilibrium level, which is greater
than the original untreated state. Wafers w1 and w2 are represented by the blue
data points; wafers w3 and w4 by the green data points; and wafers w5 and w6 by
the red data points in each subfigure.
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ments in the effective lifetime were observed from the mm-PCD measure-
ments, resulting from lowered SRVs; an SRV of S = 15 cm/s was calculated
using (3.6) for the largest improvements. Thus, effective optoelectronic con-
trol of these substrates by high-absorption visible excitation can be expected
as a result. Such applications are discussed in later chapters.
The lifetime stability study indicated a slow decay of the passivation over
the period of the measurements. The decay constants are comparable be-
tween each wafer within each category. For the high quality wafers, a decay
constant of 93.8 ± 5.1 weeks was found, and 145.5 ± 2.1 weeks for the low
lifetime wafers. Over a 2 year period, this leads to an decay to an effective
lifetime of 877 µs for the high quality wafers, and 65 µs for the low quality
wafers. However, the observed decay is expected to include errors introduced
in the experimental setup, such as limitations of the mm-PCD measurement
method, and the lifetime extraction algorithm. Thus the decay of the passiva-
tion layers are expected to offer longer term stability than initially suggested,
which are expected to reach an asymptotic state [218].
Furthermore, the passivation quality can be ‘reset’ to a limited extent by
further low temperature anneals, using the same method as outlined above
[218]. Thus, it can be concluded that the large, and tuneable, improvements
(both τeff and the SRV) to the semiconductor substrates by the thin film de-
position methods result in an invaluable low-maintenance solution for yielding
highly efficient optoelectronic devices, which can be tailored for a wide range
of applications.
3.6 Summary
The significance of surface recombination effects has been discussed, and
the resulting effective lifetime parameter introduced. The significance of the
effective lifetime parameter has been highlighted, defining the optically ex-
cited plasma density, plasma penetration depth, and plasma spatial resolution.
While maximal values of the free-carrier effective lifetime yields increased ef-
fective plasma densities, which results in large modulation of mm-wave beams
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at a given irradiation level, associated problems may be arise from to the lim-
ited plasma resolution. Thus, there exists a compromise between the required
level of irradiance, and the degree of transfer of the spatial mask to the excited
plasma, which must be chosen based on application requirements.
Suitable methods of controlling the SRV, and thus effective lifetime pa-
rameter, have been discussed with techniques involving thin film deposition of
silicon nitride proving to be the most promising. Silicon nitride passivation is
known to feature high UV and thermal stability, excellent passivation quality,
and long term stability, which has been experimentally shown to be of order
two years using a high frequency mm-wave photoconductance decay method.
Characterisations on a range of high-resistivity wafers have shown dra-
matic improvements in the effective free-carrier lifetime, which increased from
60 µs in the un-treated state, up to 4, 000 µs in some cases. Corresponding
reductions in the SRVs have been approximately inferred from the measure-
ments, with improvements ranging from S > 106 cm/s in the un-treated case,
to S = 15 cm/s in some of the best cases. These wafers can then be expected
to produce efficient optoelectronic devices based on short (visible) wavelength
excitation due to the improved SRVs.
The particular features of an opto-excited semiconductor substrate can
be widely modified which can then be implemented for realising practical op-
toelectronic devices. The tailored improvements are shown to be efficient,
long term stable, and are of low maintenance. These devices thus serve as a
valuable vehicle for a wide range of high performance applications.
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W-band characterisation of optically excited
silicon wafers
The transmission and reflection properties of a range of silicon wafers, both
in the un-illuminated (dark) and in the opto-excited state, were characterised
across the W-band frequency range. A quasi-optical semiconductor trans-
mission line model is introduced and discussed which was used to indicate the
dependence of the optical irradiance and the transmission/reflection prop-
erties through the substrate at mm-wave frequencies. The characterisation
results are presented and compared to simulations using the developed opto-
excited transmission line model.
4.1 Introduction
The transmission line measurements were based on a standard quasi-optical
(QO) measurement configuration. The setup used a 2-port configured vec-
tor network analyser (VNA) for measuring the transmission and reflection
properties of the semiconductor in both the dark, and opto-excited, states.
Using the characteristic interferograms produced by the Fabry-Pe´rot reso-
nance within the silicon substrate, it was possible to accurately measure the
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complex permittivity of the opto-excited (and dark) substrate. Similar tech-
niques have long been established for accurately characterising a variety of
materials at microwave and mm-wave frequencies [130, 219–221].
The following section introduces the quasi-optical (QO) transmission line
model used to simulate the transmission and reflection properties through an
opto-excited substrate. This model serves as a invaluable tool for investi-
gating the effective transmission (or reflection) properties of an opto-excited
substrate, and has been used throughout this work.
4.2 Plane-wave propagation through lossy,
conducting media
While the problem of plane wave propagation through a conducting, lossy
medium is commonly treated in standard texts [222, 223], in almost all cases
the solution to the wave-equation is reduced to particular examples which
benefit from one of the following simplifications:
1. Low-loss dielectric/bad conductor: ˜ ' ′, and σ < ω′
2. Lossy dielectric: ˜ = ′ − j′′, σ  ′′
3. Good conductor: σ > ω′, σ  ′′,
where ′ denotes the real part of the complex permittivity, ′′ its complex part,
ω the propagating frequency, and σ the conductivity of the medium.
However, the problem of mm-wave propagation through an optically ex-
cited semiconductor substrate requires a full general approach, as the opto-
excited substrate can be ascribed to either simplification, depending on the
photo-induced plasma density. For example, a high-resistivity (low-doping)
silicon wafer is well described by simplification (1) in the absence of an exter-
nal stimulus, simplification (2) when optically excited above an excess carrier
density of ∆n ≥ 1015cm−3, and simplification (3) in the presence of high irra-
diation levels generating a plasma density exceeding 1017cm−3. Most impor-
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tantly, the substrate can not be adequately described by either simplification
for intermediate plasma densities.
Thus, a general approach is required to fully indicate the mm-wave prop-
agation effects through a variably excited semiconductor substrate. The fol-
lowing treatment presents such an approach with no low-loss or low/high-
conductivity approximations, and when faced with situations where the above
simplifications apply, the general solution becomes that of the solutions de-
rived using the simplifications.
The characteristic response of a medium to the application of an external
electric field is governed by the material permittivity. The complex permit-
tivity, ˜r, relative to the permittivity of free-space (0 = 8.85 x10
−12 F/m),










= ′r − j′′t. (4.2)
where ′′t denotes the total loss within the medium, i.e. the sum of the complex
components. For the case of a semiconductor substrate, the free carrier
conductivity is given as [139]
σ = ρ−1 = q (∆nnµn + ∆npµp) , (4.3)
where ρ, ∆ni, and µi define the (silicon) resistivity, carrier density, and the
charge carrier mobility respectively. The unit electron charge is defined as
q = 1.6 x10−19 C.
Similarly, the material magnetic response to an externally applied mag-
netic field is described by the permeability, which may also be complex and
dispersive, depending on the material and frequency range. It will be assumed
that the semiconductor substrate is non-magnetic, in which case the complex
relative permeability becomes
µ˜r = 1− 0j.
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For materials exhibiting loss, it is customary to present the loss in the form
of the loss tangent, which is defined by the angle of the permittivity vector in
















Assuming low-loss dielectric conditions, (4.4) reduces to the form commonly





The relative permittivity of the semiconductor substrate is given by the





















with the free-carrier damping frequency Γi, and the free-carrier resonance
frequency ωi for electrons (n) or holes (p). Here, 
′∞ describes the background
polarisability of the bound charges in the high frequency regime1 [224, 225].
The photo-induced free-carrier plasma (Chapter 3) can be characterised
by its unique resonance frequency, ωp, which is known as the plasma resonance











where m∗i corresponds to the effective mass of the free-carrier type i (electrons
or holes), with all other terms having been defined above.
1ωp < ω < 2pihf .
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The damping frequency, Γi, of (4.7) can be calculated from the Drude
free-carrier momentum scattering time, τi, for the i







which defines the mean-free time for the momentum loss of the ith carrier
type, and Γi = 1/τi; all terms retaining their usual meanings.
4.2.1 Free-carrier plasma frequency, ωp
The optical properties of solids, such as metals and heavily doped semiconduc-
tors, are associated with the relative density of the free-carrier plasma through
the plasma resonance frequency ωp (∝ (∆n)1/2). The following discussion
contrasts the differences between these two commonly treated examples and
the opto-excited semiconductor substrate. The transmission properties for
materials exhibiting a relative low density free-carrier plasma are found to ex-
hibit attenuation that varies slowly as a function of the plasma injection level,
compared to a high reflectivity edge found in the standard metal and heavily
doped semiconductor cases. The slow varying attenuation of the opto-excited
substrate can be advantageous to their application at higher mm-wave and
submm-wave frequencies, which is further discussed in Chapter 8.
4.2.1.1 High frequency limit, ω  Γ
The high frequency limit occurs when the propagating angular frequency be-
comes much greater than the free-carrier damping frequency, i.e. ω  Γ; an
example of which is the optical properties of solids measured in the infrared










which gives rise to a frequency-dependant metallic effect, where it is assumed
that ω, ωp  Γ. For ω < ωp, the relative permittivity drops below zero; the
refractive index, n˜ =
√
˜r, then becomes complex for ω < ωp, and real for
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ω > ωp. The material then acts as a perfect reflector for frequencies below
the plasma resonance, and as a dielectric above.
The (power) reflectivity, R, is given by
R =
∣∣∣∣(η − 1)2 + κ2(η + 1)2 + κ2
∣∣∣∣ , (4.11)
where the complex refractive index is defined by
n˜ =
√
˜r = η − jκ, (4.12)
with index of refraction η, and coefficient of extinction κ.
The frequency-dependent behaviour of (4.10) gives rise to the plasma
edge observed in metals and heavily doped semiconductors, where the doping
density dependence is commonly utilised for the determination of the free-
carrier effective mass for heavily-doped semiconductors [225–227].
Figure 4.1 displays the plasma edge for a heavily doped silicon wafer, at a
range of dopant densities (or ωp). The non-zero reflectivity beyond the plasma
edge results from the high (> 1) permittivity of the wafer, producing reflectiv-



















fp = 150 THz
fp = 300 THz
fp = 500 THz
Figure 4.1: Simulated reflectivity from a semi-infinite, heavily-doped semiconductor
substrate. The zero reflectivity point indicates the free-carrier plasma resonance,
ωp. Simulations are shown for a range of doping densities (or ωp), where fp =
150 THz (∆n ≈ 5 x1020cm−3), fp = 300 THz (∆n ≈ 2 x1021cm−3), and fp =
500 THz (∆n ≈ 6 x1021cm−3).
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ity from the surface of the dielectric. The plasma resonance corresponds to
the zero in the reflectivity, as shown in Figure 4.1, where ω(R = 0) ≈ ωp [225].
4.2.1.2 Low frequency limit, ω  Γ
The low frequency limit occurs for propagating frequencies below the free-














The Drude free-carrier contribution (Im[˜r]) then becomes important in
the low frequency limit, arising from the 1/ω dependence. In cases where the
excess carrier densities are large, the optical constants become both large and
similar in magnitude, η ≈ κ, and thus similar to Section 4.2.1.1, the material
behaves as a perfect reflector; this gives rise to the skin depth of a lossy
medium
δskin = 1/α, (4.14)
where α denotes the absorption coefficient3. The absorption coefficient is
defined by Beer’s law [161], and is given later for the general case.
4.2.1.3 Pseudo low frequency limit, ω, ωp  Γ
The pseudo low frequency limit pertains to media in which both the prop-
agating frequency and the plasma frequency are less than the free-carrier
damping frequency, i.e. ω, ωp  Γ. Millimetre-wave and submm-wave propa-
gation through a lightly doped (< 1017 cm−3) silicon substrate is one particular
example in which the pseudo low frequency limit applies, where Γ ≈ 2 THz or
the Drude free-carrier momentum scattering time, τi = 10
−13 s [225,228]. As
a result of the low doping density, the assumption ωp > Γi becomes invalid
4,
2again, ωp > Γ is assumed in the literature, and thus ′′r  ′r.
3αλ (Chapter 3) and α are used to distinguish between the optical and mm-wave propa-
gation effects, respectively, when both are discussed.
4although valid for large free-carrier plasma densities, however, optical excitation to such
densities require high irradiances which are out the scope of this thesis.
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which leads to gradual changes in the optical properties at (sub) mm-wave
frequencies, as the free-carrier plasma density increases (c.f. high frequency
limit).
Under dark-state conditions, or for reasonable irradiance, the free-carrier
Drude contribution is negligible, due to ωp < Γ, and thus in contrast to
Section 4.2.1.2 and from (4.13), the silicon substrate behaves as a low-loss
dielectric, giving rise to the low insertion loss observed for high-resistivity
silicon substrates.
The increase in the free-carrier plasma density, by application of above
bandgap optical excitation, results in an increased plasma resonance (ωp ∝√
∆n), and from (4.13) results in a quadratic increase in the dielectric loss
of the material. Figure 4.2(a) displays the frequency-dependent loss tangent
(tan δ) for a range of propagating frequencies, where the change in loss is
shown.
Further, the combination of the low frequency limit, and the low plasma
frequency (ωp < Γ) contribute to the absence of the plasma edge, such that
the change in reflectivity changes smoothly as ωp (∆n) is increased. Fig-
ure 4.2(b) displays the reflectivity as a function of plasma frequency for a
lightly-doped silicon substrate, for propagating frequencies, f , in the mm-
wave and submm-wave range; for comparison to the high-frequency limit, a
propagating frequency of 100 THz has been included. As the plasma fre-
quency (density) increases the reflectivity is shown to approach unity, indicat-
ing that η ≈ κ, i.e. the substrate becomes metallic. This region corresponds
to the case where the optical irradiance becomes sufficient such that ωp ≥ Γ
(< 1016 cm−3 here), and thus the traditional low frequency limit applies. How-
ever, in almost all practical cases, except those involving high powered laser
sources, this region is typically never encountered.
Hence, as a result of the absence of a free-carrier plasma edge and the
absence of a metallic effect, for practical levels of irradiance in the pseudo low
frequency limit, the modulation of (sub) mm-wave beams via an opto-excited
semiconductor substrate thus relies on the gradual control of the free-carrier
loss, by suitable optical excitation.
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f = 35 GHz f = 100 GHz f = 300 GHz f = 600 GHz
(a)






















f = 300 GHz
f = 600 GHz
f = 100 THz
(b)
Figure 4.2: Simulations highlighting the plasma frequency dependence, ωp, of the
(a) loss tangent, and (b) the reflectivity, as a range of propagating frequencies, f .
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4.2.2 QO transmission line model: ABCD matrix method
The opto-excited silicon transmission line model is formulated using the above
complex permittivity, and the standard ABCD transmission line matrix method
[110,229]. The quasi-optical silicon transmission line was modelled as a lossy







cosh γ˜l Z˜L sinh γ˜l
1
Z˜L
sinh γ˜l cosh γ˜l
]
, (4.15)
with transmission line element length l, generalised (complex) wave impedance
Z˜L =
√
µ˜/˜, and complex propagation constant
γ˜ = α + jβ. (4.16)
The complex propagation constant γ˜, is defined by the absorption coeffi-
cient α (Np/m), and the phase coefficient β (rad/m).
Accounting for both conductive and dielectric loss, the general expressions
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(4.18)
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Equations (4.19), (4.20) reduce to their common forms when dealing with










where, ′r ≈ ′∞, and κ η. However, these are strictly only valid in the high
frequency limit, and thus the general expression should be used in the case of
lightly-doped, opto-excited semiconductor substrates.
For completeness, the complex refractive index can be obtained from the



















′r2 + ′′t 2
)]1/2
, (4.24)
with the total dielectric loss, ′′t = ′′r + σ/ω0.
Finally, the transmission (S21) and reflection (S11) coefficients are ob-
tained [229] from the ABCD matrix using,
S21(dB) = 20 log10
[
2




S11(dB) = 20 log10
[
A+B − C −D
A+B + C +D
]
. (4.26)
Equation (4.25) and (4.26) define the transmission and reflection power com-
ponents and thus the logarithm is preceded by a factor of 20 to convert from
the field components, inherently treated by the ABCD matrix method.
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4.2.3 QO transmission line model involving an opto-excited
semiconductor substrate
Combining the Lorentz-Drude model, the complex propagation parameters,
and the lossy ABCD matrix provides a generalised analytical model detail-
ing the transmission line properties for an optically excited semiconductor
substrate, at a given (sub) mm-wave frequency. This gives insight into the
free-carrier plasma density requirements for (sub) mm-wave modulation.
The following details the transmission line properties for a high-resistivity
silicon substrate at 94 GHz, where the following substrate parameters have
been assumed, based on standard literature values [58, 139]; these are sum-
marised in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Assumed characteristic parameters for a high-resistivity silicon substrate.







p µn µp 
′∞
(units) x10−13 s−1 kg cm2/V · s
Value 2.2 1.3 0.259me 0.380me 1500 600 11.7
Optical excitation of a semiconductor substrate, resulting in an increased
electron-hole plasma density, alters the complex refractive index (permittiv-
ity) of the bulk material. The change in complex refractive index, shown
in Figure 4.3, results in an increase in the extinction coefficient, κ, due to
increased free-carrier Drude contribution. At sufficiently large excitation den-
sities (ωp ≥ Γ) the significant free-carrier Drude contribution yields a metallic
effect (η ≈ κ), arising from the transition into the low-frequency limit.
In addition, the Fabry-Pe´rot etalon produced by the transmission line con-
taining a finite-thickness semiconductor substrate yields a range of wafer
thicknesses which correspond to either maximum transmission, minimum re-






m = 2, 4, 6, ... (4.27)
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Figure 4.3: Simulated complex refractive index of a high-resistivity silicon substrate,








m = 1, 3, 5, ... (4.28)
where substrate thicknesses given by (4.27) yield maximum transmission, and
(4.28) maximum reflection.
The change in the transmission line properties of the semiconductor sub-
strate, subject to the optical modulation of the complex refractive index, can
then be determined from the ABCD matrix. Figure 4.4 displays the simulated
transmittance (S21) and reflectance (S11) of a high-resistivity, 932 µm thick
silicon substrate as a function of optical irradiance, Iopt, across the whole
W-band frequency range; zero SRV, and a homogeneous plasma profile have
been assumed. The effective carrier lifetime has been taken as 500 µs, with
an optical excitation wavelength of λ = 900 nm. Conversion between the
irradiation density and the photo-induced free-carrier plasma density is given
by (3.14).
Figure 4.4 indicates several features of the opto-excited substrate trans-
mission line. First, as the photo-induced free-carrier plasma density is in-
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0 mW/cm2 10 mW/cm2 50 mW/cm2 800 mW/cm2
Figure 4.4: Simulated transmittance (S21) and reflectance (S11) interferograms
through a high-resistivity, 932 µm thick, silicon substrate with an effective free-carrier
lifetime of 500 µs. The interferograms are displayed at several irradiance levels at an
excitation wavelength of λ = 900 nm. The irradiances correspond to the following
plasma densities: 0 mW/cm2 → 1012 cm−3, 10 mW/cm2 → 1.65 x1014 cm−3,
50 mW/cm2 → 8.24 x1014 cm−3, and 800 mW/cm2 → 1.32 x1016 cm−3, which can
be calculated using (3.14).
creased, the increased Drude contribution (κ  0) yields increased attenu-
ation, as would be expected. Secondly, larger changes in reflection than in
transmission are observed due to the increased finesse of the reflection inter-
ferogram. The pronounced changes in reflection will be beneficial for realising
improved piFZPAs, due to the reduced plasma density requirements, which is
discussed in Chapter 5. Finally, for sufficiently high irradiances, which gen-
erate high free-carrier plasma densities, the substrate becomes metallic-like,
with an increased surface reflectivity. The increased reflectivity is illustrated
for an irradiation level of 800 mW/cm2, which generates an approximate
plasma density of 1016 cm−3, where from Figure 4.3 η ≈ κ. The trans-
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mittance trace for an irradiation level of 800 mW/cm2 has been omitted to
maintain clarity, as the mean transmittance over W-band was approximately
S21(800 mW/cm
2) ≈ −105 dB.
4.3 QO Transmission line characterisation of high-
resistivity silicon wafers
This section details measurements performed on a range of silicon wafers as
a function of optical excitation density, and wavelength. The results highlight
the significance of the substrate surface recombination velocity (chapter 3)
on the corresponding modulation of (sub) mm-wave beams, and are also
compared to the analytical model developed in the previous sections, which
are shown to be in excellent agreement.
4.3.1 Quasi-optical vector network analyser
A quasi-optical (QO) transmission line and a vector network analyser were
used for measuring the transmission line properties of the opto-excited silicon
wafers. The wafers used in this work were high resistivity (ρ > 10 kΩcm)
Float-zone silicon, which ensured low insertion loss in the dark-state. The
transmission line characteristics were also measured alongside a single wafer
which was available from previous, independent, work. All wafers were pro-
cured (coincidentally) from TOPSiL Semiconductor Materials AS [217], and
the known wafer parameters for each batch are given in Table 4.2. The wafer
batches have been designated stocks A and B, where stock A defines the orig-
inal single wafer, and stock B the wafers obtained for this work; the Stock B
wafers are referred to as w1 → w6 (Chapter 3) once passivated. The large
effective lifetime for the un-treated wafer from Stock A arises due to the
increased wafer thickness, thus surface recombination is diffusion limited.
The 4-port vector network analyser5 (VNA) included W-band extension
5Anritsu ME7808B broadband VNA
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Table 4.2: Silicon wafer details used throughout the characterisations performed.
Stock B designates the wafers used for realising the piFZPA. †pre-passivation.
Thickness Diameter Resistivity Lifetime
Stock (µm) (mm) (Ωcm) Bulk (µs) Effective (µs)
A 4100 87.80 ∼ 12, 000 - 793
B† 675 150.00 ∼ 15, 000 5500 60
heads6 which allowed characterisation across the extended W-band region,
65 - 110 GHz. However, measurements in the 65 - 75 GHz were typically
unreliable and have thus been omitted throughout. Characterisations were re-
stricted to a 2-port configuration giving the transmission, S21, and reflection,
S11, parameters. The free-space QO transmission line provided a convenient
configuration for coupling the silicon substrates to an external optical source,
with the addition of relevant optics.
The QO-VNA setup is illustrated in Figure 4.5(a). The (W-band) cou-
pling optics consisted of a standard pair of identical aspherical 88 mm aperture
blazed HDPE lenses, which were characterised and found to produce a small
focal region of 32 mm in diameter (1/e), with an output focal length of ap-
proximately 340 mm; this gives in a depth of focus of±117 mm from the beam
waist7 [231]. This configuration ensured low diffraction effects, and plane-
wave illumination at the semiconductor substrate. Standing-wave reflections
from the optic mounts and feedhorns were minimised by implementing the
time-gate method.
Measurements were referenced to the free-space transmission through
the QO transmission line for the transmission measurements, and to a planar
mirror for the reflection measurements. The measured interferograms then
gave accurate account of the transmission line properties of the dark and
opto-excited states of the semiconductor substrate.
Using the analytical model described above, a non-linear unconstrained
local minimisation routine was performed on each interferogram. Using the
6Anritsu 3742-EW
7less than 10% increase in beam radius, ω, from the beam waist, ω0
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Figure 4.5: W-band QO-VNA configuration used for free-space transmission line
silicon wafer characterisations; the wafers were placed at sample the location. (a)
depicts the basic QO-VNA setup, (b) the NIR illumination arrangement, with a single
high power Osram NIR-LED, and (c) the visible irradiation arrangement, using a high
power data projector as the source.
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fminsearch function in Matlab and a LMS algorithm, the extraction routine
then provided the complex permittivity and thickness for the semiconductor
substrate. Whilst this routine runs a simultaneous extraction of both ˜r, d,
the strong correlation to the substrate thickness resulted in accurate deter-
mination of the complex permittivity. This approach was also extended to the
opto-excited state, where the algorithm then extracted the complex permit-
tivity (and effective irradiance), given the initial thickness specification. The
opto-excited plasma density can be inferred from the Lorentz-Drude model.
4.3.2 Characterisation pre-wafer passivation
Measurements on both wafer stocks were performed in both the dark, and
opto-excited state. Dark state measurements were used to extract the base
permittivity and wafer thickness, for comparison with the expected values.
These then formed the initial parameters for the opto-excited state mea-
surements, where the extraction algorithm then gave the optically induced
complex permittivity.
4.3.2.1 Dark state
The first dark state characterisations were performed on the single A stock
wafer, designated A1. Using a standard permittivity of ′r = 11.7, and a mea-
sured wafer thickness of d = 4, 200 ± 5 µm, the interferograms were fitted
using the above algorithm. The algorithm can be used to fit either the trans-
mittance, or reflectance interferograms. In almost all cases, the reflectance
interferogram was used because of its increased finesse, which then limits the
possible error on d. The time-gate specification for the reflectance measure-
ment was located, tg = 2.139± 0.271 ns.
Figure 4.6 displays the measured, and best fit, interferograms for wafer
A1. For illustration, the time-gate was omitted in the transmittance mea-
surement, which highlights the significance of standing wave reflections. The
numerical fitting of the interferograms produced accurate fits to the model
with R2 = 0.84 (S21) and R
2 = 0.92 (S11), where the low R
2 for the trans-
mittance resulted from the scatter in the data, due to reflections. The best
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Figure 4.6: Measured, and modelled transmission line interferograms for wafer A1,
where (a) displays the transmittance, and (b) the reflectance interferograms. The
large scatter in the transmittance measurements results from no time-gate inclusion.
fit interferograms produced a substrate thickness of d = 4, 192.6µm, and a
complex permittivity
˜r = 11.7− 8 x10−4j, tan δ x104 = 0.676.
The above process was then repeated for a single stock B wafer, where the
starting parameters ′r = 11.7 and wafer thickness d = 675±15 µm were used.
The wafer thickness and tolerance were taken from the supplied specification
sheet. Both interferograms were made utilising the time-gate technique; the
transmittance measurement was performed with a time-gate specification,
tg = 4.357± 0.616 ns, and the reflectance measurement with a time-gate of
tg = 2.152 ± 0.342 ns. The measured and modelled interferograms for the
stock B wafer are shown in Figure 4.7.
The best fit interferograms yielded R2 = 1.00 (S21) and R
2 = 0.93 (S11),
where reduced reflections give rise to an improved agreement between data
and model. The substrate details from the best fit gave a substrate thickness,
d = 673.5 µm, and a complex permittivity,
˜r = 11.7− 8 x10−4j, tan δ x104 = 0.676,
where the similarity between both wafer permittivities results from the com-
parable resistivities.
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Figure 4.7: Transmission line measurements on a 675 µm, stock B, silicon wafer.
Figure (a) illustrates the transmission interferogram, and (b) the reflection interfer-
ogram. The thinner wafer supports fewer cycles in the interferograms and is shown
to be optimised for maximum reflection at 98GHz.
4.3.2.2 Opto-excited state
The above procedure was then repeated for both the stock A and B wafers in
the optically excited state. Both wafers were characterised under NIR illumi-
nation using an Osram SFH-4751 3W IR-LED source, and visible illumination
using a Sanyo PLC-XM150 6,000 ANSI lumens XGA data projector as the
source, at a range of illuminating densities.
Taking wafer A1 first, the QO-VNA setup was slightly modified to include
the NIR LED as shown in Figure 4.5(b). The coupling of the NIR to the
wafer surface was improved by using an additional focusing lens (Ledil Oy
CA10861-Iris-IR), which reduced the half-power beamwidth to ±5.5◦ from
the original ±70◦. However, while the high power LED is expected to pro-
duce approximately 1.5 W CW excitation at 960 nm, the low fill factor over
the mm-wave focal region resulted in a significantly reduced effective plasma
density. Thus, the effects of the excitation with the NIR were marginal.
The irradiance was measured using a thermal power meter (Melles Griot
13PEM0001). The measured irradiance of the NIR LED gave an estimate
of the effective power density due to the spatial non-uniformity of the out-
put beam, where the non-uniformity resulted in reduced effective irradiance,
producing very little change (< 0.3 dB transmission) in the measured trans-
mission properties. Figure 4.8 displays the measured and modelled reflection
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interferogram for the thick stock A wafer with the NIR LED positioned behind
the wafer. The short separation distance produced a half-power illuminated
spot of approximately 8 mm (FWHM), at normal incidence, with a peak ir-
radiance of 54 mW/cm2.






















dark state 54 mW/cm2 data 54 mW/cm2 model
Figure 4.8: Measured and modelled reflectance interferogram for wafer A1 under
54 mW/cm2 NIR illumination. The null is shown to drop by up to 25 dB at 94 GHz.
The numerical fit the the opto-excited interferogram yielded a complex
permittivity of (R2 = 0.98)
˜r = 11.693− 0.131j, tan δ x104 = 112.03,
where the substrate thickness was fixed. A loss tangent of this magnitude
corresponds to an effective plasma density, ∆n ≈ 4 x1013 cm−3. The reflec-
tion null is shown to degrade by up to 25 dB, at 94 GHz, indicating sufficient
irradiation to alter the complex refractive index such that the the matching
condition of the etalon is destroyed. The reflectance interferograms were
measured with a time-gate of tg = 2.139± 0.271 ns which isolated the silicon
wafer from the LED assembly.
In comparison, the thin stock B wafers did not yield a discernible change
in the transmission properties due to their thickness, high SRV, and the low
filling factor of the NIR LED source over the mm-wave focal spot.
The characterisations were repeated at visible wavelengths, where the im-
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proved illumination uniformity produced by the projector optics yielded better
results. The Sanyo data projector was used to project a single primary colour
onto the wafer, which was assumed to be monochromatic during the mod-
elling. The monochromatic simplification used throughout the modelling, and
the measured power levels, thus represent an under-estimation to the opti-
cally induced plasma. However, this has been found to be sufficient to within
a few dB of the measured change due to the large errors associated with the
assumed substrate parameters.
The monochromatic wavelengths were taken as the peak of the primary
colour band, as obtained by measuring the spectral output of the projector.
The spectral output of the Sanyo projector is shown in Figure 4.9 – in addition
to the NIR output – and was measured using an optical spectral analyser
(Yokogawa AG-6315B OSA).
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Figure 4.9: Measured spectral output from the Sanyo PLC-XM150 projector, and
the Osram NIR LED.
The ‘peak’ wavelengths were then: 445 nm for blue; 550 nm for green;
650 nm for red; and 550 nm for full white projection. The irradiance was then
controlled either by varying the opacity of the projected image to a black
background, or by varying the projected image height (size). In addition,
the irradiance was maximised by reducing the distance to the projector focal
plane by incorporating additional optics. The additional optics consisted of
standard 77 mm diameter Hoya camera lenses, which where either +2, +3,
or +4 diopters depending on the projected image height. The modified setup
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of the QO-VNA is shown in Figure 4.5(c), where a vertical polariser grid
was used to simultaneously illuminate the surface of the substrate with both
mm-wave and optical wavelengths. The polariser grid resulted in a loss of
approximately 50% of the optical irradiance, however, the high output from
the projector meant that it was still suitable for initial investigations. Improved
optical transmission, whilst maintaining good mm-wave reflectivity was later
achieved by replacing the polariser grid with a indium tin oxide coated polymer
film. The use of this transparent reflector is discussed in Chapter 6.
Figure 4.10 displays the optically excited interferograms for a stock B
wafer, where the dark reference has been subtracted from the measured data
in order to maximise clarity in the figure. The illumination height of the
projected coloured images were 60 mm (80 mm width), with 100% opacity
(full power), where the measured irradiance was found to be uniform over
the illuminated area. The time-gate was tg = 4.295± 0.496 ns for the trans-
mittance, and tg = 2.206 ± 0.313 ns for the reflectance measurements. The
peak attenuation observed, which is shown for 218 mW/cm2 white illumina-
tion, corresponds to an approximate plasma density of ∆n = 2.6 x1013 cm−3,
indicating very little change in the permittivity. The small change observed
resulted from the dominance of the surface recombination effects, discussed
previously in Chapter 3. The largest attenuation, at 94 GHz, was measured
as 0.27 dB.
Hence, for sufficient spatial modulation at mm-wave frequencies, the sur-
face recombination effects must be reduced, for both visible and NIR excita-
tion for the current (stock B) substrate thickness.
4.3.3 Characterisation post-wafer passivation
The above measurement procedure was then repeated using the six passi-
vated wafers, w1→ w6, from stock B. The passivation details were outlined,
along with the corresponding improvements to the effective lifetime and SRV,
in Chapter 3. The combined effects of an increased effective lifetime, and
reduced SRV, resulted in an increased opto-excited plasma density for a given
irradiation level. Hence, the propagation effects increased significantly.
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Figure 4.10: Measured change in (a) transmission and (b) reflection interferograms
for a single stock B wafer under high density visible excitation. The illumination
density varied from 80 mW/cm2 (blue) up to 218 mW/cm2 (white).
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4.3.3.1 Dark state
Dark state measurements were initially repeated in order to ascertain the
new wafer thicknesses, which were reduced during the passivation process;
mechanical measurement of the wafer thicknesses was avoided due to the
surface damage that would ensue. In all cases, the initial starting parameters
for the modelling algorithm were ′r = 11.7, and d = 675 µm.
Experimental data was modelled against the reflection interferogram as
before. Figure 4.11 displays the measured and modelled interferograms for
both the transmittance and reflectance measurements. While the models
were generated based on the fit to the reflectance data, the agreement with
the transmittance data appears consistently better across all wafers. This
suggests that there may have been some error introduced into the reflection
measurement, or reference. The mean goodness of fits for the reflectance
data yielded R2 = 0.90 ± 0.02, with R2 = 0.97 ± 0.02 for the transmission
data. The time-gate was set as tg = 4.131± 0.250 ns for the transmittance,
and tg = 2.014 ± 0.200 ns for the reflectance measurements. Using the
transmittance data, the error associated in the obtained thickness is no more
than 4% compared to the reflectance data results, highlighting the robustness
of the fitting algorithm; the largest source of error being related to errors
incurred in the reflection measurements. The complex permittivity was found
to be unchanged by the passivation process, as should be expected due to the
negligible passivation layer thickness (∼ nm λ).
The wafer thicknesses obtained from the modelling are given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Stock B silicon wafers: post-passivation wafer thickness. †error corre-
sponds to maximum error case, Err = 4%.
Wafer d† (µm) [R2(S21)] Wafer d† (µm) [R2(S21)]
w1 594.20± 23.76 [0.98] w4 589.26± 23.56 [0.99]
w2 589.74± 23.60 [0.99] w5 593.93± 23.76 [0.99]
w3 599.91± 24.00 [0.96] w6 597.02± 23.88 [0.88]
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S21 data S11 data S21 model S11 model
Figure 4.11: Dark state interferograms for each passivated stock B wafer. The new
thickness for each wafer, post- passivation is determined from numerical simulation
based on the reflection interferogram. Initial guess parameters were ′r = 11.7,
d = 675µm, and Iopt = 0.
4.3.3.2 Opto-excited state
The passivated wafers were re-characterised at visible and NIR illuminating
wavelengths using the same sources, as above.
Beginning with the NIR measurements, the measurement configuration
remained as Figure 4.5(b) where measurements were performed with two
LEDs/lenses in order to improve coupling efficiency; the measured peak irra-
diation density was approximately 130 mW/cm2.
Figure 4.12 displays the measured transmittance interferograms for each
of the six passivated stock B wafers (w1 → w6). The time-gate was tg =
4.295 ± 0.496 ns. The division of the passivation/wafer quality (Chaper 3)
gave rise to a modest, and large, change in transmission through the set of
wafers, as shown in the Figures 4.12(a), 4.12(b) respectively. The dotted lines
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Figure 4.12: Measured (solid line) and modelled (dashed line) change in transmit-
tance interferograms for each stock B wafer, with NIR optical excitation. (a) displays
a modest attenuation corresponding to the lower quality passivated wafers, and (b)
the maximum in reduced transmission corresponding to the high quality wafers.
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represent the best fit model to the data, and are shown to agree well for all
wafers. Due to the similarities between wafers w2, w4, and w5, only a single
model has been included. All models assume zero SRV, and a homogeneous
plasma.
The effective lifetimes were based on the QSSPC measurements, which
were performed at the IFE institute, as the mm-PCD (Chapter 3) had not
been completed at the time of measurement. The effective lifetimes were
measured as: τeff(w1) = 2500 µs, τeff(w3) = 4700 µs, τeff(w6) = 2600 µs,
and τeff(w2) ≈ τeff(w4) ≈ τeff(w5) ≈ 120 µs. An irradiance of 27 mW/cm2
was used in all cases representing a 21% coupling efficiency, compared to 7%
found for earlier measurements utilising a single NIR LED and lens. The lowest
attenuation observed (w2, w3, w4) at 94 GHz was measured as 6.4 dB, corre-
sponding to a loss tangent tan δ x10
4 = 1, 638 (∆n = 6.0 x1014 cm−3). The
maximum attenuation observed (w3) was measured as 24.6 dB (94 GHz), cor-
responding to a loss tangent of tan δ x10
4 = 11, 037 (∆n = 3.0 x1015 cm−3),
thus obviously representing a significant improvement over the un-treated
case.
The visible illumination measurements were repeated as above using the
setup of Figure 4.5(c). The projector height was increased to 90 mm, result-
ing in a reduced irradiance. Figure 4.13 displays the transmittance interfero-
gram measured for wafer w6, with a time-gate of tg = 4.152± 0.366 ns. The
optical irradiance was reduced by approximately 75% for the new projected
area. The effective lifetime of the wafer was measured as approximately
τeff = 1, 500 µs (Chapter 3), lowered due to the delay between the irradiation
measurements (≈ 40 wks).
The transmission through the opto-excited wafer was found to have re-
duced significantly as a result of the wafer passivation. The lowest attenua-
tion, produced by blue irradiation, was measured as 8.2 dB at 94 GHz, which
corresponds to a loss tangent tan δ x10
4 = 1, 360 (∆n = 8.7 x1014 cm−3).
The maximum visible attenuation was measured for white light irradiation,
due largely to a higher illumination density, and was found to be 14.7 dB (at
94 GHz), with a loss tangent tan δ x10
4 = 4, 476 (∆n = 1.6 x1015 cm−3).
The change in transmission for irradiation by the NIR sources has been in-
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Figure 4.13: Measured (solid line) and modelled (dashed line) change in transmit-
tance interferograms for wafer w6 at various illuminating wavelengths, and densities.
The irradiances were measured to be approximately: 15 mW/cm2 red, 17 mW/cm2
blue, 31 mW/cm2 green, 65 mW/cm2 white, and 27 mW/cm2 NIR.
cluded for comparison. The attenuation is shown to be larger for 27 mW/cm2
NIR illumination density, than for the visible, which is expected due to the re-
sponsivity of the silicon substrate (see Figure 3.3(a)). The attenuation was
measured as 19.2 dB (at 94 GHz) for the NIR source, which resulted in a loss
tangent tan δ x10
4 = 7, 645 (Nc = 2.2 x10
15 cm−3).
The dotted lines in Figure 4.13 indicate the analytical model for the visi-
ble and NIR transmittance data. The agreement between model and data is
shown to be excellent for the NIR and white irradiation cases, and less accu-
rate for the primary colour cases. The discrepancy is believed to result from
the validity, and accuracy of the plasma homogeneity and monochromatic
excitation assumptions in these cases.
To emphasis the wavelength dependency of the opto-excited plasma in the
silicon samples, a simple scalar attenuation measurement was performed at
94 GHz using a QO transmission line and a power meter (Boonton 4220). The
Sanyo data projector was used as the source, and the intensity was measured
by altering the opacity of the image; the projection height remained fixed.
Figure 4.14 displays the measured attenuation through wafer w6 as a function
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Figure 4.14: Measured (points) and simulated (dotted lines) attenuation through a
passivated silicon wafer (w6) at 94 GHz, where the effective lifetime was measured
as τeff ≈ 1800 µs. The model and data show good agreement over the measured
range, where slight deviations are attributed to the simplification of the analytical
model.
of irradiance, over a range of illuminating wavelengths. The effective lifetime
of the wafer, at the time of measurement, was approximately τeff = 1800 µs.
The dotted lines in Figure 4.14 represent the calculated silicon attenu-
ation, at 94 GHz, modelled using the Lorentz-Drude complex permittivity
(4.7), the expression for the effective plasma density (3.14), and the general
attenuation expression (4.19). The comparison between the model and data
shows good agreement, where slight deviations arose from experimental er-
rors and the monochromatic simplification of the model. Figure 4.14 clearly
indicates the wavelength dependence, as suggested by Figure 3.3(a), of the
opto-excited plasma density: a larger plasma density is generated for a longer
wavelength illumination, supporting the optimal illumination region (minimum




This chapter has presented the quasi-optical transmission line characterisation
of a range of high-resistivity silicon wafers, at a range of illuminating densities,
and wavelengths. A generalised analytical model describing the transmission
and reflection properties of an optically excited semiconductor substrate has
been introduced, and shown to give excellent agreement with measured data.
The model can then be used to infer the optically excited plasma density of
a given substrate, which when combined with the generalised ABCD matrix
method can indicate the resulting transmission properties, as a function of
frequency.
Following from the discussions presented in Chapter 3, the significance
of the effective lifetime parameter, and the SRV, have also been demon-
strated, by comparing the transmission line properties of wafers before and
after passivation; the significance of the SRV and τeff parameters have been
demonstrated experimentally. In the un-passivated case, the presence of a
high SRV (S ≥ 106 cm/s), giving a significant reduction in the effective life-
time, τeff (Figure 3.2), resulted in a lowered optically excited plasma density,
at a given irradiation level, thus reducing the overall change in the measured
mm-wave attenuation. Further, the significant reduction in the short wave-
length opto-excited plasma density due to a high SRV, resulted in very little
measured attenuation for visible excitation.
The significant increase in optically excited plasma densities for a range
of wafers that were passivated has been shown. The marked reduction in the
SRV, yielding a higher effective lifetime, has shown generous changes in the
transmission line properties through the treated wafers, with high attenuation
changes of up to 25 dB (at 94 GHz) having been observed for NIR excitation.
Wafers of sufficient thickness, such that La > d, and large reductions in
the SRV have shown substantial effective plasma generation, producing high
attenuations with visible excitations, agreeing with Figure 3.3(b).
Plasma generation by visible excitation has been shown experimentally to
require from an increase in the required irradiance, compared to NIR excita-
tion, due to the spectral response of the silicon sample (Chapter 3). The
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maximum change in attenuation at 94 GHz observed for excitation at visible
wavelengths was measured as 15 dB for white illumination, using the data
projector, some weeks post passivation. This is a significant result which ex-
tends the possibility of generating dynamic spatial mm-wave modulators using




The photo-injected Fresnel zone plate
The remainder of this thesis will focus on the design and application of the
photo-injected Fresnel zone plate technique for adaptive, and non-mechanical
beam steering, at mm-wave frequencies. This method proves to be simple,
low-cost, and highly flexible (given correct consideration to the semiconductor
substrate) compared to alternative (opto) electronic methods.
Design of photo-injected Fresnel zone plate antennas are not fully char-
acterised by a closed set of design equations due to limitations imposed by
the semiconductor substrate. The following discussion highlights the vari-
ous design concepts, their impact on the plasma density requirements, and
highlights the limits imposed by the semiconductor substrate. A variety of an-
alytical techniques from previous chapters will be combined throughout this
discussion, giving valuable insight into the optimisation and limitations of this
particular non-mechanical method of beam steering, indicating its suitability




The photo-injected Fresnel zone plate antenna (piFZPA) method features
full 3D scanning and adaptive beam forming, whilst maintaining reasonable
costs and potentially low complexity, and is applicable at both mm-wave and
submm-wave frequencies. This method also proves to be fast with high out-
put beam fidelity, thus serving as an attractive solution for a wide range of
applications. One significant drawback of this technique, however, is the in-
terrelation of the required optical power and the corresponding scan rate of
the antenna; whilst refresh rates, limited by the effective carrier lifetime of
the substrate, can be as high as GHz (or more), the substantial increase in
optical power required to achieve this performance often limits the refresh
rate, in practice, to several tens of kHz. Thus, while passivation of the
substrate can reduce the required level of irradiance (longer lifetimes), the
increased lifetime results in slower scan speeds. Hence a compromise exists,
the optimisation of which will be dictated by the application requirements.
In addition, this method suffers from a fundamentally low aperture efficiency
due to large phase errors associated with the limited half-wave correction zone
plate design (Chapter 2). However, these limitations can be minimised, and
are often out-weighed by the flexibility, speed, fidelity, and relatively low-cost
of this technique, so that the piFZPA method continues to be a potentially
attractive solution for a host of applications.
The original demonstrations of the piFZPA technique were first performed
over 15 years ago by Webb et al. [74–77], which resulted in several patents
[232–235]. However, very little theoretical work has been presented since
these initial demonstrations, and thus a full, and definitive, understanding
to the requirements, limitations, and suitability at mm-wave (and higher) fre-
quencies is yet unknown. The following discussion builds on previous chapters
to develop a theoretical framework for an optimised piFZPA design, and at-
tempts to address the fundamental questions which have yet to be answered.
While the discussion focuses on application at mm-wave frequencies, the ba-
sic principles are extended in Chapter 8 to highlight the requirements and
suitability at submm-wave frequencies. Experimental characterisation of sev-
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eral piFZPA designs based on a transmission-type piFZPA configuration are
discussed in the next chapter.
5.2 Transmission-type
Design of piFZPAs are ascribed to either one of two main designations: trans-
mission, or reflection, types. Transmission-type designs are inherently simpler
in construction, and additionally do not induce degradations due to aperture




Figure 5.1: Depiction of the transmission-type piFZPA representing a reconfigurable
blocking-type zone plate analogue.
The basic transmission-type piFZPA is depicted in Figure 5.1. In the ba-
sic form, the transmission-type piFZPA comprises an optical source, optical
spatial light modulator (SLM), semiconductor substrate, relevant mm-wave
hardware for transmit/receive, and a suitable means of illuminating the sub-
strate by both optical and mm-wave beams; this can include an optically
transparent mm-wave reflector (a dichroic filter), or other design such as the
LED configuration used by Webb [235].
The optical source then excites a free-carrier plasma with distinct spa-
tial features which are defined, in this particular application, by the zone
plate mask (Section 5.4), encoded by means of the optical SLM. Using the
optically transparent mm-wave reflector to physically align both optical and
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mm-wave beams, a mm-wave beam is propagated through the semiconduc-
tor substrate using relevant quasi-optical components (such as a feedhorn, or
lens). Reconfiguration of the zone mask via the SLM then enables (optical)
reconfiguration of the mm-wave beam using the opto-excited plasma. This
enables the realisation of a generalised mm-wave SLM capable of producing
adaptive beamforming and non-mechanical beam steering.
5.2.1 Design
While these design equations have been encountered previously, they will be
restated within the current context in order to provide clarity and continuity.
Design of transmission-type piFZPAs requires calculation of both the zone
plate design (Chapter 2) and the substrate thickness (Chapter 4). The zone
plate design produces the overall antenna performance, whilst appropriate
substrate thicknesses are required in order to minimise loss through the sub-
strate. Optimal substrate thicknesses, which minimise transmission loss, can
be calculated from the transmission etalon expression introduced in Chapter 4,






m = 1, 2, 3, ... (5.1)
where for the piFZPA, ′r denotes the substrate dark permittivity, with ′r =
11.7 for silicon. Similarly as before, λ is the free-space design (centre) wave-
length of the mm-wave beam.
The zone plate radii, rn, are calculated given the focal length (F ) and
























for a non-zero reference radius, r0, given by (D.1) as discussed in Appendix D.
While the design of the piFZPA follows these simple design equations, sub-
strate limitations define the piFZPA designs which can be realised in practice.
For example, reasonable irradiation level requirements, requiring an increased
effective lifetime, τeff , impose a corresponding plasma resolution limit (La)
which then determines the zone plate design that can be supported by the
substrate. As such, the zone plate design: choice of feed, edge taper, and
F/D ratio, will depend on the relative substrate effective lifetime, and thus
the optimised design will be dependent on the given application requirements
and the optical budget.
Furthermore, the limitation of controlling propagating mm-wave beams
by changes in attenuation (i.e. photoconductivity) restrict transmission-type
piFZPA designs to low efficiency zone plate types (c.f. Soret zone plates),
and thus the maximum efficiency for a transmission-type piFZPA is similarly
10%. Such low efficiency, resulting in 10 dB insertion loss, representing the
optimal case, potentially limits this configuration to systems which benefit
from high signal-to-noise ratios, such as radar or active imaging.
5.2.2 Composite Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral
While the far-field performance of the transmission-type zone plate antenna
can be inferred from the basic Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral, as im-
plemented by Webb [76], or by a modified approach based on the optically
projected binary mask [236], no prior method appears to have been intro-
duced which can also account for the opto-excited state of the substrate,
in addition to the zone plate design, i.e. a complete piFZPA model. Thus,
previously employed methods can not accurately address some of the funda-
mental questions which pertain to the zone plate and opto-excited substrate
hybridisation.
The following section details a new composite Fresnel-Kirchhoff approach
developed for this purpose. This approach is based on a modified form of the
Fresnel-Kirchhoff method introduced in Chapter 2, which has been extended
to include the semiconductor substrate parameters based on analytical models
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which were previously introduced in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The core of the
new approach follows the derivation of the modified Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffrac-
tion integral described in Appendix A, which will also be used for reference
throughout.
The analysis which follows is based loosely on the geometry of Figure 2.5
where the piFZPA dielectric lens is of uniform thickness, similar to the Wood-
Wiltse lens antenna. Thus some modifications to the formalism have been
adopted based on previous Wood-Wiltse models. In the case of the piFZPA,
the alternating permittivities of the zone plate are replaced by alternating
zones of the dark state substrate (′r = 11.7, for silicon), and the opto-excited
complex permittivity of the substrate.
Following Chapter 4, the opto-excited complex permittivity of the sub-






















where all terms have been defined previously in Chapter 4.
The electric field vector at the output aperture of the piFZPA can be
represented by the general form of the Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral, (2.15):













where L(ψ), ~Pd, and C(r) are given by (2.12), (2.14), and (2.16) respectively.
Using Appendix A, the far-field components yield (2.18) – (2.23):

















Md(ψ) = −jkL(ψ) (5.8)

















Iθ(θ, ψ) = −(t′M cosψ + t′E)J0[Nd(θ, ψ)] . . .
+(t′M cosψ − t′E)J2[Nd(θ, ψ)] (5.11)
Iϕ(θ, ψ) = (t
′
M cosψ + t
′
E)J0[Nd(θ, ψ)] . . .
+(t′M cosψ − t′E)J2[Nd(θ, ψ)], (5.12)
all terms having been defined in Chapter 2. Note that the zone thickness is
now given by the substrate thickness, d. The planar structure of the piFZPA
requires modification of the complex Fresnel transmission coefficient, tM,E





where sd defines the phase delay factor, defined by (A.4).
The far-field (co- and/or cross-polar) antenna pattern of a transmission-
type piFZPA may then be simulated for a given opto-excited semiconductor
substrate. This method is subject to the aforementioned limitations presented
by the physical optics approach, and further assumes a homogeneous plasma
profile. For substrates in which this may not be the case, i.e. La  d, the
accuracy of this method may be improved by setting the substrate thickness
equal to that of the effective plasma density [53]. Homogenous plasma dis-
tribution is assumed herein, which is a reasonable approximation for the wafer
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thicknesses and lifetimes analysed in this work. In addition, this method does
not account for radial diffusion, and thus maximum accuracy of this model
will occur for zone plate designs which result in zone widths much greater
than the diffusion length.
This model may also be extended to simulate the far-field antenna pattern
in terms of the irradiance, where the relationship between the effective plasma
density and the optical excitation level is given by (3.14).



















Figure 5.2: Comparison between measured and modelled antenna pattern of a F/1.2,
100 mm aperture piFZPA, at 94 GHz. The comparison demonstrate excellent agree-
ment, highlighting the significance of this new approach, which thus serves as a
invaluable tool in the design and optimisation process.
Figure 5.2 displays a comparison between the measured antenna pattern
for a F/D = 1.2 (F/1.2), 100 mm diameter piFZPA (Chapter 6) and a
simulated pattern obtained by the above model. The comparison shows ex-
cellent agreement. The effective plasma density was estimated as ∆n ≈
1.5 x1015 cm−3 based on an measured minimum optical irradiance of 70 mW/cm2.
The feed design, with an -13 dB edge taper, resulted in a 6-zone FZP design.
The substrate thickness was taken as d = 600 µm. The slight discrepancy
between the low-level region of the mainlobe (≈ −12 dB), can be attributed
to lateral carrier diffusion effects resulting from the high lifetime wafer, which
is not accounted for within the model. The discrepancy in the general level of
the sidelobe envelope results from the approximations used in converting the
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measured irradiance (assumed to be monochromatic) to the effective plasma
density.
This technique thus serves as an invaluable tool for the design and charac-
terisation of transmission-type piFZPAs, applicable to any frequency range.
This new method also enables one to answer some fundamental questions
relating to the gain, and general antenna performance, as a function of the
opto-excited plasma density, which are addressed in the following sections.
This method will also be used in subsequent comparisons to experimental
data, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
5.2.3 Effective plasma density requirements
As noted previously, the irradiance required in order to generate a metallic
effect can be unreasonably high for use in most systems, where irradiation
densities can be as high as 2 W/cm2 depending on the substrate, its thickness,
lifetime (τeff = 100 µs assumed), and the illuminating wavelength (800 nm
assumed). Thus, the relative tradeoff in antenna gain, and sidelobe level, is of
importance for practical piFZPAs. Using the above modified Fresnel-Kirchhoff
model, the relative tradeoff in performance can be investigated.
Figure 5.3 displays the simulated far-field antenna patterns for an F/2,
100 mm diameter transmission-type piFZPA with a substrate thickness of
d = 466 µm, for a range of effective plasma densities. It is evident that as
the effective plasma density increases to a level such that greater than 6 dB
attenuation is optically induced, the antenna pattern begins to form a well dis-
tinguished mainlobe, with an increase in gain and sidelobe suppression. From
these simulations, a photo-injected attenuation of 6 dB (∆n = 8.3 x1014 cm−3
in this case) can be considered to be the minimum required attenuation level
for reasonable piFZPA performance, which corresponds to a ∼3 dB reduction
in the overall gain. This opto-excited state represents a practical compromise
between the required irradiation level, the sidelobe suppression, directivity, and
overall antenna efficiency (η > 5%). Nonetheless, an opto-injected attenu-
ation of 10 dB is shown to offer better performance, for a modest increase
in irradiation, with better than 7% efficiency. An attenuation level of 10 dB
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has been previously stated as the minimum required attenuation, based on
an unknown analysis [232]. The minimal opto-injected attenuation level will
depend on the available optical power and the required antenna performance
for the given application.
However, and most importantly, this analysis indicates that a much lower
effected plasma density can be tolerated, whilst maintaining reasonable an-
tenna performance. Thus a full optically induced metallic zone plate is not
required, albeit with a reduced antenna performance.
5.2.4 Optimisation
The following discussion focuses on the optimisation of the transmission-type
piFZPA, which in addition to the previous optimisation of the zone plate
design as a result of the substrate diffusion length, requires consideration to
the effective plasma density and the substrate thickness. Although both the
substrate thickness and effective plasma density have been discussed above,
it will be pertinent to give a more general discussion of the global impact
of the transmission-type piFZPA as a continued variation of both of these




















Δn = 4.2 x1014 cm-3 (3 dB)
Δn = 8.3 x1014 cm-3 (6 dB)
Δn = 1.4 x1015 cm-3 (10 dB)
Δn = 1.0 x1016 cm-3 (42 dB)
feed pattern
Figure 5.3: Simulated far-field patterns for a d = 466 µm thick substrate, F/2
100 mm aperture piFZPA. Simulations suggest beam formation for optically injected
losses exceeding ∼ 6 dB (∆n = 8.3 x1014 cm−3), with increased sidelobe suppression
for losses exceeding 10 dB.
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parameters. The following insights have been obtained by implementing the
composite Fresnel-Kirchhoff model. In addition, the following optimisation
enables a conclusive overview of the performance degradations as a result of
non-optimal choice of either one of these parameters.
Optimisation of the effective plasma density, ∆n, is presented in Fig-
ure 5.4(a) while the optimisation of the substrate thickness is given in Fig-
ure 5.4(b). In both figures, the simulations of the transmission-type piFZPA
far-field antenna pattern were performed at 94 GHz, with a F/2, 100 mm
diameter piFZPA, and -13 dB amplitude taper. The substrate was assumed
to be high-resistivity silicon, which gives a dark state effective plasma density
of approximately 1011 cm−3. The following focuses on the antenna gain as a
function of both parameters, which has been extracted from each individual
antenna pattern that was calculated, as a function of either parameter.
Considering the optimisation of the effective plasma density first; Fig-
ure 5.4(a) displays the gain as a function of the effective plasma density, ∆n,
for substrate thicknesses of d = 300 µm, d = 466 µm, d = 600 µm, and
d = 932 µm. Here, d = 466, and 932 µm correspond to substrate thicknesses
which are resonantly matched at 94 GHz, as defined by (5.1) with m = 1, 2
respectively. The relative change in antenna gain, for each substrate thick-
ness, is observed to rise gradually as the effective plasma density increases –
as would be expected due to the increased loss through the substrate. The
antenna gain is also shown to saturate in all cases beyond a carrier density of
∆n = 1016 cm−3, corresponding to alternate opto-excited metallic-like zones,
i.e. a classical Soret type. Moreover, for resonantly matched substrate thick-
nesses (d = 466, 932 µm), the saturation level is shown to peak at 31 dBi,
corresponding to an approximate aperture efficiency of 11%; this agrees with
what should be expected from this zone plate design (Chapter 2). The 1%
overestimation is likely to result from the approximate method used to calcu-
late the efficiency [133].
An increased gradient, and lowered effective plasma density transition pe-
riod, is observed for d = 932 µm (λ/
√
′r), in comparison to d = 466 µm
(λ/2
√
′r). Both effects result from the increased attenuation, at a given in-
jection level, due to the increased substrate thickness, and the (longitudinal)
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Δn = 1014 cm-3 Δn = 1015 cm-3 Δn = 1016 cm-3
(b)
Figure 5.4: Simulated gain variation for a F/2, 100 mm diameter transmission-type
piFZPA as (a) a function of the effective plasma density (∆n), and (b) a function
of substrate thickness (d).
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homogeneous plasma distribution which has been assumed in both cases. As
the substrate thickness increases, the assumption of a homogeneous plasma
distribution begins to break down, expect in the cases of large effective life-
times. For example a diffusion length of 1 mm (La) requires an effective
lifetime τeff ≥ 350 µs, depending on the substrate.
Non-resonantly matched substrates are shown to yield reduced piFZPA
gain due to increased loss through the un-injected regions of the semiconduc-
tor etalon. This gives rise to the lowered gain observed for the d = 300, 600 µm
cases, and gives rise to the apparent reduced feed gain (< 21 dBi).
Considering the substrate thickness further, Figure 5.4(b) displays the cor-
responding gain as a function of substrate thickness, d, with effective plasma
densities ∆n = 1014 cm−3, ∆n = 1015 cm−3, and ∆n = 1016 cm−3. The
piFZPA gain is shown to oscillate as a function of substrate thickness, where
maximum gain is observed at substrate thicknesses satisfying (5.1). The os-
cillations, and peak gain, correspond to the matching of the semiconductor
etalon (Chapter 4). Furthermore, the peak gain in the oscillations are shown
to be invariant for the ∆n = 1016 cm−3 case, whilst higher gain is observed
at higher order (m > 1) matched substrate thicknesses for effective plasma
densities ∆n < 1016 cm−3. The gain invariance of the ∆n = 1016 cm−3
case results from the saturation of the transmission-type piFZPA efficiency,
while the higher gain for substrates of increased thickness (m > 1) result
from the increased attenuation at the given effective plasma density; again a
homogeneous plasma distribution has been assumed.
Thus it is clear that both substrate thickness and the effective photo-
injected plasma density significantly affect the overall gain of the transmission-
type piFZPA.
5.3 Reflection-type
The reflection-type piFZPA is the second of the two main piFZPA configura-
tions. The reflection-type piFZPA, while more difficult to realise in practice
due to low substrate thickness and alignment tolerances, features two modes
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of operation: the improved blocking-type piFZPA, and the phase-reversal pi-
FZPA. The former features the same 10% efficiency of the transmission-type
piFZPA, but with a lower plasma density requirement, while the latter, which
was first identified in US patents [234,235,237] (two of which are assigned to
Webb), yields increased antenna efficiencies of up to 40%, with a correspond-
ing increase in the required plasma density. As a result, the reflection-type
piFZPA may be more attractive to most applications. Both configurations of
the reflection-type piFZPA are depicted in Figure 5.5.
The reflection-type piFZPA typically leads to an on-axis feed, and thus suf-
fers from aperture blockage effects. However, such effects are only significant
in situations where the dimensions of the feed are greater than approximately
10% of the piFZPA aperture [135], and thus the reflection-type is suited to













Figure 5.5: Depiction of the reflection-type piFZPA illustrating the (a) improved
blocking-type, and (b) the phase-reversal subgroups.
The components and operation of the reflection-type piFZPA configura-
tion follow the transmission-type piFZPA, where a suitable optically trans-
parent mm-wave reflector becomes a requirement due to the prime-fed con-
figuration. Typical optically transparent mm-wave reflectors include either a
fine wired polariser mesh or grid, or a conductive polymer film such as indium
tin oxide or silvered polymer films. In general, conductive polymer films are




Design of reflection-type piFZPAs require calculation of both the zone plate
design and substrate thickness, with the zone plate design defining the overall
antenna performance, and the substrate thickness ensuring minimised loss
through the etalon. Optimal substrate thicknesses are, again, given by the







m = 1, 3, 5, ... (5.14)
where each term has been defined in Section 5.2.1. The zone plate design
follows from either (5.2) or (5.3), again subject to the limits imposed by the
substrate diffusion length, as discussed in the transmission-type configuration.
In addition, reduced substrate thicknesses, resulting from the reflection
mode etalon, present an increased sensitivity to surface defects; thus passi-
vation (or a large substrate thickness) is generally required in order to reduce
the surface mediated loss of optically excited carriers.
5.3.2 Modelling by the ABCD matrix method
The requirements of the reflection-type piFZPA are most readily obtained by
modelling the piFZPA etalon using the ABCD matrix method, discussed in
Chapter 4. These initial requirements, in a bid to support the reconfiguration-
type piFZPA, were eluded by patents assigned to Webb [234, 235]. However,
no detail was given to how the results were obtained; the following is believed
to be a similar formalism used in the original patents, where initial conclusions
of [234,235] have also been found during this work. The following discussion
extends the initial insights presented by Webb, and details the optimisation
of the reflection-type piFZPA.
The modelled transmission line includes the semiconductor substrate and
the back reflector, which has been assumed to be perfectly reflecting at the
design (mm-wave) frequency. The reflection properties of the transmission









cosh γ˜d Z˜L sinh γ˜d
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Z˜L
sinh γ˜d cosh γ˜d
]
, (5.15)
with substrate thickness, d, complex wave impedance1 Z˜L =
√
1/˜r, and
the complex propagation parameter, γ˜ = α + jβ; components α, β were
defined previously by (4.19) and (4.20) respectively. The complex substrate
permittivity is again given by the Lorentz-Drude model. From [229], the
complex (amplitude) transmission and reflectivity are given by2
t =
2




A+B − C −D
A+B + C +D
, (5.17)
respectively.
Perfect mm-wave reflectivity from the optically transparent reflector is
modelled by co-location of the input and output transmission line ports, thus
the amplitude reflectivity is given by r′ = r − t, where the virtual forward
transmission port, t, has been folded back on the input port, depicted in
Figure 5.6. The phase change through the transmission line is then given
by φ = arg(r′). This model assumes plane wave propagation through the
transmission line as before, zero SRV, a longitudinal homogeneous plasma
distribution, and no radial diffusion.
1non-magnetic material, µ˜r = 1
2not to be confused with the Fresnel coefficients t, r
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Figure 5.6: Modelling the reflection-type piFZPA: the perfect reflector folds the
transmission port, t, back to the reflection port, r.
5.3.3 Effective plasma density requirements:
improved blocking, and phase-reversal, piFZPAs
Using the above transmission line model, the requirements and corresponding
advantages of both reflection-type configurations (Figure 5.5(a), (b)) can be
found.
Figure 5.7 displays the simulated fractional field reflectivity, r′, and the cor-
responding phase change, φ, through the reflection-type piFZPA transmission
line as a function of the photo-injected plasma density, ∆n, for a substrate
thickness d = 233 µm [m = 1, (5.14)] at 94 GHz. Simulations show that the
reflectivity is maximal for a high-resistivity sample, which is expected as the
chosen substrate thickness represents a matched etalon for maximum reflec-
tion, and the high-resistivity (doping density < 1012 cm−3) substrate has been
shown to behave as a low-loss dielectric in the pseudo low-frequency limit
(Chapter 4). Using this point as reference (amplitude and phase), the ampli-
tude reflectivity is shown to approach zero as the plasma density increases,
reaching a minimum at ∆n = 6.9 x1014 cm−3, due to the increased loss pre-
sented by the opto-excited substrate. At this carrier density, the matched
etalon thickness gives near-perfect (r′ ∼ 0.01) cancellation of the reflected
beam with a near 180◦ phase change through the transmission line. Fractional
adjustment of the substrate thickness may yield further cancellation of the
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Figure 5.7: Simulated reflectivity and phase from a reflection-type piFZPA trans-
mission line. The reflection-type etalon yields increased sensitivity to changes in the
complex permittivity leading to minimised reflection at lower carrier densities. A 180◦
phase change is shown, with near unity reflected amplitude due to an opto-excited
metallic state.
reflected beam, with increased phase change [234, 235]. Increased effective
carrier densities beyond the reflection minimum (∆n > 6.9 x1014 cm−3) re-
sult in a continued increase in the amplitude reflectivity, whilst maintaining a
constant 180◦ phase change. The transition towards perfect amplitude reflec-
tivity, with a 180◦ phase change, results from the transition to the standard
low-frequency limit (ωp ≥ Γ) where the opto-excited zones begin to produce
metallic-like behaviour.
Thus using Figure 5.7 as an example reflection-type piFZPA design, a
blocking reflection-type piFZPA can then be realised for opto-excited zones
with an effective plasma density of ∆n = 6.9 x1014 cm−3, with the un-
illuminated zones corresponding to ∆n ≥ 1011 cm−3 (depending on resis-
tivity). The reflection minimum, which gives 1% reflection in the matched
etalon case shown in the figure, corresponds to a 40 dB contrast between the
illuminated and un-illuminated zones. This is equivalent to the 10% maximum
efficiency case of the half-wave blocking correction scheme, c.f. transmission-
type piFZPA. Most importantly, the required effective plasma density is more
than an order of magnitude lower for the reflection-type piFZPA than the
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transmission-type piFZPA (∆n = 6.9 x1014 cm−3 vs. ∆n ≥ 1016 cm−3), due
to the increased finesse of the reflection mode etalon; coined ‘the improved
blocking Fresnel zone plate antenna’ [235]. Degradation of the antenna effi-
ciency from its maximum value, for effective plasma densities located at either
side of the minimum point, follows the effective plasma density degradation
shown in the transmission-type configuration discussed above.
The second subgroup configuration of the reflection-type piFZPA is also
evident from Figure 5.7. The phase-reversal piFZPA, depicted in Figure 5.5(b),
yields a maximum efficiency of 40% due to a half-wave correction zone plate
scheme and full use of the incident energy from the feed, c.f. P = 2 phase-
correcting WZP/folded SZP. From Figure 5.7 perfect amplitude reflectivity
and 180◦ phase change is shown to require an effective plasma density of
∆n ≈ 1019 cm−3. However, this very large plasma density may be relaxed
to plasma densities exceeding 1016 cm−3, which yields greater than 80% am-
plitude reflectivity. A reflection-type, phase-reversal piFZPA with illuminated
zones greater than this density would suffer a modest degradation from the
maximum efficiency, with the power reflectivity dropping by less than 2 dB.
Thus a higher efficiency reflection-type piFZPA can be realised for a similar
effective plasma density as that required in the transmission-type piFZPA!
Furthermore, improved efficiency at lower effective plasma densities may
be possible for a matched reflector reflectivity, such that the front and rear
reflectivity of the reflection mode etalon are matched, i.e. r′ 6= 1.0. The
current model is however unable to simulate this effect.
5.3.4 Optimisation
Current discussions on the reflection-type piFZPA are concluded with details
of optimisation, which is subject to the constraints imposed by the substrate
diffusion length, and thus the practical F/D ratio of the zone plate design,
as discussed for the transmission-type piFZPA. The discussion, in particular,
details the reduced tolerance on the substrate thickness due to the increased
finesse of the reflection-mode etalon. In addition, the improved blocking-type
piFZPA will also be discussed, whereby the effective plasma density require-
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ment changes depending on the substrate thickness, i.e. m = 1, 3, 5, etc.
Figure 5.8(a) indicates both the change in amplitude reflectivity and phase
change for slight deviations in the matched substrate thickness, given by
(5.14). The tolerance on substrate thickness deviations has been modelled
for a first order (m = 1) substrate thickness at 94 GHz, i.e. d = 233 µm.
From Figure 5.8(a), small deviations in substrate thickness are shown to
increase the reflection minimum and phase. For example, an attenuation con-
trast between the reflection minimum and the dark state (∆n ≈ 1011 cm−3)
changes from 40 dB on resonance, to 17 dB for a 5% (12 µm) deviation from
the matched substrate thickness, reducing to 12 dB for a 10% (24 µm) devi-
ation in substrate thickness. Thus, small changes in the substrate thickness,
from the matched case, result in reduced aperture efficiency similar to the
transmission-type, where for example the 5% case would yield an aperture ef-
ficiency 7% ≥ η ≥ 10%, c.f. Figure 5.4(a). A similar effect (for a resonantly
matched thickness) would also be observed if the opto-excited plasma density
were to correspond to either side of the reflection minimum. Additionally, a
similar degradation will be expected for the phase-reversal case due to the
lowered phase change as a result of the deviation, i.e. η < 40%.
Assuming homogeneous plasma distribution, higher order substrate thick-
nesses (m = 3, 5, . . .) result in a shift of the reflection minimum to lower
effective plasma densities due to the increased loss through the substrate.
The shift is observed for both the improved blocking and phase reversal pi-
FZPA, as illustrated in Figure 5.8(b) which displays the amplitude and phase
for the m = 1, and m = 3 cases at 94 GHz. However, in practice this will
only be the case for high lifetime wafers.
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m = 1 m = 3
(b)
Figure 5.8: Simulated transmission line properties for the reflection-type piFZPA,
highlighting the required selection of the substrate thickness; (a) illustrates the loss in
contrast for small deviations in substrate thickness, d, and (b) illustrates the change
in required plasma density, ∆n, for a change in the resonant matched substrate
thickness.
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5.4 Algorithm for generating the zone plate masks
The following discussion details the algorithm used for generating the Fresnel
zone plate masks, which are then projected onto the surface of the semi-
conductor substrate.
The goal of utilising well established display technologies simplifies the
optical encoding to the generation of a binary image. The binary image can
then be simply projected onto the substrate surface using standard image
projection methods. Dynamic reconfiguration of the opto-excited substrate
then requires generation of binary masks in a predefined sequence which can
then be projected onto the substrate surface using standard video projection
methods.
The algorithm used for calculating the binary images, which represent
the zone plate design, requires several coordinate transformations including
translation of the polar coordinate design of the zone plate (real space) to
a cartesian image coordinate frame (image space). The following method
extends the basic principle outlined by Hajian et al. [236], where additional
raster scanning and phase reference (Appendix D) features have been added.
At the core of this method is the intermediate transformation to a zone
sub-space, n. The zone sub-space transformation follows from the general in-
equality which gives rise to the Fresnel half-wave boundary condition, namely:
nλ
2
+ F ≤ r ≤ (n+ 1)λ
2
+ F ; (5.18)
F, λ, r define the focal length, free-space wavelength, nth path length to zone
number n, and with the zone number n. The zone sub-space is then obtained









Equation (5.19) gives the zone number as a function of substrate coordi-
nate, ρ, where the zone number is invariant with respect to the substrate polar
angle coordinate, i.e. the zones are circularly symmetric. Circular symmetric
zones are known to be a special case of the Fresnel zone plate design, which
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arises for normal incidence. In the general case, where the beam direction is
oblique to the zone plate aperture, the design results in an asymmetric zone
pattern. However, as the feed and zone plate aperture remain orthogonal,
the asymmetric design is different to that of the classical off-axis zone plate,









Figure 5.9: Cross section of the zone plate configuration depicting the beam direc-
tion in the azimuth plane for oblique incidence, which results in a pathlength change
of x sin θ0 in the azimuth case.
With the feed and aperture fixed, an off-axis beam then results in a path-
length change, depicted in Figure 5.9 for the azimuth direction, which varies
depending on the location on the aperture. From geometry [236], the path-
length variation across the aperture is given by ∆x = x sin θ0, in the x-
direction (azimuth), and ∆y = y sinϕ0 in the y-direction (elevation). Con-






2 − ρ cosφ sin θ0 + ρ sinφ sinϕ0 − F
]
, (5.20)
where θ0 and ϕ0 are the off-axis angles in azimuth and elevation, respectively,
and φ denotes the polar angle in the aperture image space. Here the oblique
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incidence in both azimuth and elevation have been explicitly separated to allow
for the generation of raster sequences (c.f. form presented in [236]), which
is utilised in the next chapter for beam pattern measurements.
Finally, incorporating the reference phase/radius discussed in Appendix D,








F 2 + r20 . . .
−ρ cosφ sin θ0 + ρ sinφ sinϕ0
]
, (5.21)
where the reference radius, r0, is given by (D.1) for a given reference phase,
φref .
Figure 5.10 demonstrates example zone sub-space diagrams for a F/1.5,
100 mm diameter, zero reference phase3, zone plate for normal incidence
(θ0, ϕ0) = (0
◦, 0◦) – Figure 5.10(a), and oblique incidence (θ0, ϕ0) = (20◦, 0◦)
– Figure 5.10(b). The dotted line in both figures indicates the 100 mm
aperture size of the piFZPA. The asymmetry of the zone mask design becomes
clearly evident as beam direction becomes oblique to the zone plate aperture.
The final transformation involves truncating the image mask to the zone
plate aperture size, and compressing the zone sub-space diagram to the final
binary image. The sub-space compression can be achieved by implementing a
simple is even binary modulator in which the zone sub-space is translated into
logical values depending on the parity of the nearest integer. By assigning
a binary value to either integer parity, and truncating the sub-space outside
the zone plate aperture, the final binary image can be computed; this was
implemented using Matlab. The corresponding binary images for the zone
sub-space examples of Figure 5.10(a), 5.10(b) are shown in Figure 5.10(c)
(normal incidence), and Figure 5.10(d) (oblique incidence). Thus each binary
image represents a separate pointing direction for the (sub) mm-wave beam.
3example non-zero reference phase masks are shown in Appendix D.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.10: Example zone sub-space diagrams for a F/1.5, 100 mm diameter
piFZPA design at 94 GHz, with zero reference phase, for (a) normal incidence,
(θ0, ϕ0) = (0◦, 0◦), and (b) oblique incidence, (θ0, ϕ0) = (20◦, 0◦). The correspond-




The concept and design of the piFZPA has been introduced, which can be
separated into either a transmission- or reflection-type configuration. The in-
herent differences, and benefits, of each design have been detailed where the
reflection-type designs feature reduced effective plasma density requirements
yielding an improved blocking-type piFZPA, whilst also permitting higher effi-
ciency phase-reversal embodiments, albeit with a required increased effective
plasma density (irradiation level). The overall antenna efficiency is shown to
be limited to 10% for the blocking-type piFZPA and 40% for the reflection-
type phase-reversal configuration.
A composite analytical model has been introduced which details the per-
formance of the transmission-type piFZPA as a function of zone plate design,
substrate thickness and the effective plasma density. This model has been
shown to yield excellent agreement with experimental data, and is also dis-
cussed further in the next chapter. In addition, the overall antenna gain is
shown to gradually increase as a function of the effective plasma density,
saturating at a plasma density exceeding 1016 cm−3, which corresponds to a
reconfigurable analogue to the Soret zone plate with 10% maximum aperture
efficiency. Using this new composite model, a photo-injected loss of 6 dB has
been suggested as a minimum requirement for a transmission-type piFZPA,
which represents a compromise between antenna gain, directivity, sidelobe
suppression, and the required irradiation level, although a level of 10 dB or
greater is preferred.
Using the ABCD matrix method and the Lorentz-Drude model, the sub-
strate thickness and effective plasma density dependence of the reflection-
type piFZPA has been discussed. The required effective plasma density is
shown to be approximately an order of magnitude lower than in the trans-
mission case due to the increased finesse of the reflection mode etalon. The
increased finesse of the reflection-type piFZPA also imposes stricter require-
ments on the substrate thickness than for a transmission-type configuration,
requiring also either a thicker substrate or a high quality passivation layer in
order to circumvent surface mediated free-carrier losses. The required density
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for the improved blocking reflection-type piFZPA is shown to reduce with an
increased substrate thickness, assuming a homogeneous plasma distribution.
An algorithm has been described which can be used to generate the neces-
sary zone plate masks. The algorithm has been improved whereby the ability
to generate sequential raster scans, and the inclusion of the reference phase
parameter, have been added.
Finally, an attempt has been made to answer fundamental questions re-
garding the requirements, limitations, optimisation, and efficiency of piFZPAs
based on an optically excited semiconductor substrate, which provides a the-
oretical framework for realising optimised piFZPAs in a given application.
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Experiments on a transmission-type piFZPA
The realisation and characterisation of a range of photo-injected Fresnel zone
plate antennas (piFZPAs) is presented, demonstrating high fidelity beam con-
trol over a 2-dimensional area.
The following results have been obtained using a visible data projector
as a broadband light source and spatial light modulator, which are believed
to be the first demonstrations of dynamic optoelectronic mm-wave beam
manipulation of their kind.
6.1 Introduction
The following sections detail characterisations which were performed on sev-
eral transmission-type piFZPA designs. Although the high-resistivity wafers
were more suited for an optimised reflection-type piFZPA, at 94 GHz, due
to their thickness, transmission-type piFZPAs have been investigated due to
their simplicity. As a result, the non-resonantly matched substrate thicknesses
lead to reduced performance, as discussed in the previous chapter.
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6.2 Setup and measurement scheme
The far-field measurements of several transmission-type piFZPAs (piFZPAs
from hereon) were performed using the standard far-field technique discussed
in Chapter 2. The piFZPA arrangement, conceptualised in Figure 5.1, was
based on a folded feed arrangement operating at 94 GHz. The folded feed
arrangement was chosen to reduce blockage effects of both the mm-wave
beam and the projected zone plate mask. The folded arrangement was im-
plemented by use of an optically transparent mm-wave reflector comprised of
a thin ITO coated polyester film (CPFilms OC200), which had a 200 Ω/sq
sheet resistance and a 175 µm thickness. Initial reflectors included either a
vertical polariser grid or a silvered polymer film (CPFilms HgHT-4: 4 Ω/sq,
450 µm). However the ITO film provided the best compromise between re-
flectivity at 94 GHz, approximately 85%, and optical transparency, > 80 %.
Both the polariser grid and silvered film yielded better mm-wave reflectivity
but significantly reduced the optical transmission in comparison to the ITO.
The ITO film was chosen in order to maximise the irradiance on the silicon
wafers, with power from the projector being limited (< 20 W).
The Sanyo data projector used in previous experiments was used a broad-
band visible light source and optical spatial light modulator. The W-band
feedhorn was either a 20 dBi corrugated horn, or a custom smooth wall coni-
cal horn. Because of their different aperture sizes, these feeds offered different
output tapers, enabling a range of piFZPAs with optimal amplitude taper and
zone plate design to be investigated.
The transmitter and receiver hardware from the far-field measurements
discussed in Chapter 2 were used. Measurements were performed using the
HP spectrum analyser as before, and a detector diode (Eclipse microwave
EZM0118PA3) and digital volt meter (HP34401A DVM), which offered in-
creased sensitivity and response speeds. In particular, the improved GPIB
poling speed of the DVM, enabled faster refresh rates in software, which
increased from less than one point/sec to a maximum of 20 points/sec.
Two modes of characterisation were used: measurement of the far-field
pattern by the rotation of the piFZPA assembly, with the transmitter fixed,
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or by scanning the piFZPA with both piFZPA and transmitter fixed. Both
methods were tested and verified to yield the same response. For practical
reasons, the latter method will be used for the remainder of measurements
discussed in this chapter.
The semiconductor substrate was wafer w6 due to its high effective life-
time (τeff ≈ 1500 µs) and good lifetime spatial homogeneity (see Figure 3.15(b)).
The semiconductor substrate was held upright with the aid of a bespoke
HDPE frame.
The piFZPA assembly was then configured as follows: the ITO film,
housed in a custom frame, was angled 45◦ to the silicon substrate, with
the chosen W-band feed was angled 90◦ to the substrate, feeding the sub-
strate via the tilted ITO film. The W-band feedhorn was attached to either
the transmitter or receiver hardware depending on the measurement config-
uration; the zone plate masks were then optically projected onto the silicon
surface by projection through the ITO film, using the Sanyo data projector.
The setup, configured in receive mode, and with the smoothed wall conical
horn, is shown in Figure 6.1.
Control software was developed using the C programming language and
featured a graphical interface that was developed using the National Instru-
Figure 6.1: Photograph of the transmission-type piFZPA configured in receive mode.
The piFZPA featured a folded-feed arrangement for simultaneous illumination of the
silicon wafer.
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ments LabWindows CVI IDE [241]. The software provided a basic platform
which could be used to demonstrate proof-of-principle results and thus was
not optimally configured for maximum scan rates. Additional Matlab routines
were created which constructed a directory containing the relevant zone plate
images for the intended piFZPA design and field-of-view, using the modified
algorithm discussed in Section 5.4. The directory was then loaded by the
control software for measuring the antenna response. The original implemen-
tation of the Matlab routines created single masks based on an 8-bit JPEG
image file, which resulted in un-necessarily large image files, approximately
100 kB per mask at the native resolution of the projector (1024 x 768).
Smaller image sizes could be achieved by adopting a 1-bit binary file, which
can be produced by the Matlab image processing toolbox, which would pro-
duce file sizes of approximately 20 kB (e.g. a PNG format). However, this
improvement was not initially realised during the setup of the system, and
thus the larger JPEG files were implemented. The large number of required
image files, with each image file/mask representing a single pointing direc-
tion, required significant memory management within the control software
and thus limited the refresh rate.
Appropriate memory management was achieved by limiting the number of
images held in memory to those required for a single elevation slice. Subse-
quent images where then dynamically loaded in place of images which had
already been used/displayed by the control software; once displayed, each
image was successively deleted from memory. The combination of this ap-
proach to manage the large amounts of required memory, and the use of the
DVM/diode detector enabled maximum scan rates of up to 20 points/sec.
However, marked improvements can be expected for implementation of the
PNG file format, although this has yet to be tested. Figure 6.2 depicts a
schematic block diagram summarising the operation of the control genera-
tion and handling software used in the piFZPA experiments. The figure also
indicates the subroutine section which cause the largest time overheads. Fur-
ther optimisation of the control software, such as multithreading, would be
required in order to increase the scan rate of this piFZPA configuration.
As an example, 6,561 images are required to cover a 2D scan area of ±20◦
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piFZPA design: 
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Figure 6.2: Block diagram depicting the generation and handling software used
throughout all piFZPA based experiments.
in both azimuth and elevation at 0.5◦ angular increments. Using the JPEG
file format (100 kB per image), this yields continued control of up to 8 MB
in each elevation slice, or 641 MB for the total scan area.
6.3 Adaptive beam forming
The piFZPA enables adaptive beamforming of highly directive beams and
non-mechanical steering of the directive beam by alteration of the optically
excited plasma structure. The following presents a summary of the collective
work which has been performed on several piFZPA designs. Using both feeds
and a range of optical lenses, transmission-type piFZPAs (and small aperture
focusing lenses) have been investigated for aperture sizes ranging from 40 mm
up to 120 mm.
Initial investigations measured the on-axis beam forming for a given pi-
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FZPA design, characterised in both transmit and receive modes, thus demon-
strating reciprocity. The piFZPA used the corrugated feed and featured a
F/1.63 design with a 70 mm effective aperture size, using wafer w6 as the
substrate. The F/D ratio was chosen as a compromise between the ampli-
tude taper and the resulting zone widths for the zone plate design. The zone
plate design featured 3.3 zones, and is shown in the inset of Figure 6.3.
























Figure 6.3: Measured (normalised) H-plane patterns for a F/1.63, 70 mm diameter
transmission-type piFZPA, measured in both transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) modes.
Figure 6.3 displays the measured H-plane patterns for both transmit and
receive modes, where the formed directional beam is shown to be similar in
both cases. The optical irradiance, measured at 550 nm, was 100 mW/cm2 in
the receive mode (Rx), and 130 mW/cm2 in the transmit mode (Tx), giving
rise to the discrepancy in the low-level sidelobes. For practical reasons, the
following measurements were performed with the piFZPA operating in receive
mode.
The following details the demonstration of a controllable directive beam
over a 2D area, illustrated by a few of the piFZPA designs tested. Initial tests
implemented the corrugated feedhorn, which resulted in higher F/D ratios in
order to maintain reasonable amplitude tapers. Figure 6.4 displays the mea-
sured 2D antenna pattern for an F/1.63, 70 mm diameter piFZPA. The op-
tical density was measured (at 550 nm) as approximately 100 mW/cm2, which
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resulted in an approximate effective plasma density of ∆n ≈ 2 x1015 cm−3.
The zone plate design was the same used in Figure 6.3, which featured an
amplitude taper of approximately -13 dB. The pattern was measured over
±20◦ in both azimuth and elevation at 0.5◦ increments, requiring 6,561 masks
(641 MB total); the scan rate was approximately 15 points/sec (∼8 min ac-
quisition time). Slight alignment errors in both azimuth and elevation of the
transmitter location resulted in an offset from boresight.
The measured pattern features a peak sidelobe level of ≈ -8 dB, and a half
power beamwidth of θhpbw = 4.51
◦ (R2 = 1.00) and θhpbw = 4.25◦ (R2 = 1.00)
in both the E- and H-plane respectively; the directivity is then 32.8 dBi.
Using the gain transfer method the gain of the antenna was measured as
21.5 dBi, excluding the 4 dB loss due to the substrate thickness, which gives
an effective 7.5% aperture efficiency. The reasonably high efficiency resulted
from the relatively high carrier injection level, and is in agreement with the
optimisation discussed in the previous chapter.
Figure 6.5 displays a comparison between the measured H-plane pattern
and the simulated pattern, obtained from the new model developed in Sec-
tion 5.2.2. The simulated pattern was obtained assuming the following pa-
rameters: F = 114 mm, D = 70 mm, amplitude taper = -13 dB, d = 600 µm,
and ∆n = 2 x1015 cm−3. The simulated pattern yielded a gain of 23.5 dBi,
and is shown to be in reasonable agreement with the measured data. The
slight error in gain and the deviation from the simulated pattern is believed
to have arisen from lateral diffusion effects, whereby the zone plate design,
having only a few zones with comparable zone widths to the diffusion length
(∼ 2 mm), resulted in degradation of the measured piFZPA performance.
Improved designs were attempted by using the smoothed conical horn,
which enabled smaller F/D ratios, whilst maintaining a good amplitude ta-
per, due to the reduced aperture size. One such design comprised a 120 mm
focal length, 100 mm effective aperture (F/1.2), with a -10 dB edge taper.
The zone plate design then featured 6.3 zones, with the corresponding mask
shown in Figure 6.6(a). Furthermore, improved optical lenses, which involved
standard 77 mm diameter close-up camera lenses (Hoya) of either +2, +3,
and +4 diopters, yielded enhanced irradiance and good focus at the reduced
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.4: Measured 2D antenna pattern for an F/1.63, 70 mm diameter piFZPA
using a visible data projector as a programmable broadband light source and spatial
light modulator. The pattern was measured at ∆ = 0.5◦ angular increments.
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Figure 6.5: Measured and simulated H-plane pattern for the F/1.63, 70 mm diam-
eter piFZPA displayed in Figure 6.3.
focal plane distance, with the increased aperture size. The maximum effec-
tive plasma density was then expected to be ∆n ≈ 1.4 x1015 cm−3 with an
increased aperture size of 100 mm.
The measured far-field pattern was performed over a 2D area surrounding
the fixed transmitter, spanning ± 20◦ in both azimuth and elevation, in 0.25◦
steps in both planes. This particular scan required 25,921 zone masks, which
resulted in a total sequence memory of 3 GB, or 16 MB per elevation slice!
The increased memory requirement slowed the control software to less than
8 points/sec. The total scan time was approximately 1 hour.
Figure 6.6 displays the measured 2D antenna pattern for the improved pi-
FZPA design, which demonstrates an excellently formed, highly symmetrical
beam with a distinct highly directive mainlobe, and low level sidelobes. The
increased number of zones resulted in an improved sidelobe suppression, yield-
ing a peak sidelobe level of approximately -12 dB. The half-power beamwidth
was measured as 2.80◦, and 2.89◦ in the H- and E- plane respectively, yielding
an R2 = 1.00 in both cases, with slight asymmetry arising from the feed.
This then gives a directivity of 36.5 dBi. The gain of the piFZPA was found
to be 23.7 dBi, measured as before, which gives an effective 5.2% aperture
efficiency. The increased gain, in comparison to the F/1.63 design, resulted
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.6: Measured 2D antenna pattern for an F/1.2, 100 mm diameter piFZPA
using the visible data projector. The measured pattern was measured at ∆ = 0.25◦
angular increments.
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Figure 6.7: Measured and simulated H-plane patterns for the F/1.2, 100 mm di-
ameter transmission-type piFZPA displayed in Figure 6.6. The simulations were
performed using the new analytical model introduced in Chapter 5.2.2.
from the larger aperture, whilst the lower efficiency resulted from the reduced
irradiance, as per Figure 5.4(a).
Figure 6.7 displays a comparison between the measured and simulated
H-plane pattern; the measured pattern is from Figure 6.6. The simulated
pattern assumed the following parameters: F = 120 mm, D = 100 mm,
amplitude taper = -10 dB, d = 600 µm, and ∆n = 1.4 x1015 cm−3. The
comparison is shown to be in excellent agreement, where slight deviations
of the measured pattern are believed to result from lateral diffusion effects
due to the similarity in zone widths and the diffusion length of the wafer.
The simulated gain was 24.2 dBi, again, close to that measured. While both
measurements have shown to suffer from degradations due to carrier diffu-
sion effects, it appears that a piFZPA design with an increased number of
zones yields increased tolerance to the diffusion effects, maintaining reason-
able performance, as observed by comparing Figures 6.5 and 6.7. The smaller
F/D ratio piFZPA is believed to feature less degradation due to the increased
number of zones, and possible the smaller illumination density. While diffu-
sion degrades the zone plate plasma, a larger number of zones will remain in
the short F/D case thus giving better performance. The lower irradiance will
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also reduce the attenuation induced in un-illuminated regions caused by the
diffusion of carriers.
6.4 Characterisation of the off-axis beam degra-
dation
Scanning antennas are known to suffer from beam degradations which in-
crease as the beam is deflected further from boresight. The following discus-
sion presents the results from a range of off-axis characterisations that were
performed for a number of piFZPA designs using the same transmission-type
configuration outlined above.
As an example of controlled beamsteering, Figure 6.8 displays the mea-
sured 2D antenna pattern, as before, with the transmitter location fixed at
either 0◦, 5◦, and 10◦, with the measurements performed over a 2D area span-
ning ±20◦, at 0.5◦ increments. The zone plate design featured a 100 mm
aperture, 160 mm focal length (F/1.6), and a -14 dB amplitude taper using
the corrugated feed; this resulted in 4.8 zones (not shown). The measured
irradiation level was approximately 70 mW/cm2, measured at 550 nm, and
positional errors in locating the transmitter resulted in deviations of the beam
from the intended angles; the transmitter location was instead 2◦, 7◦, and 12◦
as a result.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6.8: Measured 2D antenna pattern for a transmission-type F/1.6, 100 mm
diameter piFZPA, with the transmitter located at (a) 0◦, (b) +5◦, and (c) +10◦.
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Figure 6.8 clearly demonstrates beam steering using the piFZPA.
The scan loss for the piFZPAs were then obtained by comparing the rela-
tive degradation in the beam quality with various transmitter locations. The
distance to the transmitter remained constant, and the transmitter rotated
in an arc centred on the piFZPA to maintain collinear alignment of both an-
tenna boresights. The measurement procedure is shown in Figure 6.9. The
measured antenna patterns were performed in a single axis only. The largest






Figure 6.9: Off-axis beam degradation characterisation measurement scheme.
Figure 6.10 displays the measured scan loss characterisations for two ex-
ample piFZPA designs. Figure 6.10(a) displays the measured H-plane pat-
terns for an F/1.31, 80 mm diameter piFZPA as a function of off-axis scan
angles of up to 30◦. The principle plane patterns were measured for azimuth
angles spanning −40◦ ≤ θ ≤ +10◦ in 0.1◦ angular increments. The irra-
diation level was measured (at 550 nm) to be approximately 70 mW/cm2.
The on-axis pattern featured a half-power beamwidth of 3.11◦ corresponding
to 35.7 dBi directivity. Positional errors of the transmitter location changed
the azimuth off-axis angles, θ0, from those which were intended, which were
instead θ0 = −4.3◦,−9.0◦,−13.8◦,−18.2◦,−22.7◦, and −26.8◦.
The measured H-plane patterns, normalised to the measured on-axis peak,
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° θ0 = 4.8
° θ0 = 14.8
° θ0 = 24
° θ0 = 29
° θ0 = 33.5
° θ0 = 38.3
° θ0 = 43.25
°
(b)
Figure 6.10: Measured scan loss for a transmission-type piFZPA with (a) F/1.31,
80 mm effective aperture, and (b) F/1.2, 100 mm effective aperture.
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display the characteristic fall-off of the mainlobe peak as the transmitter is
moved off axis. The measured off-axis antenna patterns illustrate a gradual
drop in gain, with a maximum drop of ≈7 dB measured at near 30◦ offset,
and a reduction in the half-power beamwidth of up to 30%, while the relative
peak sidelobe level remained constant.
Figure 6.10(b) displays the off-axis scan loss for an F/1.2, 100 mm
diameter piFZPA, measured for scan angles of up to 45◦ from boresight.
Each H-plane pattern was measured between −20◦ and +50◦, at 0.25◦ incre-
ments. The irradiation level was measured (at 550 nm) to be approximately
80 mW/cm2. The on-axis pattern featured a half-power beamwidth of 2.90◦
corresponding to 36.3 dBi directivity. Positional errors of the transmitter loca-
tion changed the off-axis angles from those which were intended to θ0 = 4.8
◦,
14.8◦, 24.0◦, 29.0◦, 33.5◦, 38.3◦, and 43.3◦.
Similarly, the gain is shown to gradually drop as the scan angle increases
with a maximum gain loss of less than 12 dB observed at 43◦ offset, a change
of up to 30% in the half-power beamwidth, and a constant sidelobe level.
Increased astigmatism at off-axis angles results from an inefficient zone
plate mask. It has been suggested that increased zone eccentricity would
remove such degradation [232], where constant beamwidths and similar gain
drops have been shown experimentally in [75].
Alternative eccentric masking methods appear to be extremely sparse
within the open literature, with current publications being restricted to [242]
(in Chinese). Current implementations of the new masking algorithm have
currently been unsuccessful and should be pursued in future work.
From the piFZPA designs which were investigated, the relative gain re-
duction was found to follow the trend discussed above, with small variation
between designs. However, it is still unclear to what extent, if any, the scan
loss is a function of the irradiance of the piFZPA; the details of this relation
should be of interest in future work.
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6.5 High fidelity beam control
The piFZPA technique permits high precision arbitrary scanning of a directive
beam within a 2D area, thus making it a particularly attractive non-mechanical
scanning method. Limitation of the pointing resolution of a directive beam
using this method has yet to be defined, while previous demonstrations have
shown resolutions of ∆θ = 0.005◦ [75]. The pointing resolution of a piFZPA
is expected to be limited by the method in which the zone plate masks are
optically encoded onto the substrate, e.g. the number of LEDs in an ar-
ray, or the resolution of the SLM, and potentially the diffusion length of the
substrate. Given the high density of illuminating pixels used in this work, the
pointing resolution of the masks is thus exceptionally high. This is one partic-
ular advantage of implementing modern display technologies, which inherently
benefit from a high pixel density, i.e. the XGA projector used for this work
featured over 785, 000 pixels, contrasted to the 2,335 LEDs used by Webb.
However, the finite resolution (0.01 dB) of the power measurement equip-
ment used within this work restricted investigations into the possible limits
imposed by the substrate. For instance, pointing resolutions which matched
that demonstrated by Webb et. al. indicated that the resolution of the mea-
surement equipment was being reached, and thus further work is required in
order to ascertain possible substrate, or irradiance, dependencies that may
limit the pointing resolution of the piFZPA.
For illustration, the measured H-plane pattern performed at ∆θ = 0.005◦
is shown in Figure 6.11. The piFZPA design featured a 70 mm effective
aperture, 114 mm focal length (F/1.63), and a -14 dB amplitude taper. The
measured irradiation level was approximately 70 mW/cm2. The measured H-
plane pattern was performed over a 12◦ field-of-view, which resulted in 2,401
masks with a total memory of 234 MB. It should be pointed out that the
plotted data have no overlaying line joining the data points.
From the figure, the resolution limit of the power measurement device
is being approached. Time did not permit further improvements to these
measurements.
Finally, preliminary measurements were also performed which indicated the
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Figure 6.11: Measured principle plane pattern of an F/1.63, 70 mm aperture,
transmission-type piFZPA with an angular increment of 0.005◦.
beam control repeatability. The mainlobe of the piFZPA was scanned between
two points, one of which corresponded with the location of the fixed transmit-
ter. The separation of both points spanned 23◦, and resulted in a measured
power fluctuation of more than 15 dB. Repetition of these measurements
with several piFZPA designs consistently demonstrated high repeatability be-
tween locations; the measured power over consecutive switching yielded less
than 1% fluctuation in the measured power. The repeatability was found
to be consistent at a range of reconfiguration speeds, which was limited to
20 points/sec due to the software.
These initial experiments readily demonstrate that the piFZPA technique
enables high fidelity control of a given beam within a 2D area, although





Several transmission-type piFZPA designs have been demonstrated and char-
acterised using a standard visible data projector as the visible light source and
spatial light modulator. Using this configuration the following demonstrations
have been characterised:
• reciprocity of the piFZPA using visible excitation wavelengths,
• measured 2D patterns, both on and off-axis,
• high pointing resolution of a directive beam,
• excellent repeatability,
• excellent agreement with the composite Fresnel-Kirchoff model intro-
duce in the previous chapter,
• characterisation of the beam degradation as a function of scan angles,
• initial results on a variable reference phase.
In particular, adaptive beamforming and non-mechanical beam steering has
been demonstrated with a precision of up to 0.005◦, which has been shown to
be highly repeatable over large deflection angles. Off-axis beam degradations
have been found to yield gain reductions of up to 7 dB at 30◦ from boresight,
increasing to less than 12 dB at 45◦, with reductions of the beamwidth of
up to 30%, whilst maintaining a constant sidelobe level. Improved off-axis
performance is expected for modification to the masks, in particular increased
eccentricity of each zone.
Initial investigations of the effects of a non-zero reference phase, discussed
in Appendix D, has shown similar trends to what would be expected by theory.
However, the full benefits of this parameter were limited in practice due to the
large diffusion length of the substrate used. Further work on shorter lifetime
wafers, in addition to determining the limitations imposed on the modulation




Finally, while initial investigations of the piFZPA technique highlighted the
potential benefits of this method, the extension of this method to a system
which utilises well-established visible display technologies further enhances
the potential of this technique. The high pixel density and availability of
conventional visible display technologies enables high flexibility and fidelity, low
costs, and the ability to scale the piFZPA technique to higher frequencies, thus
increasing the attractiveness of the piFZPA method to a host of applications.
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Active imaging using a piFZPA
The following chapter discusses initial proof-of-principle results which have
been obtained by integrating a piFZPA and a close-range imaging FMCW
radar. The details of the implementation, and a range of preliminary images
which were obtained, are discussed. This is believed to be the first demon-
stration of a piFZPA being integrated into an imaging system.
Some of the following results are to be presented at the SPIE Defence,
Security and Sensing symposium 2012 on April 26th.
7.1 Configuration
A close range imaging system was initially chosen due to the limited gain of the
piFZPA and the current test configuration which limited suitable environments
to indoor testing. The chosen radar was the St Andrews fast imaging radar
equipment, or SAFIRE [243]. SAFIRE is a single antenna, 94 GHz FMCW
radar with a maximum chirp bandwidth of 2 GHz, yielding a 7.5 cm range
resolution. The system is circularly polarised, and can image ranges of up to
a maximum of 25 m.
The SAFIRE FMCW transceiver was removed from the antenna and in-
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tegrated with the piFZPA. The circular polariser was removed and the radar
WR10 homodyne transceiver hardware was attached to the smooth walled
conical feed of the piFZPA, as shown in Figure 7.1. The SAFIRE proces-
sor was used to capture, process and display the radar data. Minor software
changes were also required as the original data acquisition and plotting rou-
tines were configured for the 360◦ field-of-view plots which are generated by
the mechanically rotating SAFIRE antenna assembly.
Figure 7.1: Photograph depicting the reconfigurable radar and piFZPA setup. The
silicon substrate used was wafer w6 due to its good lifetime homogeneity.
Synchronisation of the data acquisition and the piFZPA was achieved by
a software controlled digital IO line, which was configured at the beginning of
each piFZPA frame/mask. The radar control computer then captured each
line-of-sight produced by the FMCW chirp, which yielded raw time series data
of the FMCW transit; FFT processing was then performed on each time series
data, converting to the frequency (range) domain, before finally saving and
displaying the peak power response within the measured range. Sorting of the
output data (image) was then performed in Matlab.
The piFZPA comprised a 100 mm effective aperture, with a 120 mm fo-
cal length (F/1.2). The use of the smoothed wall horn yielded a -10 dB
edge taper. The measured irradiance was approximately 70 mW/cm2, mea-
sured at 550 nm, which corresponded to an effective plasma density of ∆n ≈
1.4 x1015 cm−3. From the previous chapter, the true gain of the piFZPA
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is approximately 20 dBi, including the 4 dB (one-way) loss through the un-
matched silicon wafer and arising fro the limited irradiance from the projector.
The beamwidth of the piFZPA was approximately 2.85◦, averaged between
both planes (see Figure 6.6).
The limited gain, and angular resolution, restricted targets to standard
corner reflectors which have high reflectivity and a point-like response. A
range of corner reflectors with a +20 dBsm radar cross section (RCS) were
then used as the targets of interest within a given scene.
7.2 Preliminary results
Preliminary results involved active imaging of a scene with a known distri-
bution of corner reflectors. The first scene employed two corner reflectors
distributed around the piFZPA boresight. The corner reflectors were placed
in the far-field of the piFZPA at a constant lateral distance (5 m), and were
separated by approximately 42 cm centre-to-centre. The scene is shown in
Figure 7.2. The scene was then imaged using the piFZPA and SAFIRE radar.
Figure 7.2: Photograph of two 20 dBsm corner reflectors separated by 42 cm.
The field-of-view spanned ±10◦ in both azimuth and elevation which was
scanned in 0.25◦ increments, requiring 6,561 zone plate masks, totalling
641 MB of JPEG images. The required memory management (min. 8 MB
at any given time) resulted in a maximum scan rate of 15 points/sec, limited
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by the software as discussed in the previous chapter. The image acquisition
time was of order 8 min.
Figure 7.3(a) displays the radar image obtained using SAFIRE and the
piFZPA. The radar image shows two distinct peaks corresponding to the pair
of corner reflectors. Fitting a Gaussian to both peaks, shown in Figure 7.3(b),
yields the two-way antenna pattern of the piFZPA; the numerical fits yield
2.02◦ (2.86◦ one-way) for the left target, and 2.17◦ (3.07◦ one-way) for the
right target. These values are similar to what was measured in the previous
chapter (2.80◦ in the H-plane, and 2.89◦ in the E-plane), with the discrepancy
on the right target believed to have resulted from alignment errors. Further,
the limited gain of the piFZPA resulted in the two-way sidelobe level to fall
below the noise floor of the system.
Additional corner reflectors were added (located 5 m from the piFZPA),
creating a distribution in both azimuth and elevation. Two reflectors were
placed in close proximity to one another, and two other reflectors were well
separated, one near boresight and the other in the far lower corner of the
scene. The distribution of the reflectors is shown in Figure 7.4; the upper left
reflectors were separated by 26 cm centre-to-centre.
Figure 7.5(a) displays the acquired radar image of the scene containing all
four corner reflectors, measured in a range 3.0 ≤ R ≤ 5.5 m. The piFZPA was
scanned over ±20◦ in both azimuth and elevation, in ∆θ = 0.5◦ increments,
at a rate of 15 points/second. The scan sequence required the same number
of masks and thus memory as before.
Figure 7.5(b) displays the azimuth slice through each corner reflector. The
angular separation of the upper left targets was approximately 1.49◦, much
greater than the resolution limit of the piFZPA based imager (≈ 1◦, or half
the radar beamwidth), which lead to the large separation between the targets
(≈ 14 dB), as highlighted in Figure 7.5(b). The slight drop in power from
the far left target was the result of a slight angular alignment error of the
corner reflector relative to the radar. The overall drop in the peak power for
the off-axis reflectors was approximately -1.5 dB for corner reflector located
at (θ, φ) = (+12.5◦,−8◦), and -3.7 dB for the upper corner reflector located
at (θ, φ) = (−12.3◦,+4.5◦). The drop in peak power is inline with the gain
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Figure 7.3: Scene involving two +20 dBsm corner reflectors separated by 42 cm,
located 5 m from the radar, with (a) the acquired radar image using SAFIRE and
the piFZPA, and (b) the central azimuth slice with a Gaussian fit to both peaks.
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Figure 7.4: Photograph of four +20 dBsm corner reflectors; the pair of corner
reflectors (top left) were separated by 26 cm.
reduction measured in the previous chapter (see Figure 6.10(b)), with a minor
discrepancy being due to alignment of the reflectors.
The angular width of each peak was found by fitting a Gaussian to the
data. Running from left to right in Figure 7.5(b), the two-way half-power
beamwidths were found to be 1.28◦ (1.81◦ one-way), 1.51◦ (2.14◦ one-way),
2.02◦ (2.86◦ one-way), and 2.03◦ (2.87◦ one-way) respectively. The large
change in the half-power beamwidths of the upper left corner reflectors are
larger than would be expected for the piFZPA beam ‘degradation’, with the
change representing approximately 30% reduction at 12◦ from boresight. This
degradation is much larger than found in the previous chapter, and its origin
is currently unknown. The change may have resulted from the alignment of
the reflectors relative to piFZPA, or mutual coupling between the reflectors.
Very little change in the half-power beamwidth which was observed for the
reflector located at (θ, φ) = (+12.5◦,−8◦) which is inline with that measured
previously, at this deflection angle. Figure 7.5(b) also displays the measured
one-way antenna pattern (green) which has been scaled to the equivalent
two-way pattern. The agreement for the on-axis reflector is shown to be
excellent between the (scaled) one-way antenna pattern (see Figure 6.6(c))
and the measured two-way radar antenna pattern. In addition, the two-way
sidelobe level of the piFZPA is shown to be below the noise floor of the radar.
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Figure 7.5: (a) Radar image for the scene presented in Figure 7.4; (b) azimuth slice




Preliminary results have been obtained based on a successful integration of a
transmission-type piFZPA and a 94 GHz FMCW close-range imaging radar.
Limited gain and directivity of the piFZPA restricted imaging to high reflec-
tivity corner reflectors at moderately short ranges.
The basic imagery obtained by the piFZPA radar, while far from optimal,
have provided the initial step in realising a high performance system with a
non-mechanically steered piFZPA. The reasonable bandwidth performance of
the piFZPA, the ability to arbitrarily scan a directive beam over a 2D area,
and the potential frequency scalability with established display technologies
highlights the piFZPA technique as a low-cost, highly flexible, and attractive
solution for systems requiring adaptive beamforming capabilities.
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Conclusions & further work
The motivation for the work presented in this thesis was to investigate the
piFZPA technique; to provide a clear theoretical understanding detailing the
requirements, limitations, and suitability of this particular method for use at
mm-wave and submm-wave frequencies. The work outlined in this thesis has
attempted to definitively answer these fundamental questions, highlighting
the potential and limitations of this technology.
The following discussion summarises the results of this work, and the
scope for future work is discussed.
Section 8.2 forms parts of a discussion which is to be presented at the
European Microwave Week in October 2012, as an invited paper within the




Fresnel zone plates offer a low-cost, simple, planar alternative to traditional
components such as lenses and reflectors with comparable performance, and
are categorised as either blocking or phase-correcting depending on their con-
struction. While the latter offer higher efficiency and performance, the sim-
plicity and planar form factor of all zone plates have ensured continued interest
spanning a wide range of applications.
The optimisation of zone plates is determined by the F/D ratio, total
number of zones, and in the case of the phase-correcting plates the lens
permittivity and thickness.
A range of phase-correcting zone plates were designed, fabricated, and
characterised at 94 GHz. Wood zone plate antennas constructed from PMMA
were found to yield up to 26 dB sidelobe suppression, 46 dBi gain, and 67%
aperture efficiency, for the quarter-wave (P = 4) design.
Further, excellent agreement has been observed between measured data
and the analytical model developed for simulating grooved zone plate anten-
nas.
Modulation of (sub) mm-wave beams can be achieved via control of the
complex permittivity of a suitable substrate. The work presented in this the-
sis has focused on optically excited semiconductors as the chosen substrate.
Optical control of the free-carrier plasma density has been shown to depend
on both the spatial and temporal distribution of the plasma, which is also
dependent on the substrate effective lifetime, surface recombination velocity
(SRV), and irradiation wavelength. Suitable modification of these parame-
ters can yield optimised substrates for a range of applications, which balance
the required irradiance, substrate refresh rate, and plasma resolution. Higher
effective lifetimes, which generally require lowered SRVs, feature lower irra-
diance requirements (Iopt ∝ 1/τeff), but limit the spatial features which are
supported by the optically excited plasma. The plasma resolution (La) then
defines the overall performance of the substrate, whether it be an optically
induced grating, zone plate, or other spatial modulating device.
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Furthermore, lowered SRVs are of particular interest as enabling sufficient
plasma densities by means of visible optical excitation, which may then be
realised using lower cost, highly flexible, well established visible display tech-
nologies. Effective lifetimes are limited, in general, by the bulk lifetime of
the material, and thus low lifetime substrates can still be maintained with
low SRVs. This enables fast refresh rates whilst implementing short visible
wavelength technology – visible excitation does not require slow refresh rate
substrates!
A brief review of suitable passivation schemes has been presented, where
focus has been restricted to current industry standards. Of the current stan-
dards which are routinely applied to photovoltaics, thin film deposition of hy-
drogenated SiNx:H appears to be the most relevant for optoelectronic (sub)
mm-wave devices. The SiNx can be passivated using PECVD techniques, and
is cheap, quick, UV stable, with good passivation quality (S ≤ 100 cm/s), and
high thermal stability, suitable for further processing whilst additionally per-
mitting optimal control of the thin film refractive index for optimised optical
transmission onto the substrate surface. Characterisations presented within
this thesis suggest good long term stability against decay (years) with simple,
and cheap, reset methods. Hence this particular method features high quality
passivation with low maintenance, and is thus attractive for mm-wave opto-
electronic devices. Thin film passivation of hydrogenated amorphous silicon
(a-Si:H) has also been shown to yield a high passivation quality, and stability,
but the lower UV and thermal stability may render this method un-suitable,
except for applications which do not require further high temperature pro-
cessing of the substrate, such as metallisation.
W-band transmission line characterisation of both un-passivated and passi-
vated high-resistivity silicon wafers have demonstrated the significance of sur-
face recombination effects. High SRVs (S ≥ 106 cm/s) of the un-passivated
wafers resulted in significantly lowered effective plasma densities and thus
yielded very low attenuation at both visible and NIR excitation wavelengths.
Passivation of the wafers which produced SRVs of S < 250 cm/s showed
significant improvements in the optically injected attenuation at both NIR
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and visible excitation wavelengths due to the increased effective lifetime, and
lowered SRVs. Attenuations of up to 25 dB for NIR irradiation, and 15 dB
for visible irradiation, have been experimentally observed as a result.
A model based on the Lorentz-Drude, lossy ABCD matrix method, and
generalised optical property equations has shown excellent agreement with
experimental results agreeing well for a range of substrate qualities, irradiance,
and wavelengths. The model is thus invaluable for designing optoelectronic
devices, in which the optical requirements can be inferred from the model
based on the required optically controlled transmission line properties.
Optimised optoelectronic devices can thus be realised for a given appli-
cation in which the control of (sub) mm-wave beams using an optically ex-
cited Fresnel zone plate has been of particular interest throughout this thesis.
Such devices have been termed photo-injected Fresnel zone plate antennas,
or “piFZPAs”, within this work.
The piFZPA comprises two main configurations: transmission, or reflection-
types. Transmission-type piFZPAs are simpler in construction with lower tol-
erances, and do not suffer from aperture blockage effects. However, high
effective plasma densities (∆n ≥ 1016 cm−3) are required in order to achieve
the maximum 10% efficiency. Nonetheless, reduced effective plasma densities
can be utilised, albeit with less efficiency. Using a newly developed analytical
model, the minimum plasma density required was found such that the total
loss through the substrate becomes approximately 6 dB. This value represents
the lowest tolerable efficiency (∼5%) with minimal irradiance requirements.
In general, 10 dB attenuation yields marked improvements to the antenna
performance, representing approximately 7% efficiency, where the efficiency
and performance of the transmission-type piFZPA gradually increases as the
attenuation is increased beyond 10 dB, albeit with a continued increase in the
required irradiation level.
In comparison, the reflection-type configuration permits significantly re-
duced effective plasma density requirements due to an increased finesse of
the etalon. In effect, maximum efficiency of the blocking-type (10%) can be
realised with an order of magnitude reduction in the required effective plasma
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density than for an equivalent transmission-type piFZPA. The reflection-type
is then attractive from a practical viewpoint whereby lower irradiation densities
can be maintained.
Moreover, the reflection-type configuration also has the potential of yield-
ing increased efficiencies of up to 40% when used as a phase-reversal zone
plate antenna, albeit with an increased irradiation (plasma density) require-
ment. However, the required irradiance has been shown to be comparable
with the requirement of the blocking transmission-type piFZPA, which yields
an inferior 10% aperture efficiency.
Using lowered surface recombination velocity wafers within a piFZPA setup
has enabled demonstration of the piFZPA technique using a low cost visible
data projector as the light source and programmable optical spatial light mod-
ulator, emphasising the potential of this technique.
Using the transmission-type piFZPA, dynamic control of a mm-wave beam
at 94 GHz over a 2D area has been demonstrated, and characterised. The
efficiency of all demonstrations has been limited by the available power from
the data projector, and an additional loss of 4 dB resulting from the un-
matched substrate thickness. The high diffusion length of the substrates
used (∼ 2 mm), and the limited aperture size of the piFZPAs tested (70 mm
to 120 mm), resulted in diffusion degraded effects which included broadening
of the mainlobe from the diffraction limit.
The limited aperture sizes restricted the number of zone that could be
practically realised due to the diffusion length of the substrate, which resulted
in sidelobe suppressions not exceeding -12 dB. Nonetheless, the rapid variation
in the number of zones for a given zone plate design, as shown in Figure 8.1,
can significantly improve this figure to a level which may be more attractive
for real-world applications. For example, changes to the substrate lifetime,
or marginal increase in aperture size (irradiance), such that a piFZPA design
may feature a F/D ≈ 0.5 (N ≈ 13 for D = 100 mm) can result in significantly
improved sidelobe suppression of up to 20 dB, versus the 10 dB suppression
observed for F/D ≈ 1.5 (N = 5), which was predicted in Figure 2.3(a).
However, the overall performance of the piFZPA will be largely determined
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D = 100 mm
D = 200 mm
D = 300 mm
Figure 8.1: Calculated total number of zones as a function of the zone plate F/D
ratio for a 100, 200, and 300 mm aperture size at 94 GHz.
by the optical budget of the given application. Nevertheless, reduced F/D
designs may also introduce reduced off-axis performance of the piFZPA due
to the fast lens design; although the details of such limitations are subject to
further investigation.
Off-axis characterisations on several piFZPA designs have found gain re-
ductions of up to 7 dB at 30◦ off-axis, and up to 12 dB at 45◦ off-axis,
with a reduction of the half-power beamwidth of up to 30% being observed,
while maintaining a constant sidelobe level. Improvements to the zone plate
mask are known to yield improved off-axis performance, but have yet to be
demonstrated using this architecture.
Preliminary results have been obtained based on successful integration
of a piFZPA and a close-range FMCW imaging radar. Initial imagery was
limited to scenes involving high reflectivity corner reflectors, due to the limited
gain of the piFZPA. Nonetheless, these demonstrations provide the initial
step towards realising a high performance system featuring a non-mechanical
steering piFZPA. The piFZPA technique, and in particular implementations
based on established visible display technologies, is thus an attractive solution
to adaptive beamforming and non-mechanical beam steering.
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8.2 Suitability at submm-wave frequencies
The suitability of the piFZPA technique at higher mm-wave and submm-wave
frequencies is of particular interest. The following brief discussion outlines
the requirements and limitations of the piFZPA as the design frequency is
increased towards 1,000 GHz.
The effective plasma density requirements can be found by simulating the
piFZPA gain as a function of plasma density for a range of design frequen-
cies. Figure 8.2 displays the simulated antenna gain for a transmission-type
piFZPA as a function of the effective plasma density, ∆n, at a range of mm
and submm-wave frequencies using the model introduced in Chapter 5. The
piFZPA design for each simulated frequency has been adjusted such that the
overall maximum antenna gain was maintained. Simulations were performed
with all designs featuring a -12 dB edge taper and F/D = 1.5; the sub-
strate thicknesses were d = 466, 399, 387, and 337 µm, with apertures of
D = 315, 133, 87, and 45 mm, for designs at frequencies of f = 94, 220, 340
and 650 GHz respectively.
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Figure 8.2: Simulated piFZPA gain as a function of the effective plasma density,
∆n. Gain is shown for free-space design frequencies of 94, 220, 340, and 650 GHz.
A longitudinal homogeneous plasma distribution has been assumed.
The piFZPA gain is shown to increase gradually as the effective plasma
density increases, with maximum efficiency (10%) occurring for optically ex-
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cited metallic zones (∆n > 1016 cm−3).
The transition towards increased gain is shown to translate slowly to higher
effective plasma densities, resulting from the slow dispersion in the complex
permittivity. Table 8.1 summarises the corresponding effective plasma density,
irradiation level, and total optical power required to achieve the range of
antenna efficiencies demonstrated by Figure 8.2.
Table 8.1: Summary of the piFZPA requirements for rated antenna efficiency: 4%,
6%, and 10% as per Figure 8.2. Irradiation densities, Iopt, have been calculated
assuming an illumination wavelength λ = 900 nm and effective carrier lifetime τeff =
100 µs.
f (GHz) η ∆n (cm−3) Iopt (mW/cm2) Ptot (W)
4% 8.3 x1014 118 92
94 6% 1.4 x1015 198 154
10% 1.0 x1016 1410 1099
4% 9.8 x1014 132 18
220 6% 1.6 x1015 215 30
10% 1.0 x1016 1343 187
4% 1.0 x1015 134 8
340 6% 1.7 x1015 227 13
10% 1.1 x1016 1464 87
4% 1.3 x1015 167 3
650 6% 2.3 x1015 296 5
10% 1.4 x1016 1796 29
It is interesting to note from Table 8.1 that the total required optical
power, Ptot, for a given antenna gain is dominated by the effective aperture
size of the piFZPA rather than the effective plasma density, due to the slow
permittivity dispersion at mm and submm-wave frequencies (c.f. high fre-
quency limit). In particular, the required total optical power can be seen to
be much less for a maximum efficiency (10%) piFZPA at 650 GHz than any
of the piFZPA efficiencies at 94 GHz. However, in practice such large ‘sav-
ings’ in the optical power may not be fully realised due to the diffusion limit
imposed by the substrate.
Comparatively, a fixed aperture size piFZPA would require a marginal in-
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crease in the total optical power due to the increased effective plasma density,
with a corresponding increase in gain. For example, using the 6% efficiency
94 GHz example (D = 315 mm, Ptot = 154 W), the total power required
would then be 168, 177, and 231 W for the 220, 340, and 650 GHz cases
respectively.
Figure 8.3 displays the simulated attenuation per unit length (dB/mm) as
a function of frequency, for several effective plasma densities, ∆n, for high
resistivity silicon (r = 11.7).





























Δ n = 1 x1015 cm-3 Δ n = 3 x1015 cm-3 Δ n = 6 x1015 cm-3 Δ n = 1 x1016 cm-3
Figure 8.3: Simulated attenuation per unit length, α, as a function
of design frequency, f, calculated at effective plasma densities ∆n =
1 x1015 cm−3, 3 x1015 cm−3, 6 x1015 cm−3, and 1 x1016 cm−3.
The attenuation per unit length is shown to vary slowly as a function of
frequency, with a maximum corresponding to the plasma resonance of the free
carrier system, ωp, where ωp ∝
√
∆n. Although the attenuation, for sufficient
carrier densities, is shown to be a slowly varying function above the plasma
resonance, which is well into the submm-wave band, the attenuation is shown
to vary significantly at lower mm wave frequencies. Thus, for limited plasma
densities (irradiation levels), consideration of the design frequency can yield
optimum loss within the substrate, increasing the antenna efficiency. For
example, for ∆n = 3 x1015 cm−3 (ωp/2pi ≈ 360 GHz) the attenuation at
94 GHz is found to be 66 dB/mm contrasted to the 88 dB/mm at 300 to
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400 GHz.
For sufficiently large plasma frequencies, ωp > 2 THz (∆n > 10
17 cm−3)
for silicon, and (sub) mm-wave frequencies, the conventional low-frequency
limit applies and the substrate becomes metallic due to the dominance of the
Drude free-carrier contribution.
Furthermore, limited plasma resolution requires optimisation of the zone
plate design, where, in general, zone widths decrease with increasing design
frequency.
Hence, the zone plate design, similarly, plays an important role in the
overall performance of the piFZPA at higher submm-wave frequencies, since
for either an increased effective lifetime or an increase in frequency, the relative
zone widths become equal to, or less than, the resolution limit of the plasma,
leading to reduced performance. Figure 8.4 displays the zone plate designs
for an F/1.5, 100 mm aperture piFZPA at 94, 340, and 650 GHz.
(a) 94 GHz (b) 340 GHz (c) 650 GHz
Figure 8.4: Zone plate designs for an F/1.5, 100 mm aperture piFZPA at three
different design frequencies.
For a given substrate diffusion limit and an increase in the design fre-
quency, the corresponding F/D ratio must be increased in order to maintain
full transfer of the zone plate design to the optically excited plasma. As a
result, the limited number of zones then leads to a reduced sidelobe perfor-
mance, and possibly gain. Whilst a shorter diffusion length (through reduced
effective carrier lifetimes) improves the zone plate performance, a correspond-
ing increase in the irradiance would be required, and thus the optimisation will
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depend on the given application, and the optical budget.
The optimisation process is thus similar for all frequency regimes, where
the antenna performance is limited by the plasma resolution limit. As the
design frequency increases, the required irradiance increases marginally for a
fixed gain antenna, where optimal design frequencies exist around (or above)
the plasma resonance; this is particularly important in circumstances when
the irradiance is limited.
Finally, as the frequency increases to sub-mm wave bands, the optimal
zone plate design requires a slower focal design (large F/D) due to the limited
plasma resolution, and thus designs begin to approach that of conventional
optical zone plates. The piFZPA technique is thus a potentially attractive
solution for a range of submm-wave applications, benefiting from reasonable
costs, low complexity, high flexibility, tailored performance, and high beam
fidelity.
8.3 Further work
While the work presented within this thesis has attempted to provide a detailed
insight into the piFZPA technique, the piFZPA method remains an infant
technology, with extensive work still to be pursued. The following discussion
outlines some possible work which should be considered in the future in order
to fully realise the benefits of this technology.
Future interest in optimised zone masks designs are of particular impor-
tance, where alteration to the zone plate algorithm introduced in Section 5.4
should be pursued as a means of improving the off-axis performance of the
piFZPA, as suggested in [232].
Various improvements could be extended to a range of models which have
been developed within this thesis. In particular, the inclusion of the plasma
penetration depth within all models would yield improved applicability to low
lifetime and/or thick substrates. One possible approach would be the simple
modification of the substrate thickness with the effective plasma penetration
depth as developed by W. Platte [53]. Inclusion of lateral diffusion effects
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within the piFZPA model would also further enhance the accuracy of the
model to piFZPA designs which violate the plasma resolution limit.
Identification of other suitable semiconductor substrates could also be
beneficial. However, the wide availability, large scope of standardised pro-
cessing methods, and low insertion loss of silicon substrates may make find-
ing an alternative difficult. Nonetheless, compound semiconductors such as
gallium arsenide (GaAs) may prove to be interesting. The increased base
carrier density results in lowered plasma densities which produce ’metallic-
like’ behaviour [228]. However, lowered lifetimes, due to increased radiative
recombination, may cause practical problems due to increased irradiance re-
quirements.
Alternatively, other suitable reconfigurable substrates may be of interest.
In particular, appropriate substrates may be used which can overcome the
practical problems imposed by the substrate diffusion length, and in addi-
tion may be able to produce higher efficiencies by implementing higher phase
correcting designs. Such realisations have been previously demonstrated us-
ing mechanically actuated solenoid driven reflectors [244, 245]. While these
demonstrations are capable of increased efficiencies beyond 40% (P = 2), the
number of components, and system architecture, lead to increased complexity
and limited flexibility, which may restrict their suitability to some applications,
particularly at (sub) mm-wave frequencies.
Electronic paper, or ‘e-ink’, display technologies has been identified during
this work as a promising alternative technology. Initial W-band transmission
line results performed on an e-ink display which was extracted from a stan-
dard 1st generation Amazon kindle R© e-reader has shown to be promising,
although further investigations are required. For example, Figure 8.5 displays
the measured reflection properties of the e-ink display across W-band, using
the QO-VNA of Chapter 4. Transmission through the display was approxi-
mately constant across the full W-band, with a measured S21 of -10 dB for
both white and black screens, while a S11 contrast of 5 dB was observed at
94 GHz.
The display was removed from the consumer device and was positioned
within the W-band QO beam. Control electronics remained connected to
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Figure 8.5: Measured reflection from a 1st generation e-ink display at W-band
frequencies using the QO-VNA setup of Chapter 4.
the main motherboard, and a simple ‘black’ and ’white’ PDF file was loaded
onto the onboard memory, and displayed by the e-ink display. The sinusoidal
modulation of the measured reflection resulted from the thickness of the e-ink
display.
The implications of these results are quite significant: if the reflection
contrast of the e-ink display can be increased at W-band frequencies such
that the change in reflection between white and black can exceed 10 dB,
then reasonable aperture efficiency, and antenna performance, can be realised
using these devices. In particular, such realisations would not be subject to
a ‘plasma resolution’, being limited only by the pixel density of the display,
and thus higher performance piFZPAs may be realised by implementing smaller
F/D ratios. Furthermore, if such a reflection contrast can be maintained while
removing the backing metallic film, stacked e-ink displays can yield efficiencies
approaching 80% (P ≥ 4). Moreover, such ‘piFZPAs’ would maintain low
costs, power consumption, high flexibility, and simplicity with high efficiencies.
Scalability of this technology to larger apertures would also be of low-cost,
where suitability at higher submm-wave frequencies would only be limited by
the pixel pitch of the display technology, defining the limit at which grating
lobes appear.
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Conversely, the response time of e-ink displays are known to be slow (mil-
liseconds) which have prevented them from being adopted within video based
devices. However, the fundamental requirement for faster displays, driven by
the display industry, will only increase the refresh rates over time, and thus
this particular approach could be a potential option in the future.
Finally, improvements over current demonstrations are to be performed in
a future project which has recently received short term EPSRC funding. The
short term project aims to develop the demonstrations presented within this
thesis, and is expected to improve the piFZPA efficiency (∼ 10%) and also
increase the scan rate to greater than 10,000 beams/sec. The theoretical
groundwork and models that have been developed within this thesis will thus
be crucial for realising the optimised piFZPA.
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Fresnel-Kirchoff derivation for the grooved WZP
The following presents the derivation of the new analytical model used for
simulating the far-field antenna patterns of a grooved dielectric Wood zone
plate, with arbitrary lens (complex) permittivity, ˜r, and lens thickness, tL,
which was summaried in Chapter 2.

















Figure A.1: Geometry of the grooved dielectric WZP.
where the transmission through, and reflection from, a given dielectric zone
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Figure A.2: Depiction of a propagating beam transmitting through a dielectric zone
is depicted in Figure A.2:
Transmission through the dielectric slab is determined by the standard
Fresnel transmission and reflection coefficients t, r; the polarisation dependent




˜r − sin2 ψ
cosψ +
√





˜r − sin2 ψ
˜r cosψ +
√
˜r − sin2 ψ
, (A.2)
where subscripts E,M correspond to the electric (perpendicular) and mag-
netic (parallel) polarisations respectively; the angle ψ defines the input angle
from the feed. The corresponding transmission coefficient is the series con-





where sd defines the phase delay through the dielectric for a pathlength, l,
and sa defines the pathlength change to the far-field point; both are defined
as [88, 108]
1typographical error in [246]
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where the dielectric thickness tL = tbase +w, for groove depth w, (2.8), which











arising from the geometry depicted in Figure A.2; the following relations hold
cosψt =
√






The amplitude divergence factor, detailing the field fall-off at the output
plane of the aperture, includes propagation through both free-space, ρ, and
the permittivity of the WZP zones, and can be written as [121]








˜r − sin2 ψ
, (A.12)
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with focal length, F .
Calculation of the far-field is simplified by adopting spherical coordinates,
which leads to the following unit vectors:
eˆξ =
− sin ξcos ξ
0
 , eˆψ =
cos ξ cosψsin ξ cosψ
− sinψ
 , eˆr =
sin θ cosϕsin θ sinϕ
cos θ
 (A.13)
where eˆψ and eˆξ are unit vectors in the frame of the input feed, and eˆr denotes
the unit vector in the far-field observation point, P (r, θ, ϕ); the unit normal





Using the expression for the polarisation vector, ~Pd(ψ, ξ), which is defined
for a Huygen’s source, (2.14):
~Pd(ψ, ξ) = −tM cos ξ · eˆψ + tE sin ξ · eˆξ;
the product nˆ x ~Pd(ψ, ξ) can then be shown to yield
nˆ x ~Pd(ψ, ξ) =
 [tM cosψ − tE] sin ξ cos ξ−tM cosψ cos2 ξ − tE sin2 ξ
0
 . (A.15)










for the general radial length, r
′
, which yields the following vectors:
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for the input, r
′
= ρ(ψ), and output, r
′
= L(ψ), planes of the zone plate.
The far-field product eˆr · ~r ′′, can be shown to yield




˜r − sin2 ψ
)
cos(ξ − ϕ); (A.19)
where finally, the aperture area element in spherical coordinates is given by
dA′′ = L2(ψ) sinψ dψdξ. (A.20)
Hence, substituting (A.1) – (A.20) into the general far-field expression,
(2.15):












yields the general form for the far-field electric field vector






 [tM cosψ − tE] cos ξ sin ξ−tM cosψ cos2 ξ − tE sin2 ξ
0
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where Md(ψ), Nd(θ, ψ), Od(ψ) have been defined in the main text: (2.20) –
(2.22):
Md(ψ) = −jkL(ψ) (A.22)













˜r − sin2 ψ
)
(A.24)
Solving (A.21) requires performing the ξ integral analytically for each vec-
tor component, where the full solution, i.e. ψ integral, requires numerical
methods. The ξ integral is then performed analytically as follows: collecting
the partial constants in ψ, which gives the temporary constants
A(ψ) = tM cosψ Od(ψ)e
Md(ψ) (A.25)
B(ψ) = tE Od(ψ)e
Md(ψ); (A.26)
and performing the integral over −pi → +pi, thus removing odd terms, the
ith vector component of (A.21), with the vector notation:ij
0
 (A.27)




cos 2ξejNd(θ,ψ) cos ξ dξ (A.28)
where an offset angle ∆ = +ϕ has been included to simplify the exponent
dependency. Noting that (A.28) is a standard integral whose solution is a
second order Bessel function, of the first kind, J2(Nd(θ, ψ)), the analytical
solution, in ξ, for the ith vector component then becomes:
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cos 2ξejNd(θ,ψ) cos ξdξ = (A−B) sin 2ϕJ2(Nd(θ, ψ)). (A.29)
Repeating for the jth vector component requires solving two integral com-








i cos 2ξejNd(θ,ψ) cos ξdξ, (A.31)









i cos 2ξejNd(θ,ψ) cos ξdξ = −piA cos 2ϕJ2(Nd(θ, ψ)).(A.33)








i cos 2ξejNd(θ,ψ) cos ξdξ = −piB cos 2ϕJ2(Nd(θ, ψ)).(A.35)
Hence, substituting back into (A.21), we get
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where A,B are given above.
Finally, performing the cross product yields the general vectorial form of
the electric far-field, where the components θ and ϕ are obtained by perform-
ing the dot product as defined by (2.17):
E(r,m) = Eθ(r,m) · eˆθ + Eϕ(r,m) · eˆϕ;
noting that the unit far-field vectors in θ, ϕ are given in spherical coordinates
by
eˆθ =
cos θ cosϕcos θ sinϕ
− sin θ




the solutions can then be shown to yield (2.18) and (2.19):















Iθ(θ, ψ) = −(tM cosψ + tE)J0[Nd(θ, ψ)] . . .
+(tM cosψ − tE)J2[Nd(θ, ψ)] (A.38)
Iϕ(θ, ψ) = (tM cosψ + tE)J0[Nd(θ, ψ)] . . .
+(tM cosψ − tE)J2[Nd(θ, ψ)], (A.39)
where J0[x], J2[x] are the zeroth and second order Bessel functions of the first
kind, of argument x, respectively.
The solutions can then be found numerically using the quadgk function in
Matlab, giving the results presented in the main text.
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Efficiency expressions for the grooved WZP
The following gives the expressions for the efficiency components of the
grooved dielectric Wood zone plate, discussed in the main text. The follow-
ing solutions have been derived based on the original formulation presented
in [108], which describes the Wood-Wiltse zone plate model.
B.1 Spillover efficiency, ηs
The spillover efficiency is defined as: “ratio of the power radiated by the feed
that reaches the antenna surface, and the total power radiated by the feed”,








The spillover efficiency is independent of the zone plate details, and is defined,
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B.2 Phase efficiency, ηp
The phase efficiency is defined as: “the ratio of the radiated power in the
forward direction and the radiated power in the forward direction on the con-

















where tM,E,Md(ψ), Od(ψ) are defined by (A.3), (2.20) and (2.22) respectively.
B.3 Illumination efficiency, ηi
The illumination efficiency defines the distribution of the field over the antenna












where D denotes the zone plate aperture size.
B.4 Aperture Efficiency, η
The total aperture efficiency is then the product of the above efficiencies:










all terms retaining the usual meanings.
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3D plasma distribution based on the top-hat
function
The following equations define the solutions to the transform performed in
Chapter 3, but with a ‘top-hat’ illumination function. As a result of the
discontinuity in the illumination function, this solution is subject to long nu-
merical integration times, and Gibbs phenomenon. In certain circumstances
Gibbs oscillations can mask particular features which are of interest. The
following has been included for completeness.
The generation function, G(r, z), for a top-hat function can be defined as
G(r, z) =
{
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Da∇2∆n(r, z)− ∆n(r, z)
τa
= −gΘ(r) exp (−αz), (C.2)
where Θ(r) denotes the radial top-hat function. Converting to a dimensionless
form using the following parameters, as per the main text: ρ = r/La, ξ =
z/La, ε = αλLa, δn = gτa, h(ρ, ξ) = ∆n(r, z)/δn, with η = a/La for the
top-hat function, and noting the following Hankel transform for the top-hat






the dimensionless continuity equation becomes in Hankel space (c.f. (3.20))
d2
dξ2
h¯(ν, ξ)− (ν2 + 1)h¯(ν, ξ) = −ηJ1(2piην)
ν
exp (−εξ). (C.4)
This is solved to give the sum of a homogeneous and particular solution,
with the general form








where the particular coefficient, Ap, is given as





+ (ν2 + 1)
]
. (C.6)
Using the boundary conditions of (3.27):












the homogeneous coefficients, A1, A2 can be shown to give
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A2 = Ap
(S0 + χε)(Sb − χ$)e−b$ + (χε− Sb)(S0 + χ$)e−εb
(Sb + χ$)(S0 + χ$)eb$ − (S0 − χ$)(Sb − χ$)e−b$ (C.7)
A1 = −A2(S0 − χ$) + Ap(S0 + χε)
S0 + χ$
(C.8)









and with the front and rear surface recombination velocities S0, Sb.
Figure C.1 displays the excess carrier profile for an optically excited silicon
wafer. The simulations were performed using the following parameters: a
= 3 cm, Dia = 5 cm, tsi = 500 µm, τeff = 10 µs, λ = 800 nm, Popt =
100 mW/cm2, and with S0 = Sd = 0 cm/s. The excited plasma distribution
is shown to feature oscillations, which are artefacts of the discontinuous top-
hat function.
Ignoring the oscillations, the plasma profile is shown to be uniform radially,
as one would expect, with a gradual drop in plasma density throughout the
thickness of the wafer. The effective plasma depth is shown to be approximate
to that defined by the diffusion length, 175 µm in this case, arising from the
condition αLa  1, as outlined in the main text, i.e. diffusion is non-negligible.
Radially the plasma profile is shown to equal the width of the initial top-hat
function, resulting from negligible radial diffusion, i.e. a  La. Simulating
the case in which radial diffusion dominates, did not always produce clear
results due to Gibbs oscillations, thus interpretation of these results was often
difficult. For these reasons, the main text focused on a continuous function in
order to highlight the significance of the diffusion length and the corresponding
plasma resolution.
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Figure C.1: Simulated plasma profile for a top-hat illumination function. The top-




The reference phase parameter
The reference phase parameter enables control of the mainlobe phase, whilst
also improving the zone plate performance. The following discussion intro-
duces the reference phase parameter and its effects. Initial results are also
presented for a transmission-type piFZPA with non-zero reference phase val-
ues.
D.1 Reference phase concept
The reference phase [247], or radius [248], provides a method for optimising
the design of Fresnel zone plates, based on an improved zoning rule, which
has shown greater potential than previous schemes [115,249]. The improved
scheme originates from the way in which zone plates are conventionally de-
signed, where traditionally the zone plate design is referenced to the shortest
pathlength connecting zone plate foci, which was treated as a 0◦ phase refer-
ence by Fresnel and carried forward thereafter [250]. However, modification
of this approach can yield improvements to the zone plate performance.
Previous discussions have indicated that the choice of the reference phase
may be arbitrary, chosen to assume any value between 0◦ and 360◦ [247,251].
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Figure D.1: Calculation of the reference radius, r0, and comparison to the first
Fresnel zone radius, r1, as a function of reference phase φref . Comparison of both
radii indicate that the reference phase should assume any value between 0◦ and 180◦
in order to reduce loss through apodization.
However, limitations such that the reference radius, r0, assumes dimensions
less than the first Fresnel zone radius, r1 [250], restrict the reference phase
to values between 0◦ and 180◦, as illustrated in Figure D.1.
A non-zero reference phase (radius) results in adjustments to the first,
and thus successive, zones such that they no longer coincide with Fresnel
half-wave boundaries; and if chosen appropriately can reduce the phase error
across the first zone. Control of the reference phase then permits optimisation
of a range of zone plate features [252]. Various studies [247, 250–254] have
shown control over the zone plate performance through an appropriate choice
of this reference parameter, which lends their suitability for a wide range of
interesting applications.
The reference phase and radius approaches have been developed sepa-
rately, but have recently been joined [250, 254]; both approaches have been







− F 2, (D.1)
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with reference phase φref (deg), wavelength λ, and focal length F . The














where all terms have been previously defined. Using the Fresnel-Kirchoff
diffraction integral for the SZP1, the effects of a non-zero reference phase
can be simulated.
















° φr = 30
° φr = 90
° φr = 150
°
Figure D.2: Normalised numerical simulations of the 1D normalised far-field patterns
for a 200mm aperture, F/1.5 negative SZP antenna with reference phase varying
between 0◦ and 150◦. Non-zero reference phase values indicate the ability to further
enhance the zone plate antenna performance, where an increase of 4 dB sidelobe
suppression is observed for φref = 30◦.
Figure D.2 displays the normalised far-field patterns for negative SZP
designs featuring a 300 mm focal length, and 200 mm diameter (F/1.5).
Simulations were performed with a -11 dB edge taper, over a range of ref-
erence phase values with φref = 0
◦, 30◦, 90◦, 150◦. These simulations show
that using this optimisation approach to improved zone plate designs, it is
possible to alter the sidelobe level of the antenna with little change in other
parameters; a 2 dB gain variation, and less than 2% change in half-power
1the SZP was chosen for the reduced degree of freedom (design), but this technique is
equally applicable to WZPs
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beamwidth. Figure D.2 demonstrates a 4 dB improvement in sidelobe sup-
pression, with a corresponding 2 dB increase in gain, although not shown
in the figure, for an optimal reference phase of 30◦, albeit with a marginal
increase in beamwidth.
Prior studies have indicated that φref is unique to each zone plate design,
and thus simulations are required in order to find the optimal value of φref for
a given F/D [252].
Improvements to the zone plate performance, plus the ability to alter
the mainlobe phase, whilst keeping the phase of the sidelobe regions con-
stant [250,251,254], may benefit a range of zone plate applications, such as:
multipath fading mitigation [250, 255, 256], improved performance of non-
circularly symmetric zone plates [78, 250, 257], increased efficiency of soft
X-ray photon sieves [250], reduction of sidelobe clutter in radar and perime-
ter security systems [254], and potential phase modulated continuous wave
(c.f. FMCW) radar applications [254]. The reference phase is thus a new
and promising tool that extends a range of zone plate applications.
D.2 piFZPA with a non-zero reference phase
Applications that could benefit from continuous phase modulation of the
mainlobe, such as multipath fading mitigation and secure communications, re-
quire a reconfigurable device. The following section details preliminary results
obtained using a piFZPA with non-zero reference phase.
The following investigations were performed on the F/1.2 piFZPA an-
tenna discussed previously (see Figure 6.6). The corresponding change in the
antenna performance of the transmission-type piFZPA was analysed based
on the measured principle H-plane pattern. The antenna patterns were mea-
sured in receive mode, with the transmitter fixed at 0◦ in the far-field, with
wafer w6 as the substrate. The antenna measurements were performed over
±15◦ in azimuth, at 0.25◦ increments. The FZP masks were generated us-
ing (5.21) with 0◦ ≤ φref ≤ 360◦; Figure D.3 displays a set of the resulting
masks indicating the corresponding change to the zone plate mask as a result
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(a) φref = 0◦ (b) φref = 45◦ (c) φref = 90◦
(f) φref = 360◦ (e) φref = 270◦ (d) φref = 225◦
Figure D.3: Calculated zone plate masks for a range of reference phases, φref .
of the non-zero reference phase; each mask is shown for an on-axis beam,
i.e. θ0 = 0
◦.
Figure D.4(a) displays the measured gain and sidelobe level for the F/1.2
piFZPA over the full reference phase range. The measured peak power is
shown to fall by up to 7 dB as the reference phase increases from 0◦, with
the minimum observed at φref = 220
◦. The gain loss results from increased
blockage of the central zone, i.e. as the positive zone plate design slowly
transitions to the negative zone plate design. The increase in gain beyond
φref = 220
◦ results from an increased centrally transparent zone. While these
trends agree with what would be expected (see Section D.1), the turning
point is observed at φref = 220
◦ instead of φref = 180◦. This is believed to
result from pattern washout of the central zone.
The corresponding sidelobe level is also observed to vary as a function
of reference phase, where only a marginal improvement (∼ 1 dB) has be
achieved for non-zero reference phases. The limited improvements, in com-
parison to the original discussion of Section D.1, is thought to arise from the
large diffusion length of the substrate. The large increase in the sidelobe level
in the range 200◦ to 260◦ arose from a spurious sidelobe appearing within the
mainlobe region of the antenna patterns; the origin of this effect is currently
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Figure D.4: (a) Measured change in gain and sidelobe level as a function of reference
phase, φref , and (b) measured H-plane patterns with a reference phase φref =
0◦, 30◦, 60◦, 240◦, and 340◦.
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unknown. Example H-plane patterns which were measured at various refer-
ence phase values are displayed in Figure D.4(b). The reduced beamwidth
observed for φref = 30
◦ and 60◦ result from the negative zone plate design
(see Chapter 2).
While larger improvements were observed in Section D.1, and have been
demonstrated experimentally (at 35 GHz) for mechanical zone plates [250,
252, 254, 257], it is believed that the small changes in the zone masks which
yield such improvements are limited, in practice, by the diffusion length of the
substrate. Thus further work must be performed on lower lifetime wafers in
order to realise the full potential of the reference phase parameter. Additional
work is also required in order to ascertain the effects on the relative phase
change in the mainlobe as a result of the plasma diffusion length, which has
not been addressed here.
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